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Resumo 

 

Após o processo de desregulação do transporte aéreo, tanto os aeroportos como as companhias 

aéreas tornaram-se negócios de elevada gestão de capital. A fim de sustentar toda a estrutura inerente 

à utilização do transporte aéreo, os aeroportos precisam de estabelecer relações complexas e 

dinâmicas com as companhias aéreas. Este trabalho consiste, então, em simular como as interações 

financeiras entre o aeroporto e as companhias aéreas, particularmente as decisões estratégicas dos 

gestores aeroportuários em relação às companhias e as suas respectivas reacções, se reflectem sobre 

as receitas aeroportuárias ao longo do tempo. Para isso, foi desenvolvido um modelo em Dinâmica de 

Sistemas (SD), utilizando o software de simulação Anylogic. O método SD empregue é composto por 

sete módulos distintos e tem a capacidade de modelar, gerar cenários e analisar o desempenho da 

simulação com base no feedback de informações que são continuamente transformadas em decisões 

e acções. Assim, foi arquitectado um modelo genérico e customizável para avaliar a performance 

financeira do Aeroporto Internacional de Lisboa, relativamente a três cenários distintos de Variação de 

Taxas Aeroportuárias devido à variação do nível-de-serviço do aeroporto (LOS), variação de 

percentagens de companhias full service e low-cost no aeroporto, e variação dos Coeficientes de 

Elasticidade das companhias aéreas. Verificou-se que quanto mais sensível o gestor aeroportuário, 

mais reactivo será o comportamento das companhias aéreas e, consequentemente, mais irregular 

serão as receitas aeroportuárias. Além disso, no que se refere ao curto/médio prazo, um gestor 

aeroportuário hipersensível ao LOS induz um crescimento muito superior nas receitas totais do que um 

gestor pouco responsivo a variações do LOS. Considerando a perspectiva a longo prazo, este último 

tipo de gestor aeroportuário conduz a receitas aeroportuárias totais mais elevadas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Palavras-chave: Modelação em Dinâmica de Sistemas, Interacções Aeroporto-Companhia 

Aérea, Receitas Aeroportuárias, Apoio a Decisões do Gestor Aeroportuário, Aeroporto Internacional de 

Lisboa (LIS) 
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Abstract 

 

After the air transport deregulation process, both airports and airlines have become capital intensive 

businesses. In order to sustain the whole air transport structure, airports must engage in highly complex 

and dynamic relationships with the airlines. This research aims, then, to simulate how the financial 

interactions between the airport and the airlines, particularly the airport managers’ strategic decisions 

towards airlines and their respective feedback, reflect on the airports’ revenues over time. For that 

purpose, a System Dynamics (SD) model, using Anylogic simulation software, was developed. The 

employed SD simulation method is composed by seven distinct modules and has the capability to model, 

generate scenarios and analyze the simulation performance based on information feedback that are 

continuously transformed into decisions and actions. Altogether, a generic and customizable SD based 

framework has been constructed to assess Lisbon International Airport revenue performance regarding 

three distinct scenarios of Airport Charge Variation due to airport level of service (LOS) variation, full 

service and low-cost carriers share at the airport and Airline Elasticity Coefficients. It was found that the 

more sensitive the airport manager, the more reactive the airlines’ behaviour will be, and hence the 

more irregular the revenue outcome. Moreover, concerning the short/medium-term, a hyper sensitive to 

airport LOS type of airport manager induces a much stronger growth on the total airport revenues, than 

an unresponsive to LOS type of airport manager. Considering the long-term perspective, the latter leads 

to higher total airport revenues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: System Dynamics Modeling, Airport-Airline Interactions, Airport Revenues, Airport 

Manager Decision Support Tool, Lisbon International Airport (LIS) 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 

 

1.1. Motivation and objectives 

Since the signature of the Deregulation Act, by President Jimmy Carter, on October 24th of 1978 

(Robson, 1998), that the aviation sector has been evolving all over the world. After this major 

achievement in the United States, a stepwise Liberalization process on the European Union’s (EU) 

internal aviation market (Burghouwt, Mendes de Leon, & De Wit, 2015) was in progress resulting in the 

opening of the EU’s air transport market in 1993. However, it was only on April 1st of 1997, the European 

Union had become a single aviation market (Starkie, 2012). Before this crucial step, the European 

aviation market was inexistent as a whole. Instead, domestic aviation only and bilateral air service 

agreements1 (Burghouwt et al., 2015) were established between individual EU-member states, with their 

state-owned national airlines. As a result, a monopolized and an anti-competitive market had arisen. 

After the European deregulation gradual process, comprised by a whole new package of Air Freedoms2, 

bilateral agreements between countries where national airlines monopolized the market had started to 

decrease. The Liberalization, not only fostered an emergence of new airlines, but also withdrew the 

airports’ market power (Starkie, 2012), once the internal aviation market was no longer a monopoly ruled 

by only one airline company – the national airline. The ease of an airline either to enter or to exit the 

local aviation market had become tremendous. The interaction and fierce competition between airline 

companies made the great majority of the published researches cover the famous issues of airline 

competition and the horizontal integration between airlines, commonly known as Alliances. Until now, 

much of the attention was dropped into the airlines’ relationships, however both airlines and airports are 

capital intensive businesses, the significant difference lies on the fact that an aircraft is “capital on wings” 

(Starkie, 2012). Then, not only airports and airlines do matter, but more importantly the airport-airline 

relationship and the consequences arising from that interaction may define the success of the air 

transport. 

Both airports and airlines must interact with each other in order to successfully run their respective 

businesses and, hence, to generate revenues (Graham, 2008). Whilst airlines only consider passengers 

as their customer group and consider themselves as customers of the airports, airports, on the other 

hand, regard both airlines and passengers as their key buyers (D’Alfonso, 2012). As a result, airports 

                                                           
1 These bilateral agreements that governed the international air transport, have evolved from the 1944 Chicago Convention 

(Reis, 2004). 
2 A set of commercial aviation rights granting a country’s airline to overfly another country’s airspace, land for technical stops, 
as well as, pick-up and drop off passengers in another country’s territory (Lourenço, 2008). 
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are confronted with a two-sided market in which both sides may and will influence the airport strategy 

and operations (Struyf, 2016), which in turn will be reflected on the airlines’ flight frequency and the 

passenger demand, hence, on the airport revenue. Figure 1 illustrates the two-sided market airports 

face and their aim in attracting and preserving interactions between both of their customers as a 

feedback of their decisions and actions. Thus, some key endogenous and exogenous factors influencing 

the airport-airline interactions are crucial to understand the dynamics of the system and its relationships 

over time. 

 

Figure 1 – Interactions among Airports, Airlines and Passengers (adapted from (Saraswati & Hanaoka, 2014)) 

As a result, there is a need to evaluate the financial benefits of such airport-airline interactions on a 

case-by-case basis (Fu, Homsombat, & Oum, 2011). Concerning the state of the art literature, it either 

focuses on the airport or on the airline, however, there is still a few research on the operational airport-

airline interaction and its potential financial consequences, challenging the air transport community to 

develop new, flexible and innovative tools regarding these two entities’ relationship as a feedback of 

one another’s’ decisions and actions. The objective of this work is, then, to develop a model that allows 

to simulate and illustrate how the financial interactions between the airport and the airlines, particularly 

the airport managers’ strategic decisions towards airlines and their respective feedback, reflect on the 

airports’ aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues over time. Summing up, a generic and easily 

customizable System Dynamics (SD) based framework has been constructed to assess Lisbon 

International Airport – Humberto Delgado Airport (LIS) – revenue performance, concerning distinct 

scenarios. At the end of the simulation process it is expected to find both the airport’s revenue impacts, 

as well as the airlines’ reaction, as a feedback of the airport manager’s decisions and actions. 

This research may be an important contribute for the future of the aviation sector, once after the 

deregulation of the air transport, the rise of competition between airports and the increase of the 

bargaining power among airlines (Barbot & D’Alfonso, 2014) is putting airports under growing pressure 

to increase their revenue and reduce their costs (Fu et al., 2011). Consequently, airports need to keep 

and preserve strategic airlines by having acceptable aeronautical charges and, at the same time, without 

compromising the airport’s level of service, as they wish to be protected from demand risk, financial 

support and secure business volume (Barbot & D’Alfonso, 2014). Therefore, the implementation of a 

generic and flexible decision support tool aimed to facilitate airport’s high-level decision-making, by 

shedding light on how the airport-airline endogenous and exogenous factors may affect the airline’s 

flight frequency and the inherent airport revenues. 

Airports
(decision variables: revenue share allocation)
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(decision variables: airfare and flight frequency)
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1.2. Methodology 

The elaboration of the present dissertation was developed throughout four main phases, as enlightened 

in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 – Dissertation’s Elaboration Phases 

 

1.3. Contents 

The present dissertation is structured as follows. 

Chapter 2 starts off by giving a general overview of the airport business, in which the airport’s 

stakeholders, as well as its activities are addressed. Moreover, a comprehensive outline of the airport 

revenue system, characterizing its operating revenue sources is also analyzed. 

Chapter 3 provides a literature review concerning the airport-airline relationships, as well as its key 

endogenous and exogenous concepts influencing their financial interactions. In the following 

subchapters, each one of the key factors are scrutinized and defined within a feedback loop in order to 

achieve a holistic conceptual dynamic system. This so-called “conceptual approach” intends to structure 

and base the airport’s and airlines’ main relationships to the proposed model. 

Chapter 4 regards the core of the present dissertation, as the model’s architecture is introduced. It starts 

by providing some enlightenments about the System Dynamics (SD) simulation method, as well as some 

authors’ perspectives concerning its use on the air transport industry. Then, the simulation model is 

proposed, as well as its structure and base model assumptions. Finally, every module comprehended 

on the model’s structure is elucidated, providing detailed insight about each one. 

Literature Review

Airport-Airline Interactions Literature Review:
 Identification of the paramount concepts

concerning the airport stakeholders, activities,
revenue system and airport-airline
relationship;

 Identification of the key endogenous and
exogenous variables that may influence the
airport-airline financial interactions;

 Construction of feedback loops linking the key
variables to the airport-airline relationship;

 Feedback loop diagrams as a conceptual and
holistic approach to understand the major
airport-airline financial interactions.

Model Development

 SD based framework in
Anylogic software to
assess LIS Airport
revenue performance;

 Model composed by
seven distinct modules:
infrastructures’
demand; aeronautical
revenues; non-
aeronautical revenues;
airport’s level of
service; airport’s
discounts; airlines’
operating costs; and
GDP.

Model Validation (LIS’ 
Case Study)

 LIS Airport revenue
characterization;

 Parameter setting
based on LIS
literature review;

 Model validation:
structure and
output behaviour
validation;

 Simulation scenario
setting: three main
cases distributed
over twenty four
different scenarios.

Results Analysis

 Collecting and
processing the
scenarios’ results;

 Performance
assessment under
different scenarios;

 Case by case
analysis;

 Aggregated results
overview;

 Final conclusions;
 Model limitations.

Simulation Models (SD) Literature Review:
 Simulation as the most adequate technique to

base this complex conceptual approach;
 SD as the most suitable method to model

dynamic behaviours from feedback loops;
 Extensive review of SD literature applied to the

air transport, as well as the existing models in
order to envisage the model’s architecture.

Anylogic Software
 To learn from scratch

how to architect a SD
model in Anylogic
software;

 To learn Java
programming language
to enhance the model
performance.

Data Collection
 Extensive report

review regarding
the case study’s
characteristics,
statistics and
policies.
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Chapter 5 enlightens the major findings concerning the proposed scenarios to test the model presented 

on chapter 4. After setting the model’s parameters, a model validation is accomplished. Being ready to 

be tested, a scenario setting is deployed, allowing to further deduce and analyze the results of each 

scenario. At the end of chapter 5, an aggregated overview about the results is carried out, in which the 

major conclusions are illustrated. 

Finally, in chapter 6, the final conclusions about the dissertation are drawn. In addition, the model 

limitations and future research topics are also suggested. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Overview of the Airport System 

 

In this chapter, it will be provided a general overview of the airport business, in which the airport’s 

stakeholders, as well as its activities will be addressed. Moreover, the two forms of revenues the airport 

manager may accrue will be analyzed, along with how the airport may, then, be considered a two-sided 

platform. Finally, the most used approaches to regulate an airport (choice of till) will also be scrutinized. 

 

2.1. Airport Stakeholders 

The airport is the fundamental infrastructure of the air transport system since it provides the physical 

platform where airlines, passenger and cargo are transferred (Graham, 2008). According to ICAO (2004) 

an airport is defined as an “area on land or water that is used for the arrival, departure and surface 

movement of aircraft”. Using a simpler language, an airport must enable aircrafts to land, unload both 

passengers and cargo (if there is the case), be serviced, load again and takeoff (Ashford, Martin Stanton, 

Moore, Coutu, & Beasley, 2013). As a result, and according to Peneda (2010), the paramount airport 

infrastructure comprehends the runways, taxiways, apron spaces, docking gates, handling facilities and 

passenger and cargo terminals, where the former may either access or egress the system. 

Besides its basic infrastructure, Graham (2008) also stresseed that airports bring together a “wide range 

of facilities and services”, such as air traffic control, security, police, immigration, fire and medical 

services, local authorities, all of them crucial to the success of the air transport industry (Figure 3). 

Furthermore, after the Deregulation process, airports have been increasingly run as businesses, 

delivering not only an aeronautical service (Gillen & Mantin, 2014), but also offering a wide variety of 

commercial facilities from shops and restaurants to car parking companies (Graham, 2008). Therefore, 

and according to Ashford (1997), it may be stressed that the air transport system comprises the 

relationship among three main agents: the airport, the airline and the passenger, whose interaction is 

dependent on a set of landside and airside stakeholders3. 

Bearing this in mind, a division between landside or commercial stakeholders and airside or airline 

stakeholders may be addressed. On the one hand, the airside or airline stakeholders comprise both the 

airlines and all the service providers which are directly related to the flight and aircraft operations (Struyf, 

2016). In this case, the airlines are the stakeholder which perform the flight, check-in, baggage claim 

and boarding, however, after the aircraft’s landing and before its takeoff, ground handling companies, 

catering companies, fuel services, cargo operators and maintenance companies also make part of the 

                                                           
3 For the purpose of this dissertation, a stakeholder is defined as “any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the 
achievement of the organization’s objectives” (Schaar & Sherry, 2010). 
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share of airside stakeholders (Figure 3). On the other hand, the landside or commercial stakeholders 

comprehend all the services that are intended to the passenger. As a result, retail, duty and tax free 

shops, restaurants, hotels, business parks, conference services, car parking and car rental companies 

(Graham, 2008; Struyf, 2016) and even the airport advertisement make part of the passenger related 

service providers. 

Besides the landside and airside stakeholders, Struyf (2016) revealed that administrative stakeholders 

are also present and essential to the airport system. As it may be observed in Figure 3, administrative 

stakeholders are responsible for both the landside safety, which include the airport manager, security 

staff, as well as police, fire and medical service, immigration office, and the airside safety which comprise 

the air traffic control. 

 

Figure 3 – Some Internal Stakeholders of an Airport (own composition based on (Ashford et al., 2013; Peneda, 2010; Struyf, 
2016)) 

Although, Figure 3 mentions numerous possible stakeholders present in an airport, it is needed to bear 

in mind that its extent may vary according to the airport type classification defined on Macário et al.'s 

(2007) or Struyf's (2016) research.4 For instance, the stakeholders present in an international airport will 

be, certainly, different the ones present in a regional one. In addition, apart from the internal stakeholders 

mentioned above, Struyf (2016) underlined that external stakeholders, such as investors, as well as 

airport legislation and regulation imposed by the government are also involved in the airport 

management. 

Finally, managing a myriad of different and possibly conflicting interests reveals to be a complex task to 

the airport operator. Thus, despite all stakeholder relationships being important, the development of a 

                                                           
4 Despite being out of scope of the present dissertation, Macário et al. (2007) and Struyf (2016) provided a framework for the 

airport’s type classification, such as the type and volume of traffic; whether it is a hub or a point-to-point airport; and the 
airport scope. 
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harmonious interaction with the airlines is critical (Graham, 2008), as the air services will influence both 

the aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities and, hence, their revenues. 

 

2.2. Airport Activities 

Each airport manager faces the challenging mission of coordinating all the airport stakeholders, in order 

to the airport system work efficiently (Graham, 2008). Moreover, the airport manager in cooperation with 

the aforementioned stakeholders will set up activities to attract passengers, who consist of the 

paramount stakeholder so that the airport system may function. 

Since the main role of an airport is to provide the aeronautical infrastructure and services for both the 

airlines and passengers, the core activity the airport offers is the aviation one (Struyf, 2016). Thus, the 

airport may choose to deliver this itself or to rely on third party providers, some of the airside 

stakeholders that have been already stated in subchapter 2.1. On the other hand, over the years the 

airport business has evolved towards an expansion of the aviation complementary services (Struyf, 

2016), in which the commercial stakeholders guarantee the possibility for the passengers to eat, drink, 

shop, park or rent cars, among other services. In addition, airports may also engage themselves into 

real estate activities by managing and renting both spaces and buildings. 

 

Figure 4 – Airport Activities (own composition based on (Macário et al., 2007; Peneda, 2010; Struyf, 2016)) 

As a result, according to Macário et al. (2007) airports’ activities may be differentiated in two general 

categories of core and non-core activities. Core activities are those associated to the airside 

stakeholders, which are essential to the air transport operation, including maintenance of runways, 

taxiways, aprons, operation of terminals including baggage processing and aircraft turnaround (Peneda, 
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2010). Thus, by observing Figure 4, the core activities may be divided in two different categories, the 

core activities that must be operated by the airport itself, such as the provision of the basic infrastructure 

of runways and terminals and the core activities that may be outsourced (Macário et al., 2007), as ground 

handling, catering, air traffic control, among other activities depending on the airport. 

Airports may also operate a wide variety of non-core activities, that are usually associated to the landside 

stakeholders and which may or may not be outsourced (Peneda, 2010). The non-core activities 

comprehend, for instance, car parking and car rental activities, retail, duty and tax free shops, hotels 

and restaurants, among others (Figure 4). 

 

2.3. Airport Revenue System 

As it may has been perceived along this dissertation, airports are now complex enterprises that require 

a wide range of competencies and skills and that offer both aeronautical and non-aeronautical services 

(Gillen & Mantin, 2014), or complementary services. As a result, airports may no longer be 

infrastructures providers only, but instead facilities providers to meet the needs of their users (Graham, 

2008). In order to sustain the whole structure involved in the air transport, the revenues generated by 

an airport must fund the costs that the airport bears (Struyf, 2016). Regarding this issue, on Figure 5 it 

is possible to observe a general scheme of an airport’s financial structure and flow. 

 

Figure 5 – General Airport Financial Structure (based on (Schaar & Sherry, 2010; Struyf, 2016) 

Concerning the operational income produced by an airport, a distinction may be made between 

aeronautical (or aviation) and non-aeronautical (or commercial or concession) revenues (Graham, 2008; 
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Peneda, 2010; Struyf, 2016; Zhang & Zhang, 2010). In general terms, while the former consists of the 

airports’ core business, the latter focuses on commercial functions, a complementary service to the 

passenger5 (Peneda, 2010) which is becoming gradually recognized as being equally important to the 

airport core activities (Graham, 2008). 

The next subchapters will further enlighten the two listed concepts of aeronautical and non-aeronautical 

revenues. In addition, subchapter 2.3.2. elucidates how the airport revenue system and its relationships 

work, whereas the last subchapter exposes the alternatives of airport regulation that are currently in 

use. 

 

2.3.1. Aeronautical and Non-aeronautical Revenue 

As mentioned before, an airport has two facets to its business: the traditional aeronautical operation and 

the non-aeronautical or concession business (Zhang & Czerny, 2012; Zhang & Zhang, 2003). 

Aeronautical Revenues (AR) are directly related to the activity of the aviation, as in the usage of the 

infrastructure, arising directly from the operation of landing/takeoff of aircraft, passengers and freight 

(Graham, 2008; Peneda, 2010). According to Peneda (2010) the AR may be differentiated in three 

collections, the first one comprises the revenues generated from flight operations – landing/takeoff 

charges, aircraft parking, aircraft’s usage of runways, taxiways, aprons, air bridges and gates, 

aeronautical charges on air traffic control (Zhang & Czerny, 2012; Zhang & Zhang, 1997, 2003), among 

others (see Table 1). Secondly, there are the landside operations revenues consisting of charges over 

passenger and baggage handling, as well as, ticketing charges. Finally, there are the revenues related 

to the terminal operations, which include terminal and passenger charges and charges related to the 

availability of security and emergency procedures (Peneda, 2010). As a result, the AR depend on the 

number of movements, passengers and cargo an airport serves and its charges (Struyf, 2016). 

Non-aeronautical Revenues (NAR) are those generated by activities that are not directly related to the 

aircraft’s operation, namely income from commercial activities within the terminals and on airport land 

(Graham, 2008; Peneda, 2010; Zhang & Czerny, 2012; Zhang & Zhang, 1997, 2010). These revenues 

consist of rents from land and non-terminal facilities and concessions from commercial activities at the 

terminal. As it may be perceived by Table 1, concession revenues include terminal commercial activities, 

such as retail, duty and tax free shops, restaurants and advertising; on the other hand, the land and 

non-terminal facilities revenues consist of car parking and rental, real estate, hotels, among others 

(Peneda, 2010; Zhang & Czerny, 2012; Zhang & Zhang, 1997, 2003). 

 

 

                                                           
5 Passengers are considered both airports’ and airlines’ customers. 
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Airport Operating Revenue Sources 

Aeronautical Revenues Non-aeronautical Revenues 

Flight 
Operations 
Revenues 

Landing/Take-off charges Retail shops 

Concession 
Revenues 

Aircraft parking charges 
Duty and Tax free shops 

Runways, taxiways, aprons, air bridges and gates usage 

Air traffic control 
Restaurants 

Hangar charges 

Ground Power Unit 
Advertising 

Fuel throughput charges 

Landside 
Operations 
Revenues 

Passenger Handling charges 
Car parking 

Land and 
Non-

terminal 
Facilities 

Revenues 

Baggage Handling charges 

Cargo Handling charges 
Car rentals 

Ticketing 

Terminal 
Operations 
Revenues 

Terminal charges 
Real estate 

Passenger charges 

Security charges 
Hotels 

Passenger Reduced Mobility charges 

Table 1 – Airport Operating Revenue Sources (based on (Ashford et al., 2013; Graham, 2008; Peneda, 2010; Struyf, 2016; 
Zhang & Zhang, 1997, 2003, 2010)) 

Overall, both aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues are the ones responsible for sustaining the 

whole airport structure. However, for the last two decades, commercial revenues have grown faster than 

aeronautical revenues, and in some cases they even became the main income source of many airports 

(Zhang & Zhang, 2010). 

 

2.3.2. Airport as a Two-Sided Platform 

Airports consider both airlines and passengers as their key users (D’Alfonso, 2012). As the airport 

presents itself as the platform where its customers meet, it is constantly trying to attract and preserve 

both airlines and passengers. As a result, airports are confronted with a two-sided market in which both 

sides may and will influence the airport’s strategy, decisions and actions (Struyf, 2016), which in turn 

will be reflected on the aeronautical charges and, hence, on the airport revenues, as Figure 6 suggests. 

Two-sided markets are, then, defined as markets in which a platform (the airport) enables interactions 

between end-users and attempt to get the two sides (in this case, the airlines and the passengers) “on 

board by appropriately charging each side” (Rochet & Tirole, 2006). Moreover, Rochet & Tirole (2006) 

added that the volume of transactions between end-users depends on the structure and on the overall 

level of fees charged by the airport. On the other hand, Appold & Kasarda (2011), stressed that a market 

is two-sided if the platform may affect the volume of transactions by charging more to one side of the 

market and reducing the price paid by the other side by an equal amount. 
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Figure 6 – Relationships in Airport Revenue System (own composition based on Qin (2016)) 

Considering the previous definitions, the airport may charge both sides of the market and, hence, 

influence the number of passengers (and/or cargo) and airlines handled. According to Struyf (2016) and 

as suggested by Figure 6, the higher the number of airlines present, the higher the number of 

passengers and, thus, the higher the AR. Therefore, it is suggested that the larger the number of 

participants, the greater the benefits induced to each one (Appold & Kasarda, 2011). In addition, as it 

may be observable in Figure 6, also regulation is affected by this complex market structure, since the 

airport manager may increase the number of participants on one side by manipulating the prices on the 

other side (Appold & Kasarda, 2011). 

In this scenario, D’Alfonso (2012) highlighted two relevant aspects. The first one concerns the 

externalities between the airlines and the passengers, in which the airlines demand depends on the 

aeronautical charge. On the other hand, the passengers’ demand depends on the number of airlines 

and their frequency. Thus, the higher the number of passengers at an airport, the higher the interest of 

the airlines to operate at that airport and vice-versa. As it is possible to state by Figure 6, it reflects a 

cycle or feedback loop, in which the airport manager has the power to control their customers’ demands 

and their level of interaction (Gillen & Mantin, 2014). Regarding the second aspect is that the airport has 

the possibility to internalize the externalities, making the total airport revenue and price structure tend 

to an equilibrium, i.e. internalize the complementarities between the aviation and non-aviation services 

(D’Alfonso, 2012). 

Despite contributing to the overall airport revenues, the NAR do not affect the aeronautical charges and, 

hence, do not affect the airlines, unless the airport is under a single-till regulation policy6, in which the 

NAR may cross-subsidize the aeronautical activity. This being said, Struyf (2016) considered that an 

                                                           
6 Both single-till and dual-till policies will be further enlightened on the next subchapter. 
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airport may be regarded as “being part of an imperfect two-sided market”. Nevertheless, following 

Appold & Kasarda (2011) and Struyf (2016) the theory of the two-sided market provides a coherent 

strategic framework concerning the challenges and opportunities that the airport manager faces. 

Moreover, airports add value to both sides by internalizing the indirect network effects7 which may exist 

between the two demand groups (D’Alfonso, 2012). 

 

2.3.3. Airport Regulation 

When setting the maximum charge levels, for instance, the airport operator may take into account 

whether the airport charges are based on both aeronautical and concession revenues or strictly based 

on the aeronautical ones (Zhang & Czerny, 2012). As a result, three possible approaches stressed on 

Figure 7 are used to describe how an airport recovers the full cost associated with the aeronautical and 

non-aeronautical activities: the single-till (or “residual” method); the dual-till (or “compensatory” method); 

and the hybrid-till (ICAO, 2015; Phang, 2016; Teixeira, 2012; Zhang & Czerny, 2012). 

Single-till: under the single-till approach, all airport activities are included in the till so that both 

aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues may be considered in the determination of the regulated 

airport charges (ACI, 2007; Czerny & Zhang, 2015; Phang, 2016; Teixeira, 2012; Zhang & Czerny, 

2012). In this case, the NAR may be used to offset increases in the aeronautical costs and charges 

(Phang, 2016), since the aeronautical operations are subjected to various forms of regulation, whereas 

commercial operations are usually unregulated (Zhang & Zhang, 2010); this means that the profit 

disparities are used as a “subsidy” to the aeronautical operations. In other words, NAR are used to 

cross-subsidize the aeronautical charges inducing, theoretically, lower aeronautical charges (Figure 7) 

(Phang, 2016; Teixeira, 2012). In addition, Phang (2016) also argued that using commercial revenues 

to offset aeronautical fees reduces the airport’s incentives to grow commercial profits and develop 

concession activities. Summing up, a single-till regulation takes into account the profits from aeronautical 

and commercial activities to determine “fair” prices of the aeronautical charges (Teixeira, 2012). 

Dual-till: the dual-till approach splits the aeronautical and non-aeronautical businesses into distinct 

financial entities, as well as separate regulations (ACI, 2007; Phang, 2016; Teixeira, 2012). This ensures 

that income from the aeronautical side of the business, such as landing fees, security costs, passenger 

charges and landing/takeoff fees are used solely for aeronautical expenditure, whereas the non-

aeronautical income is exclusively allocated to non-aeronautical expenditures. Since aeronautical 

charges do not receive any subsidy from the non-aeronautical operations, the dual-till regulation results 

in higher aeronautical charges (Figure 7) (Phang, 2016). On the other hand, according to Phang (2016), 

there is a strong incentive for the airport manager to innovate on the non-core business, once its 

                                                           
7 In a two-sided market, the larger the number on the one side, the greater benefit on the other side (example: larger 
passenger volumes create greater opportunities for retail shops (D’Alfonso, 2012). 
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revenues gain “accrue to the operator”. Finally, as the dual-till regulation must have a clear distinction 

between aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities, it may result in an increased regulatory burden. 

Hybrid-till: under the hybrid-till approach, the cost basis is established based on a combination of the 

single-till and the dual-till methodologies (ICAO, 2015). On the one hand, similarly to the dual-till 

regulation, the hybrid-till approach requires a clear distinction of the aeronautical and non-aeronautical 

activities and, hence, their revenues (Phang, 2016). Moreover, only the aeronautical activities are 

regulated. On the other hand, a percentage of the NAR are used to subsidize the aeronautical expenses. 

Therefore, this method is able to manage the trade-off between maintaining competitive aeronautical 

charges, as well as keeping the airport manager on the edge of innovation (Phang, 2016). 

 

Figure 7 –  Approaches to the Airport Business Model (own composition based on Czerny & Zhang (2015); Phang (2016); 
Zhang & Czerny (2012)) 

Regarding the previous insights Czerny & Zhang (2015) considered that the basic difference between 

the two antagonistic approaches – single-till and dual-till – is that the single-till allows full control over 

the airport profits as the NAR are used to finance the airport structure (Figure 7). Moreover, since the 

single-till approach leads to lower aeronautical charges, according to Czerny & Zhang (2015) this may 

be used to “better control airport market power and problems of double marginalization” (Figure 7). 

Moreover, according to Teixeira (2012) and Zhang & Czerny (2012) in capacity constrained airports, the 

single-till approach would set aeronautical charges too low. In other words, the aeronautical charges 

would have to be lowered, as more profits from commercial activities were made. This entails a 

challenging situation in which the congestion tends to even lower the airport charges instead of raising 

them to control the quality standards of the airport. As a result, the single-till seems to give no incentive 

concerning capacity expansion when it would be most necessary (when it is constrained), whereas in 
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the non-constrained case, it is expected to increase passenger demand and, hence the airport revenues 

(Teixeira, 2012). 

Under the dual-till regulation, concession businesses are not used to finance the airport infrastructure. 

The separation of aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities may be more appropriate to heavily 

congested airports, as it would bring higher aeronautical charges (Teixeira, 2012) and, then, lead to a 

more efficient charge8 (Zhang & Czerny, 2012). 

  

                                                           
8 According to Zhang & Czerny (2012) an efficient charge would increase the users value of time.  
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Chapter 3 

 

Overview of the Airport-Airline 
Financial Interactions Modeling 

 

The following chapter provides a “conceptual modeling approach”, using feedback loops to structure the 

airports’ and airlines’ interrelated behaviour. Therefore, they provide the key factors influencing the 

airport-airline financial interactions, which will be crucial to understand the dynamics of the system and 

its relationships over time, so that an “analytical modeling approach” may be addressed in chapter 4. 

 

3.1. Conceptual Approach – Main Factors Affecting the Airport-

Airline Financial Modeling 

Considering the purpose of the present dissertation, a wide and extensive literature review concerning 

the most relevant factors affecting the airport’s financial flows, in general, and the airport-airline financial 

relationship in particular, has been carried out. To begin with, Fichert & Klophaus (2011) stressed that 

an airport’s development regarding revenues, passengers and aircraft movements may be influenced 

by two types of factors, the endogenous and exogenous factors. Concerning the endogenous or internal 

factors these authors highlighted three significant variables, the airport-airline incentives, the overall 

airport charging level and, finally, the quality standards9 the airport would be able to provide. On the 

other hand, Fichert & Klophaus (2011) found the development of the surrounding area a crucial 

exogenous or external factor which may influence the evolution of the airport and its attractiveness for 

the airlines. 

Alternatively, Allroggen, Malina, & Lenz (2013) also found airport-airline incentives, as well as the airport 

charges internal factors which may have direct impact on airlines and on the projected airport revenues. 

Concerning the external factors, these authors identified airport competition and the characteristics of 

the airport catchment area as paramount. Additionally, Suryani, Chou, & Chen (2010) suggested that 

the demand for air travel and, hence, the possibility for airport development and airline growth, may also 

be influenced by internal and external factors. Regarding the internal factors these authors emphasized 

the airport charges, the level of service impact and the runway utilization. On the other hand, the 

considered external factors are the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth and the demographic factor. 

Considering the previous findings, and for better understanding the influence it will have on the airport-

                                                           
9 Quality standards may be perceived as level of service. 
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airline financial modeling presented in chapter 4., Figure 8 lists the factors that were established as 

paramount on the airport-airline interactions and which will be further addressed along chapter 3. It is 

noteworthy that, for the purpose of this dissertation, all the internal factors will be considered, however 

concerning the external ones, only the Gross Domestic Product, will impact on the model. 

 

Figure 8 – Main Factors Influencing the Airport-Airline Financial Modeling (own composition based on (Albers, Koch, & Ruff, 
2005; Allroggen et al., 2013; Fichert & Klophaus, 2011; Suryani et al., 2010)) 

In order to discern the airport-airline dynamic, intertwined and puzzled behaviour, it is suggested to 

adopt, first of all, a conceptual method consisting of feedback loops diagrams. According to Faboya & 

Siebers (2015) a feedback loop diagram provides a way for expressing the understanding of the dynamic 

and interconnected nature of the real world. The authors added that such diagrams are constructed by 

linking together key variables, as the ones in Figure 8, with the other entities and indicating the causal 

relationships between them, often ending up in those feedback loops. In addition, Sterman (2000) 

pointed out that all dynamics arise from the interaction of only two types of feedback loops, positive or 

self-reinforcing and negative or self-correcting. Positive feedback loops tend to amplify what is 

happening in the system, whereas negative feedback loops oppose change. However, when multiple 

loops interact, as it will be possible to validate, the dynamic behaviour becomes much more complex. 

Along chapter 3, this conceptual approach will allow to decompose the dissertation’s main objective 

(stated on subchapter 1.1.) on a series of intermediate goals, which, altogether lead to the main one: 

 To identify and to establish the main relationships between the airport manager and the various 

airport stakeholders; 

 To explore the airport-airline financial relationship, specifically regarding the trade-off between 

the airport charges and the airline flight frequency; 

 To learn about the airport-airline interaction regarding incentives proposed by the airport 

manager. These incentives aim either to attract new airlines, or increase the flight frequency of 

the existing ones into the market and its impacts on the overall airport flight frequency, which in 

turn reflect the passengers’ demand and, hence, the airport revenues; 
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 To assess the airport’s level of service through congestion indicators (e.g. runway, ground 

handling, security and check-in) and its consequences on the airport charges, which influence 

the airlines’ flight frequency, hence the airport revenues; 

 To explore the impact that the EU’s GDP may have on the airlines’ flight frequency and, 

consequently, on the airport revenues; 

 

3.1.1. The Airport Charges 

Regardless of the type of airport ownership, it is possible to stress that the basic aim of the airport charge 

is to cover the airport’s core activity cost structure. Throughout the world, a wide range of charging 

systems with different types of combinations and levels of fees manage to generate income from the 

aeronautical activity (Fichert & Klophaus, 2011). Moreover, according to the International Civil Aviation 

Organization (2007) guidelines, it is desirable that airports may produce sufficient revenues to exceed 

all direct and indirect operating costs and provide a return on assets at a sufficient level which allows to 

secure investment for new or expanded airport infrastructure. 

Airport charges in Europe are set according to a wide variety of national and international systems. 

Aeronautical charges at major international hubs such as London Heathrow, Amsterdam, Paris Charles 

de Gaulle and Frankfurt are set under the terms of regulatory pricing systems, which allow charges to 

be set at levels that may support future financing of needed infrastructures (Macário et al., 2007). On 

the other hand, at some airports such as Copenhagen, prices are set at levels agreed with airline users 

without any regulatory influence (Macário et al., 2007). Furthermore, at other airports as Spanish, Italian 

and Portuguese, prices are adjusted annually and may not be subjected to a specified regulatory 

formula. Regarding smaller airports, Macário et al. (2007) mentioned that airport charges may vary 

“irregularly and infrequently”. 

Over the last decades, the increasing importance of the airports’ non-aeronautical revenues resulted in 

a decline of significance concerning airport charges (Fichert & Klophaus, 2011). Nevertheless, following 

the ACI (2007) these charges remain indispensable for the aeronautical revenues and are taking an 

increasing percentage of the price passengers pay for their air tickets, as higher airport charges are 

more likely to enable airlines to increase ticket prices (IATA, 2016). 

 

3.1.1.1. Aeronautical Charges Characterization 

Aeronautical charging has been relatively simple with most revenues coming from a weight-based 

landing charge and a per-departing passenger fee. At this time, it is possible to perceive how dependent 

airports are from airlines, not only concerning the aircraft-based charges, but also the passenger-based 

ones. Many airports still generate their AR regarding these two important factors, however, as time 

evolves, some airports “charging practices have become more complex and more market based” 

(Graham, 2008). Following this and for the purpose of the present dissertation, it was found appropriate 
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to enlighten about the main aeronautical charges, which will be further used on the airport-airline 

financial model on chapter 4. 

Landing Charge: the landing charge is the most universal charge and consists of the fee that airlines 

pay for the use of the airfield, as well as to cover operational, maintenance and emergency services10 

costs (Neufville, Odoni, Belobaba, & Reynolds, 2013). Most airports have a weight-related landing 

charge, typically based on the maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) (Fichert & Klophaus, 2011; Graham, 

2008) and with a fixed price for aircrafts under a certain weight (Teixeira, 2012). A fixed unit rate 

(euros/tonne) will favour smaller aircrafts since tonnage tends to increase faster than aircraft capacity, 

payload or even air carriers with high seating capacity (Fichert & Klophaus, 2011; Graham, 2008). In 

addition, sometimes charges for air traffic control are incorporated into the landing fee (Graham, 2008), 

as well as the noise charges (Teixeira, 2012). 

Passenger Charge: passenger charges are commonly levied on the number of departing passengers 

and, therefore, represent a variable charge (Graham, 2008). Also known as terminal service fees, they 

are intended to cover costs related directly to the use of the airport terminal (Neufville et al., 2013). 

Moreover, the passenger charge is differentiated, not only according to the flight destination11, but also 

whether the passenger is departing or in transit (Fichert & Klophaus, 2011; Neufville et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, and especially in Europe the standard passenger charge may already embed the 

passenger with reduced mobility (PRM) charge and the security charge (Fichert & Klophaus, 2011). 

Security Charge: following the events of 9/11/2001, airport security arrangements become much tighter 

and are updated and modified continuously (Neufville et al., 2013). The security charges serve, then, to 

cover costs of the airport security, such as luggage controls, security staff and equipment. This charge 

is also directly related with the number of departing passengers and, may also be different either the 

passenger is departing or in transit (Teixeira, 2012). Concerning the responsibility for the provision of 

security services, they may be performed by the airport’s employees or by a private company under 

contract to the airport, the airlines or a government agency (Graham, 2008). 

Parking Charge: the aircraft parking fees, usually, depend on the length of the time parked (Fichert & 

Klophaus, 2011; Teixeira, 2012). On the other hand, at some airports, the levied fee is based on the 

size and weight of the parked aircraft (Graham, 2008; Neufville et al., 2013). Similarly to this, hangar 

charges also bases on the same factors as parking charges. 

PRM Charge: passengers with reduced mobility is a mandatory fee which airlines must pay to the 

airports in order to cover part of the cost of infrastructures needed to ensure the normal circulation of 

these passengers. As a result, this charge is paid based on the total number of departing passengers 

                                                           
10 Emergency service costs refer to services such as firefighting, snow plowing and security on the airfield (Neufville et al., 

2013). 
11 In this context the flight destination concerns domestic, Schengen-EU, non-Schengen-EU and International destinations 
(Graham, 2008). 
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and is levied even if no passenger with reduced mobility attend to the flight (Teixeira, 2012). Moreover, 

as it has been mentioned above, this charge may be embedded in the passenger charge. 

Ground Power Unit Charge (GPU or GPS): or electricity charge is a fee levied to the airlines for the use 

of electricity to restore the aircraft’s batteries, as well as to power it up while proceeding to the ground 

handling and boarding/unboarding operations. This charge is usually calculated based on the time 

length the aircraft is standing on the apron (Teixeira, 2012). 

Air bridge Charge: if used, the air bridge connection into the terminal incurs a fee, which is based on the 

time spent while using the bridge or charged per aircraft movement (Graham, 2008; Teixeira, 2012). 

Ground Handling Charge: this category may be divided into “ramp handling” charges which comprise 

the charges for handling services on the apron and regarding the aircraft; and the “traffic handling 

charges” which concern the charges for passenger and cargo handling (Neufville et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, airports may choose whether they outsource this activity and get a percentage or provide 

it on their own. In the case this is an outsourced activity, the services may be offered as an overall 

package, where ramp, passenger and cargo handling, apron buses, aircraft cleaning, pushback and so 

on are provided by the same company (Graham, 2008). 

Government Taxes: on the passengers’ perspective that is quite difficult to distinguish between 

government taxes and airport revenues. On the other hand, airlines may perceive these taxes as making 

part of the overall turnaround. This being said, Graham (2008) stressed that these taxes may pay for 

some airport service or investment project. As an example, in Portugal, the taxes pay for the provision 

of some security services. 

Main Aeronautical Charges at an Airport 

Charge Most used basis for charging 
Income to Airport 

Manager 

Landing/Takeoff Based on MTOW in tonnes, regardless the size of the aircraft Yes 

Passenger Per Departing Passengers Yes 

Security Per Departing passenger Yes 

Aircraft Parking 
Based on the time length an aircraft is parked or on its size or 

weight 
Yes 

PRM Per Departing Passenger Yes 

Ground Power 
Unit 

Based on the average time length of the turnaround Yes 

Air bridge Based on the average time length of the turnaround Yes 

Ground Handling Usually an overall package - apron, traffic and cargo handling Sometimes 

Government 
Taxes 

Per Departing Passengers No 

Table 2 – Summarized list of the Main Aeronautical Charges at an Airport (based on (Fichert & Klophaus, 2011; Graham, 
2008; Neufville et al., 2013)) 

Table 2 provides a summarized perspective of the main aeronautical charges that have been addressed 

in this subchapter, as well as a general overview of some specific factors that will induce the airport-

airline financial flow (chapter 4). 
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3.1.1.2. Aeronautical Charges Relationships 

The aeronautical charges play a key role in shaping the airport-airline financial interaction and, hence, 

the airports’ market structure (Gillen & Mantin, 2014). When setting up prices, the airport faces a trade-

off due to the complementarity and also dependence between the aeronautical revenues generated via 

per flight fees charged to airlines and concession revenues generated from passengers whilst they 

spend time at the airport terminal (Gillen & Mantin, 2014). The existing literature that models the airport-

airline interactions, is highly focused on how the airport is able to manage this complex trade-off, in 

which a slight increase or decrease in the aeronautical charges may and will have a direct effect on the 

airlines’ flight frequency and, consequently, on the airport’s congestion12 and revenues. 

Gillen & Mantin (2014) enlightened that an increase on the aeronautical charges would stimulate the 

airlines to reduce their flight frequency. By doing it so, the authors’ stressed that it would have a positive 

impact concerning both terminal and runway congestion, which would be more relaxed, despite reducing 

the AR share. Apart from the AR decline, Zhang & Czerny (2012) added that an increase in the 

aeronautical charges and consequent reduction of the passenger quantity, also impacts the demand for 

concession revenues, since the less time passengers spend at the airport, the less likely they are to 

spend on concession services.  

On the other hand, Zhang & Zhang (2010) found that, generally, the aeronautical charge becomes lower 

when an airport has concession operations – cross-subsidy. Recalling subchapter 2.3.3., the cross-

subsidy may happen when the airport shares its concession revenues with the airlines by charging lower 

aeronautical fees and, thereby, incentivizing airlines to supply more flights and hence, deliver more 

passengers (Gillen & Mantin, 2014). Moreover, following Zhang & Zhang (2010) and Alcobendas (2014), 

the reduction of the aeronautical charges certainly intensifies both the terminal and runway congestion 

at the airport, which in turn will reflect on the concession revenues. 

 

Figure 9 – Feedback Loop of how the Aeronautical Charges Affects the Airport-Airline Financial Interactions (own 
composition) 

                                                           
12 In this dissertation airport congestion entails both high passenger quantity in the terminal – terminal congestion – and high 
runway utilization – runway congestion. 
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In the present research, a simple feedback loop (Figure 9) was drawn so that it would be easier to 

identify the interaction on the airport’s decision regarding the aeronautical charges, which influence the 

airlines’ flight frequency. In addition, it affects the number of passengers and, hence, the level of 

congestion at the airport. Similarly to Gillen & Mantin (2014), the level of congestion then further affects 

the airlines’ revenues due to an increase of the aeronautical charges and, consequently, it returns again 

to the airlines’ frequency decisions. In addition, the overall demand for flights and the level of congestion 

at the airport determine the magnitude of the demand for concessions consumed at the airport. 

The airport faces, then, decisions when pricing the aeronautical services. On the one hand, more flights 

enhance the AR, but at the same time the airport becomes congested, inducing delay’s costs on both 

airlines and passengers, which ultimately affect the demand for flights (Gillen & Mantin, 2014). However 

and at the same time, those delays generated by congestion may also induce more concession 

revenues as passengers spend more time at the airport terminal. As a result, the aeronautical charge 

may impact both the passenger demand through the airlines’ flight frequency and the concession 

demand. It is noteworthy that prices regarding the concession services have no effect on the passenger 

quantity, once the ticket demand and the demand for concession services are well separated in time 

and, then, independent (Zhang & Czerny, 2012; Zhang & Zhang, 1997, 2003). 

 

3.1.2. The Airport-Airline Incentive Schemes 

Traditionally, airports and airlines have worked together and both benefited greatly from cooperation 

(Saraswati & Hanaoka, 2014). Today, according to Fichert & Klophaus (2011) many airports use 

financial incentives, such as reductions in charges, in order to increase the airlines’ traffic as well as to 

develop new routes and stimulate additional frequencies. On the other hand, Jones, Budd, & Pitfield 

(2013) added that due to the increasingly competitive nature of the airport and airline industries, a 

number of airports started offering discounts and financial incentives known as “Incentive Schemes” 

(hereafter called AIS – Airport Incentive Schemes) to tempt airlines to expand their network services. 

Under these schemes, some authors have emphasized the benefits such commitments may entail. 

Albers et al. (2005) and D’Alfonso (2012) stated that the primary benefit for the formation of airport-

airline alliances is the reduction of the uncertainty for both partners. Furthermore, these strategic 

alliances may be seen as a commitment to coordinate strategic decisions. Alternatively, Saraswati & 

Hanaoka (2014) pointed out that airlines may obtain competitive advantages by securing key airport 

facilities, whereas airports receive financial support from airlines, as well as constant business volume. 

Jones et al. (2013) highlighted the enthusiastic way airlines embraced these incentives as they would 

struggle to reduce their operating costs and remain competitive. However, considering the above stated 

benefits, Saraswati & Hanaoka (2014) also warned about the anti-competitive tendency the airport-

airline incentives may introduce in the airline downstream market. Likewise, D’Alfonso & Nastasi (2012) 

added that price discrimination on aviation services is prohibited by IATA and European Union’s rules, 
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as an airport must charge all airlines the same price for identical services, meaning that incentives must 

also be available for all airlines that aim to engage in such commitment. 

The airline business entails extremely high fixed costs inducing the airline companies to choose airports 

which provide access with a less significant facility charges (Isaka, 2012). Moreover Albers et al. (2005), 

as well as, D’Alfonso (2012) identified, among other factors, airport fees, slots’ availability, and 

availability of discounts as factors affecting the choice of airports by airlines. In addition, in the Allroggen 

et al. (2013) analysis, they found that European airports decide simultaneously on the level of charges 

and on the introduction of incentives, whereby it is argued that incentives should be considered an 

integral component of airport pricing strategy. Thus, they added that since the airport charges contribute 

on the operational costs among airlines, the authors suggested that the airport manager may use 

charges as means of attracting traffic to its facilities and, hence, generate revenues for both parties. 

Therefore, Allroggen et al. (2013) advocated the airport manager could offer targeted incentives through 

rebates on aeronautical fees based on two categories of incentive schemes: “incentives for volume 

growth”, which may be provided whether the airline increases passenger throughput, raises flight 

frequency or, even whether it broadens aircraft capacity; “incentives for route growth” only applicable if 

new routes or destinations are introduced. 

On the other hand, Fichert & Klophaus (2011) classified the airport incentives as “incentives within the 

established charging system” and “separate incentives”. According to the authors the former refers to 

incentives that might be applicable on the already designed charging system and whose purpose would 

be shifting parts of the risk caused by demand fluctuation from the airlines to the airport. Therefore, this 

type of incentive is focused on per passenger reductions, as well as increased shares of charges for the 

airline and non-linear landing charges. Concerning the latter it might be related either to the annual 

traffic values or to the development (growth) of traffic over time. Moreover, these traffic volume 

incentives, similarly to Allroggen et al. (2013), are typically based on the airline’s total number of 

passengers, flight frequency, load factor or maximum takeoff weight. As an example, such incentive 

schemes are applied at major German airports, as Dusseldorf, Berlin and Frankfurt-Hahn (Fichert & 

Klophaus, 2011). Furthermore, Jones et al. (2013) also supported Fichert & Klophaus's (2011) airport 

incentives classification in which the authors highlighted an important difference between an incentive 

that sits “within an established charging system” and a policy that offers “separate incentives”, where 

defined targets must be achieved. 
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Figure 10 – Feedback Loop of How the Airport-Airline Incentives Affects the Airport-Airline Financial Interactions (own 
composition based on (Fichert & Klophaus, 2011)) 

Bearing in mind the previous cited analysis, it was found of great importance for the purpose of this 

dissertation and, hence, the purpose of modeling the airport-airline financial interactions, to illustrate 

through a feedback loop diagram (Figure 10) what would entail such AIS on the airport’s and airlines’ 

decisions. As it may be perceived on Figure 10, the airport’s incentives would be a factor affecting the 

choice of both new airlines entrances and flight frequency variations. In case the airport decides to 

provide incentive schemes either within the established charging system or separate incentive (Fichert 

& Klophaus, 2011), it is expected an increase in the airlines’ flight frequency, as well as a raise on 

passenger volume and, hence, on airport’s and airline’s revenues. As in the previous subchapter 

concerning the aeronautical charges, this would also lead to congestion, whereby it is suggested to 

assess the airport quality standards so that it may be possible to analyze whether the airport is able to 

maintain those incentives or not. As a result, according to D’Alfonso & Nastasi (2012) airports do not 

aim to compete for the airlines, but instead they try to compete through airlines to get passengers, as 

each airport gets the number of passengers the airlines are able to deliver. 

 

3.1.3. The Level of Service 

In recent years, structural changes such as commercialization, privatization, globalization and increased 

competition among airports have induced them to put more emphasis on quality (Graham, 2008). 

Concerning the airport terminal facilities and infrastructures both airlines and passengers have become 

more experienced and demanding regarding the trade-off between the fees they have to pay to the 

airport manager and the quality standards that are delivered by it. According to Graham (2008) 

irrespective of the airlines and passengers perceptions of quality, the airport’s services and facilities are 

designed to deliver a certain level of service (LOS).  
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The concept of level of service may, then, be applied to the planning, design and monitoring of the 

airport terminal infrastructures. According to the Airports Council International (2014) the notion of level 

of service has been applied in various ways for the design of new facilities, the expansion and monitoring 

of existing ones and as a metric that determines whether contractual obligations of airport managers 

are being fulfilled. Moreover, IATA (2015) added that the LOS concept is typically used for the following 

two purposes: assessing the current service level of the airport operations and planning the future 

service levels of the airport facilities. This being said, the LOS is perceived to be higher in correlation 

with key quantitative and qualitative characteristics. Following Graham (2008), airports have both 

objective and subjective measures of service quality. The former indicator measures the service 

delivered such as runway congestion, flight delays, queue length, waiting time among others; on the 

other hand the latter refers to perceived service by the airport customers such as terminal cleanliness, 

walking distances, among others. 

For the purpose of this dissertation, only quantitative indicators will be further addressed as they provide 

objective information about the airports’ quality standards. As a result, IATA established level of service 

parameters for airport planning and design, originally developed by Transport Canada in the mid to late 

1970s (Airports Council International, 2014). Although mainly related to the queueing and waiting 

standards in the core processing airport areas, IATA measured the airport performance based on six 

levels: A (Excellent); B (High); C (Good); D (Adequate); E (Inadequate) and F (Unacceptable) and 

typically most airports facilities were designed to operate at level C in peak (Graham, 2008), as it denotes 

stable passenger flows, acceptable delays and good comfort levels at overall reasonable costs (IATA, 

2015). In 2014 with the release of the Airport Development Reference Manual 10th Edition, IATA 

presented a new concept of level of service which consisted in four categories: under-provided; sub-

optimum; optimum and over-designed, incorporating an additional variable, apart from time aspects, 

which are the spatial requirements (IATA, 2015). However, in this research when modeling the airport-

airline financial interactions, the former concept of LOS was used instead of the new one. 

Regarding the airport-airline interaction, the level of service play a crucial role as it may measure the 

airport services’ performance in terms of quality or adequacy of the infrastructure and the effectiveness 

of the overall logistics management (Ashford et al., 2013), more specifically the utilization ratio (𝜆) of the 

most important processing areas. According to Neufville et al. (2013) the utilization ratio is possibly the 

most fundamental measure of LOS, as it determines all the other measures of queuing systems’ 

performance. In order to elucidate the concept of utilization ratio which will be further used on chapter 

4, Neufville et al. (2013), as well as, Miller & Clarke (2007) established the following equation: 

 𝜌 =
𝜆

𝜇
  (1) 

In which 𝜆 is the average demand rate over a specified period of time and 𝜇 is the capacity of the system 

over the same period of time. In this case, four distinct LOS quantitative queueing lengths were 

assessed in the present model (Figure 11), two regarding the inside terminal services and based on the 

daily quantity of passengers: Security LOS and Check-in LOS; and the other two concerning the airside 
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activities based on the daily aircrafts’ congestion: Runway LOS and Ground Handling LOS. Each one 

of these concepts will be further enlightened in chapter 4, however, it is intended to make clear how 

these quality standards may affect the whole passenger volume and, hence airport revenues. 

 

Figure 11 – Feedback Loop on how the Airport Level of Service Affects the Airport-Airline Financial Interaction (own 
composition) 

On Figure 11, it is presented the feedback loop on how the airport LOS may influence and balance the 

airport’s performance and comfort. Therefore, if the flight frequency increases either due to high airline 

operating profits or low aeronautical charges, an intensification of the passenger volume will be 

expected. Then, the airport LOS will, inevitably decline once the augmentation of passengers will create 

more congestion and service delays. As the airport manager strives to pursue a stable LOS for which 

the airport was designed, it will have to implement measures so that the airlines may lower the flight 

frequency, consequently decrease the passenger volume and the airport LOS stabilize again. Bearing 

in mind the airport-airline interaction, the LOS is one of the key factors that maintain the balance and 

fosters the evolution between quality standards and costs. Moreover, Ashford et al. (2013) added that 

infrastructural and operational requirements for each airport vary depending on its particularity, although 

a common objective exists concerning the provision of the best possible LOS at an appropriate cost. 

 

3.1.4. Runway Capacity 

The runway consists of one of the paramount infrastructures regarding the airport’s core activity, as well 

as the taxiways, apron space gates and passenger terminal area. According to Miller & Clarke (2007) 

and Suryani et al. (2010), runway capacity is the limiting factor that leads to congestion. As demand for 

air travel increases, the average number of aircrafts requiring service on this runway also increases, i.e. 

the runway utilization increases, as it may be perceptible by the following equation: 

 𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑦 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
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The authors added that whether the runway capacity is held constant, an increase in demand would 

lead to congestion, which raises the airlines’ congestion cost. In addition, the higher the airline cost, the 

greater the airfare impact will be. 

Reminding the previous level of service subchapter, the runway capacity is directly related to it. In 

Graham's (2008) analysis, the author found that the level of delays and, hence, congestion is a crucial 

measure of airport performance, since maximum runway throughput may only be achieved with queuing 

aircraft, either on the ground for the departing flights or through speed control and holding in the air for 

the arriving flights. As a result, Ashford & Wright (1992) addressed a number of different approaches 

which may be employed to estimate runway capacities and congestions. For the purpose of this 

dissertation and based on various other authors who only focused on the following theory (Miller & 

Clarke, 2007; Neufville et al., 2013; Suryani et al., 2010), the queuing theory was adopted. 

According to Ashford & Wright (1992), the simple runway system may be described by mathematical 

formulas of the queuing theory. Since flights on civil airlines are scheduled, one would intuitively suspect 

that aircrafts arrivals are regular, however it was found that the difference between the expected and 

the actual times of arrival was large and that the process was more random than regular, which could 

be satisfactorily described by the Poisson distribution (Ashford & Wright, 1992). Therefore, assuming 

Poisson arrivals and constant service times, it was possible to extract a formula to the runway 

congestion. In this case, Miller & Clarke (2007) and Suryani et al. (2010) defined congestion (𝑊𝑞) as 

waiting time (per peak hour of traffic) for each aircraft that intends to land on the runway. In addition, the 

authors stressed that the waiting time is obtained by modeling this situation queuing system as a M/G/1 

queuing system13: 

 𝑊𝑞 =
𝜆 ∗ (

1
𝜇

)2 + 𝜎2

2 ∗ (1 − 𝜌)
 

(3) 

In which 𝜆 represents the average number of flights for a specific period of time determined by the 

Poisson distribution; 𝜇 stands for the runway capacity; 𝜎 denotes the standard deviation of service times 

and 𝜌 characterizes the already described runway utilization. It is noteworthy that this formula will be 

used in the present model on chapter 4 aiming to represent the runway congestion. Altogether, the 

characteristics of 𝑊𝑞 are of great importance whilst describing the performance of the runway queuing 

system (Neufville et al., 2013). 

                                                           
13 M/G/1 queuing system is a system with Poisson demand (M), any type of service time (G) and one server (1) and infinite 
capacity (Suryani et al., 2010). 
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Figure 12 – Feedback Loop on how the Runway Capacity Affects the Airport-Airline Financial Interactions (own composition) 

Considering the enlightenments of the previous authors, a feedback loop was constructed (Figure 12) 

so that it would be easier to understand how the runway capacity and, consequently, the runway 

congestion may affect the whole airport interactions. Airports that have a high flight frequency and, so, 

that are operating close to their runway capacity and runway utilization are, therefore, more likely to 

generate congestion and impose delays, which in turn will harm the passenger demand and raise the 

airlines' congestion costs. In order to maintain some balance, airlines should reduce their flight 

frequency, perhaps through an increase of the aeronautical charges, which would solve the runway 

capacity congestion and would generate demand for passengers again. Through Figure 12 it is possible 

to evidence how the runway capacity becomes one of the key factors on the airlines’ flight frequency, 

as well as on the additional costs or higher charges due to runway congestion. 

 

3.1.5. GDP’s Influence 

According to Morphet & Bottini (2013), in 2012 the air transport industry contributed US$ 2.4 trillion to 

the global GDP (3.4%). As the main external factor, in this case, concerning the airport-airline financial 

interactions, the relationship between GDP growth and air traffic evolution is essential. Moreover, 

according to KfW IPEX-Bank (2016), it is widely acknowledged that the number of passengers at airports 

around the world have a strong correlation with the worldwide GDP. 

KfW IPEX-Bank (2016) argued that for the period 2001 – 2015, the worldwide number of air passengers 

displayed an annual growth of 3.9% and annual GDP growth of 3.8%, denoting a “GDP multiplier” of 

almost 1.0. However, the authors considered this low value as result of the 9/11 attacks in 2001, as well 

as the Lehmann Brothers crisis. Since in the period of 2011 – 2015 it reached a level of 1.5 and in 2015 

the “GDP multiplier” has been steadily increasing at a level of 2.0 times the world’s GDP. On the other 

hand, in Europe the passenger growth in the same period 2001 – 2015 was a factor around 2.0 times 

the world’s GDP (KfW IPEX-Bank, 2016). According to Pordata (2017), and making a quick analysis of 

the EU 28’s GDP Growth Rate and EU 28’s Air Passengers Growth Rate on the period 2008 – 2015, it 

was also found a correlation between these two factors, as it is possible to perceive in Graphic 1. 
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Graphic 1 – Analysis of the EU 28’s GDP Growth Rate and the EU 28’s Air Passengers Growth Rate 2008 – 2015 (based on 
(Association of European Airlines, 2016; Eurostat, 2017; INE, 2017; Pordata, 2017)) 

Ishutkina & Hansman (2008) recognized the air transport services and the economic development 

interaction with each other through a series of mutual causality feedback relationships (Figure 13). In 

this case, air transportation provides employment in the aviation sector and creates wider 

socioeconomic benefits through its potential to enable a myriad of activities in the local economy. Hence, 

the increase of the population’s purchasing power induce a demand for passengers, which will indirectly 

contribute to the GDP’s growth. Similarly to the conclusions drawn by KfW IPEX-Bank (2016), Ishutkina 

& Hansman (2008) argued that this feedback relationship presented on Figure 13, results in a general 

correlation between the amount of air travel and GDP. It is noteworthy that for the purpose of this 

dissertation, a correlation between the EU 28’s GDP and the total air passengers at Humberto Delgado 

Airport (LIS) will be developed on chapter 4, so that this external factor may have influence on the 

airport-airline financial interactions. 

 

Figure 13 – Feedback Loop on how the GDP Affects the Airport-Airline Financial Interactions (own composition) 

As a result, the feedback relationship revealed on Figure 13 supports the correlation between air travel 

and GDP, which may take effect on both the short and long run (Fernandes & Pacheco, 2010). Following 

KfW IPEX-Bank (2016), the reasons for this vigorous passenger growth along with either the national or 

global GDP are the worldwide population increase, the expanding networks, the expansion of the middle 

class in the emerging nations, the increase of tourism and the growing of the low-cost market. 
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3.1.6. Summary 

Considering the feedback loop diagrams of the key factors affecting the airport-airline financial 

interactions enlightened along chapter 3, it was found indispensable to evidence the aggregation of 

these multiple loops in one holistic diagram – Figure 14. Sterman (2000) argued that the dynamics of 

all systems may arise from the interactions of these networks of feedbacks; when multiple loops interact, 

it is not so easy to determine what the dynamics will be. As mentioned at the beginning of chapter 3, the 

feedback loop diagrams became an essential tool regarding a conceptual phase of the model’s 

construction. On the one hand, these schemes allowed to identify and comprehend the relationships 

and dynamics between the various factors and the airport stakeholders; on the other hand, it thus 

supported the understanding of the influence, either positive or negative regarding the particular 

situation each factor had in the airport system and its contribution to the airport-airline financial 

interaction. Therefore, the feedback loop presented on Figure 14 represents a holistic and conceptual 

draft regarding the key components of the airport-airline financial interactions, which in turn allowed to 

engage in an analytical approach – to build a System Dynamics model. Moreover, all the model’s 

architecture arises from this comprehensive literature review, originating seven distinct, dynamic and 

interconnected modules – infrastructures’ demand; aeronautical revenues; non-aeronautical revenues; 

airport’s level of service; airport’s discounts; airlines’ operating costs; and GDP’s influence. 

 

Figure 14 – Feedback Loop of the Endogenous and Exogenous Key Factors Influencing the Airport-Airline Financial 
Interactions (conceptual approach) 
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Chapter 4 

 

Methodology of the Airport-Airline 
Financial Interactions Model 

 

Chapter 4 regards the core of the present dissertation. It starts by providing some enlightenments about 

the System Dynamics (SD) simulation method, as well as some authors’ perspective concerning its use 

on the air transport industry. Then, the base model methodology is presented, as well as its structure. 

Finally, this chapter sheds light on each relevant part of the model structure – modules – so that a 

detailed perspective of the model may be achieved. 

 

4.1. Simulation Approach – Base Model 

According to Sterman (2000), the typical conceptual models such as the type of feedback diagrams 

shown along chapter 3., may be too large and complex to simulate mentally. Thus, the author added 

that simulation may be the only practical way to test these diagrams, since their complexity vastly 

exceeds one’s capacity to understand their implications. On the other hand, Borshchev (2014) and 

Grigoryev (2015) argued that “modeling is about finding the way from the problem to its solution through 

a risk-free world”, where one is allowed to make mistakes, undo things, go back in time and start over 

again. Moreover, Biesslich, Schroeder, Gollnick, & Lütjens (2014) pointed out that models emerge as a 

“simplified replica” of the real existing system and that simulation consists of the most practical way to 

get reliable results about a system’s behaviour under different conditions and distinct scenarios. 

As a result, simulation arises as a powerful tool concerning the development and testing of potential 

solutions for real-world problems and, also extremely useful when time, cost and physical 

experimentation are a constraint. Altogether, the existing models may be ranged from an operational 

level, whose representation is highly detailed and where physical dimensions do matter (DE) , to a more 

strategic level, whose entities are aggregated and where the relationships and dynamics between 

variables matter the most (SD) (Cunha, 2016). Borshchev (2014), Grigoryev (2015), Faboya & Siebers 

(2015) and Cunha (2016) briefly described the three main approaches that are used in the simulation 

modeling: 

System Dynamics (SD) is a process-oriented, continuous, deterministic simulation modeling approach, 

assuming high levels of abstraction and object aggregation that are represented in terms of stocks and 

flows. In addition, the core of SD simulation modeling lies on the understanding of the behaviour of 

feedback loops under complex systems. 
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Discrete Events (DE) simulation modeling is a process-oriented, discrete, stochastic modeling 

approach, in which a system is modeled as a discrete sequence of events. Moreover, each event occurs 

at a particular instant in time and characterizes a change of state in the system. 

Agent Based (AB) simulation modeling is a relatively new method when compared to SD and DE 

modeling and is an object-oriented, discrete, stochastic modeling approach, in which a system is 

modeled as a collection of autonomous decision-making entities – agents. 

 

Figure 15 – Abstraction Level of the Different Simulation Methods (adapted from (Cunha, 2016; Grigoryev, 2015; Qin, 2016)) 

As it may be observed in Figure 15, each method serves a specific range of abstraction level. According 

to Grigoryev (2015), system dynamics assumes high abstraction levels and it is typically used for 

strategic modeling. Discrete event, on the other hand, supports medium-low abstraction levels. Finally, 

the agent-based models may vary from the detailed models to the highly abstract models. As mentioned, 

this dissertation focuses on the system dynamics modeling and simulation. 

 

4.1.1. System Dynamics 

System dynamics is a modeling technique for complex systems developed by Jay W. Forrester during 

the mid-1950s (Biesslich et al., 2014). Forrester proofed the simulation and modeling possibility of 

complex, non-linear and dynamic systems within the industry sector. SD, then, became a powerful 

method of gaining useful insight into situations of dynamic complexity (Sterman, 2000). Suryani et al. 

(2010) argued that the main characteristic of this method is the existence of a complex system along 

with the change of the same system behaviour over time. As a result, SD applies to dynamic problems, 

which involve change over time characterized by independence, mutual function, information feedback 

and circular causality (Biesslich et al., 2014). By using feedback structure, the existing conditions of the 

system may lead to decisions that will change the surrounding conditions and will influence the next 

decisions (Suryani et al., 2010). 

Citing Sterman (2000), much of the art of SD modeling is discovering and representing the feedback 

processes, which along with stock and flow structures, time delays and non-linearities determine the 

dynamics of a system. In fact, the author highlighted that the most complex behaviours usually emerge 
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from the interactions or feedbacks among the system’s entities. Altogether, Suryani et al. (2010) entitled 

modeling as a feedback process that goes through constant iteration and an iterative cycle. Following 

this idea, Sterman (2000) developed some steps concerning the creation of a SD model (Figure 16): 

1. Problem articulation: to identify the key variables and concepts, determine the time horizon, 

characterize the problem dynamically and designing policy to solve it; 

2. Dynamic hypothesis: to develop a feedback loop diagram that explains causal links among 

variables and converts it into a flow diagram; 

3. Formulation: to translate the system’s description into auxiliary equations, as well as estimate 

some parameters, behavioural relationships and initial conditions; 

4. Testing: to compare the simulated behaviour of the model to the actual behaviour of the system; 

5. Policy formulation and evaluation: after validating the model, users may utilize it to design 

policies for improvement and evaluate their impact on the overall system. 

 

Figure 16 – System Dynamics Modeling Process (adapted from (Sterman, 2000; Suryani et al., 2010)) 

As Figure 16 depicts, when creating a SD model, its success depends on a clear identification of an 

important purpose and objective (Suryani et al., 2010). Then, the decision maker may design a set of 

experiments using “what-if” scenarios in order to evaluate the performance of the system over time 

(Manataki & Zografos, 2009). This feature thus provides airport managers with the ability to explore a 

wide range of “what-if” scenarios, which in turn allows a more supported decision-making concerning 

the airport infrastructure operations planning, design and management (Manataki & Zografos, 2009). 

Furthermore, according to previous authors, the airport terminal exhibits dynamic behaviour in time and 

space, being characterized as a highly complex large-scale system, since it involves great number of 

entities, types of services, complex interrelations between successive phases of processing the various 

entities, trade-offs between resources, requirements and offered level of services and variability and 

stochastic events. 

Finally, various simulation tools, such as Anylogic, Vensim, GoldSim among others may be used to 

conceptualize, document, simulate and analyze the system dynamics model. It is noteworthy that in the 

present dissertation Anylogic Software will be used to build the simulation model based on chapter’s 3 

feedback loops diagrams. 
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4.1.2. System Dynamics Applied to the Air Transport 

An extensive review of SD literature applied to the air transport has been carried out. Until now, some 

scholars have used SD to research airport terminal planning, design and operations management, 

however only few addressed the financial relationship between airports and airlines. Miller & Clarke 

(2007) developed a SD model exploring the relationships among congestion, capacity and airport 

investment. Despite not addressing the airport-airline market, the SD model thus illustrated a 

methodology to evaluate strategies for investment in aviation infrastructure, in particular, the benefits 

associated with the ability to react rapidly to the market fluctuations. 

Manataki & Zografos (2009, 2010) adopted a SD approach developing a generic and flexible decision-

support system tool whose aim is to easily allow high-level decision-making by assessing the inside 

airport terminal performance. Moreover, their model was based on the operation processes and their 

interconnections, being an adaptable and customizable tool for evaluating the performance of a wide 

spectrum of airport terminals under different demand and resource deployment scenarios. 

Biesslich et al. (2014) also designed a SD generic airport model easily adjustable to different airports to 

support high-level and long-term decision-making. The model thus covered the main airport activities 

and its restrictive capacities concerning the aircraft movements on the airside and regarding the 

passenger volumes on the landside. These flows are mainly responsible for the AR, whereas the NAR 

were estimated based on passenger volume. Therefore, the purpose of this work was not only, to 

develop a generic SD simulation model of aircraft and passenger flows at the airport terminal, taking 

into account the infrastructures capacities, but also to identify capacity shortages in the future and the 

best point in time for new investments on the airport. 

On the other hand, Suryani et al. (2010) developed a SD model to forecast the air passenger demand 

and to evaluate some policy scenarios related with runway and passenger terminal capacity expansion 

to meet the future demand. The authors found that the air passenger demand may be affected by internal 

and external factors as population, GDP growth, level of service impact, airfare impact and runway 

utilization. From the base model and scenario analysis, the authors found that airfare, LOS, GDP, 

population, flights volume are determinant factors impacting demand, whereas runway utilization is 

crucial for terminal expansion. 

Minato & Morimoto (2011) used SD modeling and simulation to analyze an unprofitable regional airport 

as an ecosystem. This model simulated different strategies for sustaining these ecosystems (e.g. airport 

charges reductions, subsidies for airline tickets) and assessed their impact on the airport, the airline and 

the local government concerning the financial status. The research concluded that a new perspective 

for the practice of airport management based on mutual understanding would benefit all stakeholders. 

This being said, ticket subsidies combined with measures to enhance NAR revealed to be efficient and 

effective in assuring the viability of regional airports. Later on, Minato & Morimoto (2016) applied a SD 

model to examine the load factor guarantee. A dynamically interdependent business model for airline-

airport coexistence was designed, in which an airline and an airport agree on the load factor of a flight, 
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after which either party compensates the other for any discrepancies between the actual and agreed-

upon value. 

Qin (2016) and Qin & Olaru (2016) developed a SD model which examined the relationships between 

airports and airlines aimed at maximizing airport revenue. Therefore, this research compared the airport 

revenue system of two middle-size airports with different market powers, under different regulation and 

competition conditions. The model investigated the actions taken by airlines or other related agents, 

including government, as permanent feedback to the airport’s decisions. It was concluded that airports 

and airlines are encouraged to work together in order, not only to offer competitive services to their 

customers, but also to optimize each other’s revenues. 

 

4.1.3. The Basic Elements of System Dynamics 

In order to fully understand the Base Model Development subchapter (4.2.), it was found extremely 

important to enlighten about the SD notation. Biesslich et al. (2014), Faboya & Siebers (2015), Manataki 

& Zografos (2009, 2010) and Sterman (2000) argued that SD uses a particular diagramming notation 

depicted as stock-and-flow diagram (SFD), using the following main building blocks (Figure 17): 

 

Figure 17 – System Dynamics Symbols 

 Stock: represents an accumulation of certain state variables over time. In other words, their 

development is determined by the sum of rates. It also indicates the current state of the system 

and may work as an output of the system. 

 Flow: represents a rate which is described by a differential equation and defines how stocks’ 

values change positively or negatively over time. 

 Link: are used to create a dependency relationship between the different elements of the model. 

 Dynamic variable: consists of a function of stocks and results from the mathematical 

relationships between the different parameters and dynamic variables. Thus, it represents a 

model state which varies over time. 
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 Parameter: is a system input, usually constant that is set during the initialization of the model. 

However, it also may be changed along with the model run, whether one needs to adjust the 

model behaviour over time. 

 Event: is a single or recurring process, triggered by conditions or time overruns, in which 

mathematical equations are deposited directly at the variable declarations. Furthermore, Java 

programming may be used to increase the quality, capability and extension of each event. 

 

4.2. Base Model Development 

The majority of the literature either focuses on the airport or on the airline, however there is still few 

research on the operational airport-airline interaction and its potential financial consequences. To bridge 

this gap, there is a need for a generic and flexible decision support tool that will facilitate high-level 

decision-making by shedding light on how the airline’s flight frequency may be affected by the airport 

charges and the variables inherent to it and, hence, how that may influence the airport revenues. In the 

present subchapter, the simulation model structure is be described, enlightening the numerous dynamic 

variables and parameters which have been used, as well as the interdependencies between them that 

characterize and support the present model. 

 

4.2.1. Model Methodology 

A System Dynamics model composed by seven modules was designed to simulate and analyze the 

airport-airline financial interactions and respective implications on each other’s behaviour. This SD 

framework has been implemented in the form of a stock-and-flow diagram in Anylogic 7.0.2 Professional 

Edition. Anylogic is a multi-paradigm commercial drag and drop modelling and simulation software 

(Cunha, 2016; Faboya & Siebers, 2015). In addition, it may be programmed and extended using Java, 

so that the variables’ relationships over time may be further enhanced. Thus, this SD model has the 

ability to model, generate scenarios and analyze the simulation performance based on information 

feedback that are continuously transformed into decisions and actions. As a result, a generic and easily 

customizable SD based framework has been constructed to assess Lisbon International Airport – 

Humberto Delgado Airport (LIS) – revenue performance, concerning distinct scenarios of airport 

charges, level of service and incentives and airline elasticities. 

According to Manataki & Zografos (2009), Suryani et al. (2010) and Qin & Olaru (2016) the suitability of 

SD to the airport-airline financial interactions is confirmed through the following characteristics of the 

method: SD consists of interacting feedback loops, in which, for instance, it is possible to assess what 

is the consequence for airlines when airports proceed to an increase in its charges; SD’s fundamental 

variables vary in time, which is crucial, since a financial assessment of the airport revenues over the 

year is being carried out; SD supports model assumptions and “what-if” scenarios; time delays could 

change the behaviour of an SD system, as for instance time lags between the airport charge change 
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and the flight frequency adjustment; SD may provide more reliable forecasts of short to mid-term trends 

than statistical models and, therefore, lead to better decisions; SD adapts easily to a wide spectrum of 

airport strategic configuration and enables a holistic assessment of the system performance, as it 

provides the capability of examining the impact of all interactions between the system’s elements; and 

finally, SD does not require high use experience of the decision maker (airport manager) in order to 

customize it to the needs and characteristics of the particular airport under consideration. 

 

4.2.2. Model Structure 

The present SD model, concerning the airport-airline financial interaction applied to Humberto Delgado 

Airport (LIS), has been based on five main assumptions, as well as on the feedback loops on chapter 

3. Bearing in mind the objective and methodology of this model, the following assumptions have been 

presumed: 

 The considered model time step is the day and the delay to respond to any model change is the 

season (IATA)14. One change in season n, will present its reaction in season n+2; 

 The airport manager considers three variables that affect the next IATA season’s flight 

frequency: the airport LOS, AIS and GDP growth rate; 

 The airport charges will reflect the airlines’ flight frequency as a reaction/feedback of the 

previous IATA season airport LOS; 

 The airlines’ flight frequency (DFF) generates the air passengers; 

 Three main periods throughout the year were considered in which air ticket prices and 

passengers shares may vary: January and December (medium season); from February to May 

and from September to November (low season); and June to August (high season). 

Considering the previous assumptions, the model consists of seven distinct modules that may be 

observed in Annex A (real SD model) and in Figure 18 (SD model schematic representation), in which 

each module’s feedback influences the others and allows the model to achieve a general output result 

of the interdependencies and interrelations among the modules. Module 1 consists of the infrastructures’ 

demand and generates the daily flights and, consequently, the air passengers (both airport customers); 

Module 2 represents the aeronautical revenues and it includes all the variables that may contribute to 

the airport core activity; Module 3 represents the non-aeronautical revenues comprising all the relevant 

variables that may fund the airport non-core revenues; Module 4 characterizes the airport LOS and it is 

one of the key variables that will control the admission or withdrawal of the airlines’ flight frequency; 

Module 5 considers the Airport Incentive Schemes (AIS) through the course of the simulation run and it 

is the second key variable influencing the airlines’ flight frequency; Module 6 denotes the airlines’ 

operating costs, being only considered the costs that an airline may incur whilst on a determined airport 

from the moment that an aircraft arrives until the moment that it takes-off; Module 7 assesses the 

                                                           
14 IATA considers two seasons, the Winter season – from the last Sunday of October until the last Sunday of March – and the 
Summer season – from the last Sunday of March until the last Sunday of October (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2017b). 
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European Union’s GDP growth rate, the third and an external factor that may influence the airlines’ flight 

frequency. It is noteworthy that the following schematic representation of the SD model – Figure 18 – 

originates itself from the previous holistic feedback loop of Figure 14. 

 

Figure 18 – SD Model Representation 

 

4.2.2.1. Main Basic Elements 

Before start explaining how each module operates, it was found of extremely importance to highlight 

some transversal concepts that will be used throughout the whole model.  

Daily Flight Frequency (DFF): it is a parameter and it defines the daily number of flights that departure 

from and arrive to the airport. According to ANA Aeroportos de Portugal (2017a) the admitted DFF 

corresponds to one landing plus one takeoff. In the first two IATA seasons the DFF is scheduled and 

given as an input by the airport manager (from historical data), however, from the third season onwards 

the model calculates the DFF as a feedback of the previous season airport LOS (Module 4), AIS (Module 

5) and the GDP growth rate trend (Module 7), which is converted in the following equation: 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛

= 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2

+ (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒)

+ (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∗ 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒)

+ (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒)

+ (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∗ 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒) + 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 ∗ 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  
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The variation of the number of flights will happen season to season, meaning that the season 𝑛 will be 

affected and will reflect what happened in the season  𝑛 − 2, as its season shall be affected by its analog 

season (the 𝑛 winter season is affected by the 𝑛 − 2 season, which is also a winter season; it is analog 

for the summer season). As a result, 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹 (analog 𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹) represents the 𝑛 − 2 winter 

season in which the DFF will be based on to produce its outcome on season 𝑛. For further 

understanding, Figure 19 shows how the flights are affected by its respective previous season. 

 

Figure 19 – Model’s Delay Illustration 

Seat Capacity per Flight: it is a parameter and it designates the average number of seats provided by 

one aircraft per day and it was admitted, as a simplification, that in one day all of the aircrafts provide 

the same number of seats. As a result, the number of seats varies on a daily basis according to a PERT 

distribution. PERT distribution was found the most suitable distribution to accommodate this 

simplification as an airport, in this case LIS, may have a wide range of type of aircrafts landing and 

taking-off along the day, nevertheless having a most used type of aircraft (most likely). 

Humberto Delgado Airport - Regular Airlines' Type and Seat Capacity per Aircraft 

Type of Aircraft 
A3
19 

A3
20 

A3
21 

A330-
200 

A340-
300 

E1
90 

ATR72-
500 

ATR72-
600 

B737-
800 

B777-
300 

Average Number of seats 132 162 200 263 274 106 70 70 186 354 

Number of Aircrafts Arrivals on 
22/3/2017 

53 57 16 10 3 13 4 20 30 2 

Number of Aircrafts Departures 
on 22/3/2017 

52 57 16 11 3 13 3 20 31 2 

Total Average Number of Seats 156 

Table 3 – Statistics concerning the Humberto Delgado Airport Regular Airlines’ Type of Aircraft and its Seat Capacity (based 
on (Flight Radar 24, 2017; Luxair, 2017; TAP, 2017)) 

In order to attest this hypothesis, statistics concerning the regular airlines’ type of aircraft and seat 

capacity per aircraft on LIS were carried out. These statistics presented on Table 3 and on Graphic 2, 

show the number of aircrafts of each category and the respective seat capacity. 
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Graphic 2 – Humberto Delgado Airport Regular Airlines’ Type of Aircraft vs. Seat Capacity per Aircraft Distribution (based on 
(Flight Radar 24, 2017; Luxair, 2017; TAP, 2017)) 

Both Table 3 and Graphic 2 show that PERT distribution is an adequate approximation of the reality as 

it produces a bell-shaped curve ideal for schedule modeling since it has a satisfying smooth shape 

(Broadleaf Capital International, 2014). Therefore PERT distribution sets three main inputs, the 

minimum, the most likely and the maximum value, so that the distribution adapts its curve towards the 

user needs. In this case, the lower bound of seats concerning a scheduled airline is about 70 seats per 

aircraft and the upper bound about 274 seats per aircraft, being the most likely type of aircraft and, 

hence, the most likely number of seats per aircraft about 162 (Graphic 2). 

 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑃𝑒𝑟𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡(70, 274, 162) (5) 

Finally, the Seat Capacity Per Flight is a parameter that is directly associated to another parameter 

called Average MTOW, which expresses the aircrafts’ average Maximum Takeoff Weight, which in turn 

will be extremely useful to estimate landing and parking charges based on the aircrafts’ weight. 

Average Load Factor: according to ANA Aeroportos de Portugal (2017a) the load factor characterizes 

the ratio between the eligible15 air passengers and the aircraft’s seat capacity, i.e., it is the ratio between 

the annual number of the departing air passengers and the annual total number of seats provided. 

 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑
 (6) 

In the current model, the Average Load Factor is set as an input of the researched airport, as well as 

the above mentioned Seat Capacity per Flight. In this case, in order to accurately input the Humberto 

Delgado Airport (LIS) load factor, it was found, from the ANA Aeroportos de Portugal (2015) Annual 

Report 2015, that the average annual load factor was 0.805. As a result, and admitting that the load 

factor has monthly fluctuations, it was considered that the average load factor varies on a monthly basis 

as it may be seen in Table 4, being the total average value of 0.805 as in the Annual Report 2015. 

                                                           
15 Eligible passengers are the passengers departing on a commercial flight and subject to the payment of the passenger service 
charge (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2017a). 
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Admitted Monthly Average Load Factor 

January February March April May June July August September October November December 

0,81 0,65 0,75 0,77 0,80 0,85 0,91 0,95 0,85 0,80 0,70 0,82 

Annual Average 0,805 

Table 4 – Admitted Monthly Average Load Factor for the SD model concerning LIS 

Ticket Price Range: it defines the average ticket price per period16, considering both the full service 

carriers (FSC) and low cost carriers (LCC) average ticket price and shares at the airport (inputs from 

the airport manager which will be further addressed), as it may be confirmed by the following formula: 

 

𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

= 𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 ∗ (𝐹𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐶𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟) + 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒

∗ (𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟) 

(7) 

Moreover, the FSCFactor and LCCFactor represent the factors that may distinct each period along the year 

so that it may be as closest as possible from the real price fluctuations. In order to assess the value of 

these factors, an air ticket price statistic from LIS was carried out (Annex B). This statistic evaluated the 

air ticket prices from the LIS on three different dates and periods – 3rd August 2017, 19th October 2017 

and 28th December 2017 – and to four different continents (considering at least three different 

destinations per continent), in order to contemplate the air ticket price differences throughout the year, 

as the airport manager inputs an average value for the whole year. The conclusion of this statistic may 

be observed in Annex B, and it essentially defined three different factors, which will influence the input 

value of the annual average air ticket price the airport manager will insert, according to the period of the 

year. By simplification the FSCFactor and LCCFactor were admitted identical. For a better enlightenment, a 

summary table is presented (Table 5): 

Air Ticket Price Factor 

Period of the Year 
January, 

December 
February, March, 

April, May 
June, July, 

August 
September, 

October, November 

FCS_Factor and LCC_Factor 1,11 0,80 1,28 0,80 

Table 5 – Air Ticket Price Factor Concerning the Period of the Year (based on (Skyscanner, 2017)) 

As a result, Ticket Price Range will provide higher prices in the high season period and lower prices on 

the low season period. In addition, in order to model this process, an Event was created named 

“TicketPrice” on the auxiliary element Model Events, using Java programming. 

Average Travel Time: it defines the average time a passenger has to spend at the airport, considering 

that Schengen, Non-Schengen and International passengers are required to spend different amounts 

of time at the airport facilities (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2017c). 

FSC Share: it outlines the share of the full service carriers at LIS. 

                                                           
16 This period refers to the last model assumption stated on subchapter 4.2.2. 
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LCC Share: it defines the share of low-cost carriers at LIS. 

In order to determine and acknowledge both the FSC_Share and LCC_Share at LIS, a statistical 

analysis based on the INAC – Instituto Nacional de Aviação Civil (2015) – report has been carried out, 

concluding in Table 6, that the FSC_Share represents 71.1% of the total air carriers at LIS, whereas the 

LCC_Share represents 28.9%. 

The 10 Biggest Airlines on LIS and its respective Market Share 

10 Biggest Airlines in LIS Market Share/Number Air Passengers (%) FSC Share (%) LCC Share (%) 

TAP - Portugal 53 

71,1 28,9 

Ryanair, Ltd. 11 

EasyJet Airline Company Limited 9 

Deutsche Lufthansa Ag. 2 

Iberia L.A. E. S.A. Operadora 2 

Vueling Airlines, S.A. 2 

Air France 2 

SATA International, S.A. 2 

Transavia france 2 

British Airways 1 

Total 86 Considering 
65% of the 

remaining FSC 
Share 

Considering 
35% of the 

remaining LCC 
Share 

Remaining 14 

Table 6 – Analysis to find out both the FSC_Share and LCC_Share at LIS (based on (INAC – Instituto Nacional de Aviação Civil, 
2015)) 

 

4.2.2.2. Module 1 – Infrastructures’ Demand 

Module 1 consists of the most important module on the whole model, as it comprises the airport 

infrastructures’ demand of airlines and passengers, the airport key buyers (D’Alfonso, 2012), without 

which the remaining modules would make no sense to exist. This being said and considering that an 

airport is constantly trying to attract and preserve both airlines and passengers (subchapter 2.3.2.), 

module 1 presents itself as the generator of the number of flights per day – Daily Flight Frequency – 

and, consequently, the number of air passengers per day – Initial Daily Demand – which is calculated 

taking into consideration the number of aircraft seats per flight based on the aircraft type, size and 

average load factor. Thus, among the generated air passengers different types of travelers are also 

considered in module. Similarly to Czerny & Zhang (2011), Graham (2008), Miller & Clarke (2007) and 

Suryani et al. (2010), in this dissertation they were considered two types of travelers – leisure and 

business – attending to their different perspectives and behaviours concerning price and time values. 

Furthermore, whilst generating the air passenger demand through the landing and taking-off of flights, 

module 1 considers the possible congestion that the total demand of aircrafts will induce on the airport’s 

runway (addressed on subchapter 3.1.4.), taking into account its capacity. According to the congestion 

values, it will prompt a reaction on the airlines’ airfares, as a growth of congestion will increase the 

congestion costs and, hence the airfares (Qin, 2016), which in turn will slightly affect the air passengers 
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initial demand. In addition, this module considers another relevant factor affecting the initial passengers’ 

demand which is the check-in and security level of service. As a result, and considering the two types 

of passengers’ time elasticity, a below or above average LOS classification will also slightly reflect on 

the initial passengers’ demand. Altogether, and as it is possible to observe in module 1’s Anylogic SFD 

(Figure 22 Annex A), although generating the DFF and Initial Daily Demand, its main output to the 

system consist of the Actual Daily Demand. 

In order to address the previous module enlightenments, Table 7 elucidates the required variables to 

achieve the latter output. 

Variable Definition 

Initial Daily 

Demand 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the expected daily demand of air passengers on the 

airport facilities. It is calculated as follows (Unit: Air Passengers/Day). 

 

𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

= 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

∗ 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 

(8) 

 

Actual 

Daily 

Demand 

It is the actual daily number of air passengers generated by the daily number of aircrafts that land 

and takeoff from the airport, affected by an airfare effect due to congestion costs imputed to airlines 

and by the level of service of the landside part of the terminal regarding the passengers’ time 

elasticities. (Unit: Air Passengers/Day) 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

= 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∗ (1 + 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑒𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

+ 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝐼𝑛𝐴𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑂𝑆) 

(9) 

 

Runway 

Utilization 

It is a dynamic variable and it characterizes the daily utilization ratio of the runway (between 0 and 

1). It is noteworthy that, as the Daily Flight Frequency changes every day and the Runway Capacity 

is constant, this ratio will change every day, according to the following formula (Miller & Clarke, 

2007; Qin, 2016; Suryani et al., 2010) (Unit: Percentage): 

 𝜌 =
𝜆

𝜇
 (10) 

 

Congestion 

It is a dynamic variable and is defined as the waiting time for each aircraft that wants to land on 

the runway. Thus, according to Miller & Clarke (2007) and Suryani et al. (2010) the waiting time is 

obtained by modeling this situation as a M/G/1 queuing system, as it has been stated in subchapter 

3.1.4. (Unit: Hour/Peak Hour): 

 𝑊𝑞 =
𝜆 ∗ ((

1
𝜇

)2 + 𝜎2)

2 ∗ (1 − 𝜌)
 (11) 

M/G/1 queuing system: 

 M – arrival process – Poisson demand, in which the arrivals are entirely random, i.e. they 

are neither influenced by the previous arrival nor will influence the next arrivals. The 

immediate implication of being a Poisson distribution is that the time intervals between 

successive arrivals has an exponential distribution. As a result, the exponential 

distribution has an important property called “absence of memory”, which makes possible 

the arrival process to be totally random; 

 G – service time, applicable to any type of service time; 

 1 – one server – one runway; 

 Infinite capacity of the system (not limited queue with no conditions). 

Congestion 

Cost 

It is a dynamic variable which defines the cost per passenger due to runway’s congestion. This 

congestion cost will negatively influence the airlines’ airfares, expressing higher costs along with 

higher values of congestion, entailing high Daily Flight Frequency (Unit: Euros/Pasenger*Day). 

 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟 ∗ 24

𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
 (12) 
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Cost Of 

Travel 

Congestion 

It is a dynamic variable and it is the percentage increase in travel cost due to congestion costs that 

an airline is able to pass on to the consumers (Miller & Clarke, 2007) (Unit: Percentage). 

 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒
∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 (13) 

 

Aircraft 

Waiting 

Time 

It is a dynamic variable and it consists of the Congestion value converted into time (Unit: Minutes). 

Price 

Elasticity 

It is a parameter and it consists of the price elasticity of the air passengers’ demand that will be 

set as an input by the airport manager. It is defined as the percentage change in the demand as 

the impact of 1% change in average airfare (Miller & Clarke, 2007; Qin, 2016; Suryani et al., 2010). 

In this case it represents the percentage change in air passenger demand as a result of 1% change 

in travel costs due to airlines’ congestion costs (Unit: Percentage). 

 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
% 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

% 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑒
 (14) 

 

Airfare 

Effect 

Congestion 

It is a dynamic variable and denotes the effect that the change in the airfares caused by the runway 

congestion, have on the future air passengers’ demand. As a result, higher values of Daily Flight 

Frequency will have a negative impact on the Actual Daily Demand, decreasing the expected 

number of air passengers. The Airfare Effect_Congestion is an effective way of managing the 

airline’s and airport’s demand without changing the airport’s charges, usually carried out by air 

carriers with market power, which may internalize the congestion costs by increasing the ticket’s 

price to benefit clients with higher time values (Unit: Percentage). 

 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (15) 
 

Travel 

Time 

It is a dynamic variable and it reflects the actual travel time that each passenger has to spend at 

the airport facilities. The real travel time is directly influenced by the last IATA season’s airport 

check-in and security LOS (Unit: Percentage). 

 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
 (16) 

 

Change 

Travel 

Time 

It is a dynamic variable that reflects the average change in travel time regarding the check-in and 

security LOS at the airport. This will be further addressed in module 5 (Unit: Minutes). 

Time 

Elasticity 

It is a parameter and it is characterized by the percentage change in total travel demand that 

occurs with 1% in travel time (Miller & Clarke, 2007; Qin, 2016; Suryani et al., 2010). The time 

elasticity is an input defined by the airport manager (Unit: Percentage). 

 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
% 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

% 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
 (17) 

 

Check-in 

and 

Security 

LOS 

It is a dynamic variable and it reflects the effect the check-in and security service LOS have on the 

next season’s air passengers’ demand. Considering negative LOS classifications, it will produce 

a negative impact on the Actual Daily Demand (Unit: Percentage). 

 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝐼𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 (18) 
 

Table 7 – Module 1 Main Variables 

 

4.2.2.3. Module 2 – Aeronautical Revenue 

As it has been argued in subchapter 2.3.1., aeronautical revenues are directly related to the aviation 

activity. Similarly to Peneda's (2010) classification of the aeronautical revenues (Table 1, subchapter 

2.3.1.), considering the Graham's (2008) main aeronautical charges at an airport (stated on Table 2, 

subchapter 3.1.1.1) and based on the feedback loop of Figure 9, made it possible to build module 2, 

whose output concerns the airport’s aeronautical revenues based on the main aeronautical charges 

airports levy to the airlines. Therefore, its output comprises the yearly 𝑖 value of the aeronautical 

revenues resulting from the daily summation 𝑗 of various variables (unit: euros/day), which are directly 

or indirectly (through air passengers) imputed to airlines: 
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𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑗

= ∑

𝑓(𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒, 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒, 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒,
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒, 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑃𝑅𝑀 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒, 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒,

 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒, 𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒, 𝐺𝑃𝑆 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒,
 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑟 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒, 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒)

365

𝑗=1

 
(19) 

 𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑖 = ∑(𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠)𝑗

365

𝑗=1

 (20) 

Considering that all the aeronautical charges are levied either by per departing passenger or taking into 

account the aircrafts’ characteristics, it was admitted that for the Daily Aeronautical Revenues 

estimation: 

 The Actual Daily Demand_DepartingPassengers consists of 49.6% of the total Actual Daily 

Demand (INE, 2017) generated in module 1, meaning that almost half of the airport’s demand 

is considered departing passengers and, then, charges payers; 

 Transfer Passengers consists of 0.8% of the total passengers demand (INE, 2017) , as LIS has 

a very small portion of transit passengers; 

 The Seat Capacity per Flight is associated with specific aircraft’s technical characteristics, such 

as the Average MTOW, Fuel Capacity and required Cabin Crew (Java Programming on Annex 

C) Moreover, considering the aircrafts landing to and taking-off from LIS, the following Table 8 

exhibits how the model associates the Seat Capacity per Flight to the aircrafts’ characteristics. 

Considered Aircrafts' Characteristics According to the Seat Capacity per Flight Parameter 

Seat Capacity Per 

Flight (Pax) 
< 100 <110 <135 <=190 <=210 <=265 >300 

Average MTOW 

(Tonnes) 
23 50 75 77 93,5 242 275 

Aircraft's Weight 

(Tonnes) 

Weight < 

25  

25 < Weight 

< 75 

25 < Weight 

< 75 

75 < Weight < 

150 

75 < Weight < 

150 

 Weight > 

150 

 Weight > 

150 

Cabin Crew (Pax) 4 5 5 6 6 8 10 

Considered Aircrafts 

ATR72-

500 
E190 A319 

A320 

A321 A330 

A340 

ATR72-

600 
B737-800 B777-300 

 Table 8 – Modeled Aircrafts’ Characteristics regarding the Seat Capacity per Flight 

Bearing in mind module 2’s purpose, the following Table 9 delivers a broad perspective concerning all 

the variables’ definitions and formulas that may contribute to the Daily Aeronautical Revenue at LIS 

(Figure 23 Annex A). Nonetheless, some of the variables only present one formula, since the remaining 

ones would be analogous, as it will be perceived along Table 9. 

Variable Definition 

Daily 

Parking 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and comprises the revenue share coming from the aircraft parking at the 

airport. The model considers that the airport levies this fee to airlines based on time parked and 

on the average MTOW. 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= (𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑈𝑝𝑇𝑜24ℎ + 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔24ℎ𝑇𝑜48ℎ + 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔48ℎ𝑇𝑜72ℎ

+ 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟72ℎ) ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 

(21) 
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In this particular case, concerning aircrafts with an average MTOW higher than 100 tonnes, LIS 

provides three hours of free parking, being distributed as 90 minutes immediately after landing and 

90 minutes before the takeoff (Vinci Airports, 2016). As a result, they were considered shares of 

the total DFF that required parking up to 24 hours, 48 hours, 72 hours and higher than 72 hours. 

The following formula enlightens how one of the parking revenues is calculated, being analogous 

to the remaining ones. 

 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑈𝑝𝑇𝑜24ℎ = 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐹𝑒𝑒24ℎ ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑈𝑝𝑇𝑜24ℎ𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑀𝑇𝑂𝑊 (22) 
 

Daily 

Hangar 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the airport’s revenue share regarding the number of 

aircrafts that use LIS’ hangar. 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑀𝑇𝑂𝑊 ∗ 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝑒𝑒

∗ 0.005 

(23) 

 

Daily 

Landing 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it consists of the airport’s revenue regarding each landing and takeoff 

operation. Each aircraft’s landing fee depends on its size and, hence, the Landing variable is 

directly associated to the Average MTOW, which in turn depends on the Seat Capacity Per Flight 

parameter. As a result: 

 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 = 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∗ (
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

2
) (24) 

 

Daily 

Terminal 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable which represents the AR share from the departing and transfer passengers’ 

charges. Moreover, both the departing and transfer passengers result from three distinct groups 

(see subchapter 3.1.1. Landing Charges): departing/transfer passengers who travel inside the 

Schengen Area; departing/transfer passengers who travel intra-EU and outside the Schengen 

Area; and departing/transfer passengers who are international travelers. As a result: 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

+ 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 

(25) 

In order to estimate this revenue, as it may be observed in Annex A it is necessary to characterize 

and evaluate both the departing and transfer passenger revenues. These passengers’ revenue 

consist of dynamic variables representing the AR generated by the inside Schengen, outside 

Schengen and International air passengers. The following formulas and concepts are analogous 

concerning the transfer passengers. 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= (𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛 + 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛

+ 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠)

∗ 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 

(26) 

Finally, it is noteworthy to highlight that the charges (Euros) and shares (Percentage) regarding 

each one of the three distinct groups of the departing or transfer passengers are set by the airport 

manager. (Java Code Information on Annex C). 

Daily 

Equipment 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it characterizes the AR share originating from the CUPPS (Common 

Use Passenger Processing System), the CUSS (Common Use Self-Service) and the BRS 

(Baggage Reconciliation System). The first two equipment regard a per departing passenger 

charge of 0.188 euros, whereas the BRS regards a per processed baggage charge of 0.084 euros. 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= 0.188 ∗ 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 0.084

∗ (𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐿𝐶𝐶 + 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐹𝑆𝐶) 

(27) 

 

Daily 

Baggage 

Handling 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it denotes the AR share from the baggage handling, which only applies 

to the departing passengers. Moreover, for the purpose of this dissertation, it was considered that 

this revenue depended on the type of air carrier the passengers are traveling with. In a FSC, the 

number of passengers requiring check-in baggage handling (ProcessedBaggageFSC_Share or 

ProcessedBaggageLCC_Share) is expected to be much higher than in a LCC, which usually apply 

extra costs for hold luggage (EasyJet, Ryanair, Transavia, etc.). As a result, the baggage handling 

revenue depends on the FSC and LCC shares on the airport. 
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𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= (𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐹𝑆𝐶 + 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐿𝐶𝐶)

∗ 𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐹𝑒𝑒 

(28) 

In order to evaluate the Average Baggage values, the following formula has to be applied, being 

analogous to the LCC: 

 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐹𝑆𝐶 = 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠𝐹𝑆𝐶 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 (29) 
 

Daily PRM 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the daily revenue from the passengers with reduced 

mobility (PRM). 

 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑃𝑅𝑀 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 = 𝑃𝑅𝑀 ∗ 𝑃𝑅𝑀𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 (30) 

 𝑃𝑅𝑀 = 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∗ 𝑃𝑅𝑀𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 (31) 
 

Daily 

Security 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the daily revenue share generated from the airport 

security charges. In this module, the security charge is considered constant and per departing 

passenger. 

 
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∗ 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 
(32) 

 

Daily 

Passenger 

Handling 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it characterizes the daily revenue from the check-in desks, which might 

come either by a monthly accrual (Daily Desk Revenue_Month) or by 15 minutes fraction charges 

(Daily Desk Revenue_Fraction). 

 
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ + 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
(33) 

Concerning both the monthly leased check-in desks and the fractioned leased desks, in order to 

estimate each other’s income, the following formulas applied: 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ

= 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘𝑠𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝐼𝑛𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘𝑠𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘𝑠𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 

(34) 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

= 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝐼𝑛𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘𝑠𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘𝑠𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 ∗ 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 

(35) 

It is noteworthy that the Check-in Desks Capacity parameter may be set by the airport manager 

and it varies along the three main previously defined periods of the year (Java Code Information 

on Annex C). Moreover, the Operating Hours regard the average number of hours the desks are 

available and the Utilization Rate assesses the daily utilization rate of the total number of desks. 

Air bridge 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the AR share regarding the use of air bridges. The air 

bridge is levied to airlines on a time basis, specifically the turnaround time charged per minute. 

Moreover, in this particular case, it is known that at LIS, only FSCs use air bridges, and concerning 

the FSCs, not all of them require this service. As a result, it was formulated: 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝐹𝑆𝐶 ∗ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝑈𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒

∗ 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑎𝑢𝑙𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 

(36) 

The Long Haul Flights_Discount refers to a possible discount the airport provides to long-haul 

flights, which may be perceived on the air bridge charge, and which will be further addressed in 

module 5. 

GPS 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it characterizes the AR share coming from the utilization of the airport’s 

Ground Power System (GPS). This fee is levied to the airlines on a time basis (minute), meaning 

that FSCs usually pay more as they require higher turnaround times than LCCs. 
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𝐺𝑃𝑆 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 = ((𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝐹𝑆𝐶 ∗ 𝐺𝑃𝑆𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝑈𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐺𝑃𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒)

+ (𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝐿𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝐺𝑃𝑆𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝑈𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐺𝑃𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒))

∗ 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔𝐻𝑎𝑢𝑙𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 

(37) 

Once again, the Long Haul Flights_Discount refers to a possible discount the airport provide to 

long-haul flights, which may be perceived on the GPS charge, as well, and which will be further 

addressed in module 5. 

Daily 

Airline 

Handling 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it reflects the share of the AR regarding the ground handling. In LIS, 

the airlines’ ground handling is outsourced to a third party (in this particular case it is outsourced 

to more than one company: Ground Force, Portway, among others (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 

2015c)), meaning that the airport revenue will require a percentage of the ground handling 

company’s revenue in order to attribute the concession. 

 
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

= 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 
(38) 

 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 (39) 

The Handling Cost is a dynamic variable that varies according to the type of aircraft and, hence, 

to the Seat Capacity Per Flight. 

Daily 

Airline 

Catering 

Revenue 

It is a dynamic variable and it denotes the share of the AR concerning the airlines’ catering. 

Similarly to the airline handling, the airline catering is also outsourced to a third party (Cateringpor 

and Newrest (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2015b)), entailing that the airport revenue will require 

a percentage of the catering company’s revenue, in order to monetize the concession. 

 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 = 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 (40) 

 
𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 
(41) 

It is admitted that the catering company revenue is a break-even revenue, meaning that the 

catering cost is the same of the catering revenue. This being said, the Catering Cost is estimated 

considering the total number of aircrafts that require this service at the airport (Catering_Share), 

as well as its seat capacity per aircraft (Seat Capacity Per Flight). 

Table 9 – Module’s 2 Main Variables 

Moreover, aeronautical charges adjustments are responsibility of the airport manager, as the model 

provides a slider to vary the passenger charges on a yearly basis. Regarding the remaining aviation 

charges, they are automatically and yearly updated based on the airport manager’s decisions. In 

addition, the model, and this module in particular, does not consider any type of airport-airline 

agreement, as anti-competitive considerations might arise. 

 

4.2.2.4. Module 3 – Non-aeronautical Revenue 

As it has been enlightened in both subchapters 2.1. and 2.3.1, besides the airport’s core activity (module 

2), they may also operate a wide a variety of non-core activities, not directly related to the aircrafts’ 

operation and that are usually associated to the landside stakeholders, whose activities may or may not 

be outsourced (Peneda, 2010). Furthermore, Figure 4 (subchapter 2.2.) and Table 1 (subchapter 2.3.1.) 

provide an extensive view concerning the non-core activities and its revenues. Altogether, module 3 is 

the product of the model’s non-core activities levied per passenger, whose output consist of the non-

aeronautical revenues. Therefore, it comprises the yearly 𝑖 value of the non-aeronautical revenues 
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resulting from the daily summation 𝑗 of the several non-aeronautical variables (Figure 24 Annex A) (unit: 

euros/day), mainly imputed to the air passengers: 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑁𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑗

= ∑ 𝑓(𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙, 𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

365

𝑗=1

 
(42) 

 𝑁𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑖 = ∑(𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑁𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠)𝑗

365

𝑗=1

 (43) 

Before elucidating the variables’ definitions and formulas (Table 10) that contribute the LIS’ Daily Non-

aeronautical Revenues, it was found relevant to clarify that regarding the different categories of 

passengers – departing, arriving and transit or transfer passengers – they are allocated to different non-

core activities. For instance, the airside retail activity and, hence, its revenue is suggested to be solely 

used by a percentage of the departing and transit passengers, as the arriving ones do not pass through 

that area. To this end, the Actual Daily Demand of air passengers was, therefore divided by the three 

previously mentioned categories, in which the Departing Passengers are about 49.6%, the Arriving 

Passengers also total 49.6% and, finally, the Transfer Passengers aggregate 0.8% of the total demand 

of passengers (Actual Daily Demand) (INE, 2017). In addition, well-wishers and greeters are also 

considered regarding the retail consumption on the landside. As a result, Table 10 provides a wide 

perspective of the variables’ definitions, formulas and respective users that subsidize the Daily Non-

aeronautical Revenues. 

Variable Definition 

Advertisement 

It is a dynamic variable and it characterizes the daily NAR share coming from the licensed 

advertisement boards the airport grants. In this model, the advertisement revenue is considered 

a per passenger revenue, in which all of the three categories of passengers take part in to. 

 

𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = (𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠

+ 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠) ∗ 𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

∗ 𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 

(44) 

The Advertisement_Charge is, then, considered to be a charge per passenger that allows the 

airport to estimate the revenues per passenger the Advertisement concession may accrue and 

the Advertisement_Share concerns the share of passengers who notices the airport adds which 

was considered 100% of the total passengers. 

Car Rental 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the daily NAR share derived from airport’s license 

concessions granted to the car rental operators. Considering the car rental activity, the model 

reflects both the departing and the arriving passengers as possible clients of this service. 

 
𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 = (𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠)

∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 
(45) 

Car Rental_Share defines the share of both departing and arriving passengers who will possibly 

use this service; Car Rental_Charge stands for the average charge the car rental clients spend 

while using the service; Car Rental_AirportShare represents the revenue share the airport 

accrues from granting this concession to the car rental operators. 

Car Parking 

It is a dynamic variable and it illustrates the daily NAR share resultant from the airport’s car 

parking facilities. 

 
𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 = (𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠)

∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 
(46) 
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In this particular case, as the car parking facilities are operated by the airport, all of the income 

will be directly part of the airport’s yields. Thus the Car Parking_Share stands for the percentage 

of departing and arriving passengers who may use the parking facilities and the Car 

Parking_Charge denotes the average value charged to their clients. 

Real Estate 

It is parameter and it characterizes all the NAR share coming from the airport’s licensed 

properties, such as offices, hotels, hangars, etc. Therefore, the airport becomes a landlord and 

may generate income from their tenants regarding its properties that are, usually, close to 

airport and aim to support the air transport activity. 

Since these type of contracts are usually disclosed, no available data concerning the LIS Real 

Estate was found, except it has a share of 12% (approximately 28809.0 euros/day) of the yearly 

NAR (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2015a). Considering this situation, the model allows the 

airport manager to input a daily Real Estate revenue. 

Retail 

Consumption 

Airside 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the NAR share deriving from the retail consumption 

from the airside. According to Fasone et al. (2016) the Retail Consumption on the airside 

regards two variables: the retail consumption per square meter and per passenger. 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

= 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

+ 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟  

(47) 

Considering, first of all, the Retail Consumption per square meter (per day). 

 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

30
 (48) 

In which the Average Retail Rent Price and Retail Area are inputs the airport manager is invited 

to insert. Then, the retail Consumption per passenger considers: 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟

= (𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠)

∗ 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 

(49) 

In this case, the Average Retail Consumption Airside regards the amount of money spent, on 

average, per passenger in the retail area; the Retail Consumption_Share reflects the 

percentage of departing and transfer passengers who use these services; and the retail 

Consumption_AirportShare refers to the percentage of revenue the airport has on these 

concession services. 

Retail 

Consumption 

Landside 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the NAR share deriving from the landside retail 

consumption. It is noteworthy that this type of retail is targeted to the well-wishers and greeters. 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

= (𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝐴𝑃 ∗ 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 + 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝐷𝑃

∗ 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝐷𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒)

∗ 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑑𝑒

∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 

(50) 

As it is perceptible, only the well-wishers and greeters from the departing (DP) and arriving 

passengers (AP) respectively were considered, as the transfer passengers usually do not have 

anyone on the landside of the terminal that may impact the retail consumption. As a result, 

Visitors_AP stand for the greeters of the arriving passengers and Visitors_APConsumption 

Share reflect the average percentage of visitors who actually consume on the landside retail 

(Visitors_DP and Visitors_DPConsumption Share are analogous referring to the departing 

passengers). The Average Retail Consumption Landside regards the average money spent per 

visitor on the landside retail services and, finally, the retail Consumption_AirportShare concerns 

the percentage of revenue the airport has on these concession services. 

Table 10 – Module’s 3 Main Variables 
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4.2.2.5. Module 4 – Airport Level of service 

As it has been stated before, the Daily Flight Frequency, from the third season onwards, is estimated 

based on the airport LOS, AIS (module 5) and the GDP growth rate trend (module 7). Considering the 

airport LOS as an influencing factor of the DFF, four distinct LOS quantitative queueing lengths were 

developed in the present model, two regarding and affecting the inside terminal services and only based 

on the daily quantity of passengers: Security LOS and Check-in LOS; and the other two concerning and 

affecting the airside activities based on the daily aircraft congestion and the number of aircrafts, 

respectively: Runway LOS and Ground Handling LOS, which indirectly also affect the passengers’ 

demand through the DFF. In addition, as it has already been enlightened on subchapter 3.1.3., this 

module applies the former IATA airport performance classification based on six levels from A to F. 

It is noteworthy that the Security LOS and Check-in LOS have few reflection on the passengers demand, 

as they only reflect the variation of the Average Travel Time of a passenger whilst waiting to get into the 

reserved area (after the security). In practice, these LOS will reflect seasonally on the Actual Daily 

Demand calculated in module 1. Regarding the LOS affecting the airside activities, in order to estimate 

the DFF of a certain season and to calculate what will be the airlines’ behaviour on the next one, the 

model uses Runway LOS and Ground Handling LOS, based on the feedback loop exposed on Figure 

11, subchapter 3.1.3. 

Then, the DFF will vary according to the runway and the ground handling LOS. Each one of these 

variables will fluctuate with the Waiting Time (module 1) an aircraft is waiting to use the runway and with 

the number of aircrafts that the ground handler needs to attend, respectively. As it has been clarified on 

subchapter 3.1.4. and in module 1, the time an aircraft is waiting to use the runway was obtained through 

a M/G/1 queuing system. Altogether, in a determined winter/summer season 𝑛, the number of flights will 

induce a certain runway and ground handling LOS, in which the aggregation of both of them (Table 11) 

will represent an Airport Attractiveness to the airlines. The Airport Attractiveness – Table 11 – is a 

variable that comprehends 11 levels (in which the 1st represents the best and 11th denotes the worst 

performance) and aims to combine in each level the two LOS (runway and ground handling), which will 

influence both the number of flights and the airport charges of the next season. 

Matrix LOS – Airport Attractiveness Level 

Runway/Ground Handling A B C D E F 

A 1 2 3 4 5 6 

B 2 3 4 5 6 7 

C 3 4 5 6 7 8 

D 4 5 6 7 8 9 

E 5 6 7 8 9 10 

F 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Table 11 – Airport Attractiveness Level according to the Runway and Ground Handling LOS 

In other words, the Airport Attractiveness measures the attractiveness of an airport from the airlines’ 

perspective. In this case, and as an example, if the Airport Attractiveness is classified as 11, it is because 

the runway and ground handling LOS are low (according to the previous Table 11, both F). As a result, 
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it will require an increase of the airport charges by the airport manager and, hence, induce a decrease 

of the airlines’ flight frequency, in order to reestablish an acceptable LOS (see the feedback loop on 

subchapter 3.1.3.). Moreover, this increase or decrease in the Airport Charges will reflect on the 

aeronautical charges levied to airlines, except the passengers’ charges (see module 7). In addition, it 

has been built Table 12, in which it is stressed how the Airport Attractiveness (and so the runway and 

ground handling LOS) is related to the Airport Charges. Therefore, for each one of the Airport 

Attractiveness levels it is associated a certain delta percentage change of the DFF (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹) concerning 

the Airport Charge, which may be either a positive delta value whether it is an increase in the charges 

or a negative delta value whether it is a decrease in the airport charges. Summing up, the Airport 

Charges delta value on Table 12 represents the percentage change of the original Airport Charges due 

to the Airport Attractiveness level. In addition, the model asks the airport manager for its input concerning 

the Airport Charge Variation to a certain level of Airport Attractiveness, the attractiveness variation value 

between levels and the airlines’ elasticity. 

Daily Flight Frequency Variation Coefficients due to the Airport LOS 

  Δ% FSC Δ% LCC Airport Attractiveness Coefficient FSC Coefficient LCC 

ΔDFF 0,185 0,207 
1 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges -0,150 

ΔDFF 0,123 0,138 
2 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges -0,100 

ΔDFF 0,098 0,110 
3 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges -0,080 

ΔDFF 0,062 0,069 
4 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges -0,050 

ΔDFF 0,037 0,041 
5 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges -0,030 

ΔDFF -0,037 -0,041 
6 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges 0,030 

ΔDFF -0,062 -0,069 
7 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges 0,050 

ΔDFF -0,098 -0,110 
8 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges 0,080 

ΔDFF -0,123 -0,138 
9 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges 0,100 

ΔDFF -0,148 -0,166 
10 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges 0,120 

ΔDFF -0,185 -0,207 
11 -1,23 -1,38 

Δ Airport Charges 0,150 

Table 12 – DFF Variation concerning the Airport Attractiveness Level and the Airlines’ Coefficients (Airlines’ coefficients 
based on (PwC Economics, 2005)) 

Furthermore, it was also considered that a FSC and a LCC have different business models and, then 

different reactions (elasticities) to a certain increase or decrease in the Airport Charges. As a result on 

Table 12, this sensitivity was considered through a coefficient based on the concept of Elasticity. In this 
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case, they were considered two distinct coefficients regarding each type of carrier17. All in all, arbitrating 

both the Airport Charges Variation and whether it is a FSC or LCC, through the following equation it is 

possible to estimate the delta percentage of flights (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹) of each type of air carrier in response to a 

certain season’s Airport Attractiveness. 

 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
% 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

% 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠
=

∆𝐷𝐹𝐹

∆ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠
 (51) 

 ∆𝐷𝐹𝐹 = 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ ∆ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠 (52) 

Based on the delta percentage change of the number of flights (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹) of the FSC and LCC regarding 

the previous season, it is possible to calculate the subsequent season Daily Flight Frequency affected 

by the runway and ground handling LOS through the following equation (part of equation (4)): 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛

= 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2

+ (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒) + (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2

∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒) 

(53) 

The DFF concerning the summer season is analogous. Through this method it is possible to deduce the 

number of flights that are necessary for each IATA season (based on the equivalent previous one), 

always bearing in mind the importance of the levels of service for the airport manager and the price 

sensitivity for the airlines. As it was stated in the subchapter 4.2.2. model assumptions, “the air 

passengers are generated by the airlines’ flight frequency”, meaning that the airport manager has a 

difficult task to maintain a good LOS while not losing carriers and, hence, passengers as its clients and, 

simultaneously keep the charges as low as possible to preserve a high Airport Attractiveness level. As 

a result, module 4 aims to enlighten, assist and recommend the airport manager to what is the most 

adequate option concerning both targeted quality standards (LOS) and the airport charges variations, 

intending at the same time a profitable business. Java programming elements concerning this module 

are available on Annex C. 

 

4.2.2.6. Module 5 – Airport Discounts 

As it has been argued in subchapter 3.1.2., Fichert & Klophaus (2011) classified the airport incentive 

schemes (AIS) as “incentives within the established charging system” and “separate incentives”. They 

added that the former regarded an incentive focused on per passenger reductions, whereas the latter 

related to traffic incentives based on the airlines’ total number of passengers, flight frequency, load factor 

or maximum takeoff weight (Allroggen et al., 2013). 

                                                           
17 FSC should have a coefficient close to 1 implying that its DFF is not affected by the airport charges price (inelastic). LCC 
should expose a higher than 1 coefficient suggesting its DFF is affected by airport price changes (elastic). 
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Bearing in mind the feedback loop diagram of Figure 10 (subchapter 3.1.2.) and ANA Aeroportos de 

Portugal (2017a), module 5 was designed to encourage airlines to increase their traffic services, at the 

assessed airport. In other words, module 5’s output is a positive delta percentage change (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹) of the 

airlines’ Daily Flight Frequency motivated by the following modeled AIS: departing passengers’ charge 

discount, transfer passengers charge discount and long-haul flights discounts. 

Similarly to what has been described by Fichert & Klophaus (2011) in subchapter 3.1.2., departing 

passengers’ charge discount is based on a Real Load Factor18 that directly affects the passengers’ 

charges. Whether the Real Load Factor is equal or higher than 90%, meaning that more than 90% of 

the aircrafts occupancy is being achieved, the passengers’ charges – Passenger Inside Schengen 

Charge, Passenger Outside Schengen Charge and International Passengers Charge – will get a rebate 

of 10% (the same for all of them), which in turn will be absorbed by the airlines. 

Transfer passengers’ charge discount is based, first of all on a regulation issue, i.e. whether the airport 

apply a single-till or a dual-till regulation. If the airport applies a single-till type of regulation, the model 

states that whether the Daily Non-aeronautical Revenues (module 3 output) are higher than a certain 

targeted revenue, Transfer Passengers and, hence, the airline companies will benefit from a rebate on 

their charges. As it is argued on subchapter 2.3.3., this type of discount is only possible whether the 

airport engages a single-till regulation, as it may use the NAR to offset or to provide discounts in the 

aeronautical activity. On the other hand, whether the Daily Non-aeronautical Revenues do not attain 

that target or if the airport type of regulation is set on a dual-till type, transit passengers will not benefit 

from any type of discount. In addition, as transfer passengers may incur in lower costs as they do not 

use some of the airport facilities (for instance, check-in and security), a discount fee shall be applied 

(Fichert & Klophaus, 2011). 

The long-haul flights discount is based on the already addressed Seat Capacity per Flight, which in turn 

is directly connected to the aircrafts’ Average MTOW. This being said, the model assesses the Seat 

Capacity per Flight every day and whether it is higher than a determined number of seats, meaning that 

the associated MTOW is higher than a certain limit, the model applies a direct discount of 10% on the 

Air bridges and on the GPS. This type of AIS is regarded as long-haul flights discounts as in LIS, the 

aircrafts whose Seat Capacity per Flight is high and, then, have high Average MTOW, are associated 

with larger aircrafts often used to perform long-haul flights, which happen to use air bridges more 

frequently than short-all flights. 

As a result, these incentives will be translated into a seasonally (positive) variation concerning the daily 

number of flights departing from and arriving to LIS. In order to estimate the impact these incentive 

schemes or discounts19 have on the airlines’ DFF, the model considers what have been the impact of 

the total discounts on the total airlines’ operating costs (module 6) on the previous season, converting 

                                                           
18 The Real Load Factor is a dynamic variable and it is the ratio between the Actual Daily Demand and the Daily Flight 

Frequency times the Seat Capacity per Flight. 
19 In this dissertation Airport Incentive Schemes (AIS) represent the same as airport discounts. 
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it in a positive delta percentage change (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹). Therefore, considering that SD models have a high 

level of aggregation, it is assumed that the summation of the airport discounts represent a share of the 

airlines’ total operating costs. 

 

∆ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

=
𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑠𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑠𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐺𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠′ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
 

(54) 

Then, bearing in mind that the FSCs and LCCs may react differently to the AIS as they have different 

elasticity coefficients20 and knowing the share of airport discounts regarding the airlines’ total operating 

costs, it is possible to estimate the delta percentage change (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹) for each type of air carrier. 

 ∆𝐷𝐹𝐹 = 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ ∆ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (55) 

Moreover, considering the model’s delay of one season, a change in the total airport discounts 

concerning its share of the airlines’ total operating costs in season 𝑛, will motivate a change (increase) 

on the DFF (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹) in season 𝑛 + 2. As it may be perceived in Table 13, the total rebates on the airlines’ 

charges and attending to each type of airline coefficient, will encourage both FSCs and LCCs to 

seasonally slightly increase their DFF. 

Daily Flight Frequency variation coefficients due to AIS 

  Δ% FSC Δ% LCC Elasticity FSC Elasticity LCC 

ΔDFF 0,002 0,003 
-1,23 -1,38 

Total Winter Discounts (Departing+Transfer+Long-Haul) 0,002 

ΔDFF 0,009 0,010 
-1,23 -1,38 

Total Summer Discounts (Departing+Transfer+Long-Haul) 0,007 

Table 13 – DFF Variation concerning the AIS (Airlines’ Coefficients based on (PwC Economics, 2005)) 

Through this method it is possible to deduce the number of flights encouraged to be introduced (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹) 

by the airlines on each IATA season, keeping in mind it is calculated as the influence that the share of 

the airport discounts have on the airlines’ total operating costs. Finally, the delta percentage change 

concerning each type of air carrier and season is displayed on the module 5’s area in Figure 26 Annex 

A, whose name is DailyFlighFrequency_Discount_FSCWinterVariation, being the remaining variables 

analogous. Java programming elements regarding this module in Annex C. 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛

= (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒)

+ (𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∗ 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒) 

(56) 

 

                                                           
20 Seen on subchapter 4.2.2.5., Table 12. 
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4.2.2.7. Module 6 – Airlines’ Operating Costs 

After reading the previous subchapter, it may be perceived that modules 5 and 6 are not only connected, 

but module 5’s output depends on module 6’s one. This being said, module 6 output regards the Airlines’ 

Operating Costs, which stands for the summation of the total airlines’ operating costs, i.e. the total costs 

that an airline incur whilst on LIS from the moment the aircraft lands until the moment it takes-off (Figure 

27 Annex A). Moreover, as they are only considered operating costs, amortization and depreciation 

costs will not be assessed. Altogether, module 6’s product consists of the yearly 𝑖 value of the airlines’ 

operating costs resulting from the daily summation 𝑗 of the variables which represent the several airlines’ 

costs (unit: euros/day): 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠′𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑗

= ∑
𝑓(𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐹𝑒𝑒,

 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡)

365

𝑗=1

 
(57) 

 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠′𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑖 = ∑(𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠′𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠)𝑗

365

𝑗=1

 (58) 

In order to address the previous variables, Table 14 provides a broad perspective concerning the 

definitions and formulas that contribute to the airlines’ operating costs. Moreover, it shall be noticed that 

many of the Table 14 variables are the same as the module 2’s aeronautical revenues variables, as the 

aeronautical revenues levied to the airlines consist of an airline expense or cost. Finally, it is noteworthy 

that each of the following variables will output the daily cost incurred by all of the airlines at LIS. 

Variable Definition 

Cabin Crew 

Cost 

It is a dynamic variable and it characterizes the average cost the airlines incur with their cabin 

crew (including pilots). In order to assess the Cabin Crew Cost regarding all the airlines that 

land and takeoff from the LIS in a certain day, it is multiplied by the airport DFF. 

 
𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑤𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑒

∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 
(59) 

Cabin Crew defines the average number of staff required per aircraft, which will vary according 

to the Seat Capacity per Flight, i.e. with the size of the aircraft and the number of passengers 

each member of the staff has to attend to. Cabin Crew_AverageWage refers to the average 

wage of a member of the cabin crew, which may be inputted by the user. Java programming 

on Annex C. 

Fuel Costs 

It is a dynamic variable and it denotes the average daily fuel costs the airlines incur on. 

Moreover, as fuel costs only apply to the departing aircrafts as arriving ones fueled somewhere 

else, its formula is only affected by the departing aircrafts. 

 
𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 = 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑠 
(60) 

Fuel Price regards the average price levied per liter of Jet Fuel (kerosene); Fuel Capacity 

concerns the tank capacity associated to each aircraft, which in turn is related to the Seat 

Capacity per Flight, as different sizes of aircrafts are associated with different tank capacities. 

Airline 

Maintenance 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the average daily maintenance costs that the airlines 

incur on LIS. In practice, maintenance is performed at LIS’ hangars, whereby the aeronautical 

hangar revenue (module 2) is, in this case, an airline cost. 

 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 (61) 
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Airport Fee 

It is a dynamic variable and it characterizes the part of the daily aeronautical fees the airlines 

have to pay to the airport manager. As a result, the considered Airport Fees are the charges 

directly applied to the airlines. 

 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐹𝑒𝑒 = 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 + 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 (62) 
 

Airline 

Handling Cost 

It is a dynamic variable and it consists of all the handling (ground handling, GPS, air bridge 

and catering) that is provided (on a daily basis) to an aircraft before it takes-off. 

 

𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

= 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

+ 𝐺𝑃𝑆 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 + 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 

(63) 

The Daily Airline Handling Cost has already been enlightened in Table 9, on module 2. 

Airline 

Passenger 

Cost 

It is a dynamic variable and it refers to the daily aeronautical passenger costs that the airlines 

incur so that their passengers may use the airport facilities (eg. check-in, security, etc.), as well 

as the handling costs that allow them and their luggage to get to the aircraft. 

 

𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

= 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

+ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐵𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

+ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 

(64) 

In order to clarify any of the previously presented concepts, please see Table 9 on module 2. 

Lease Cost 

It is a dynamic variable and it represents the aircraft leasing costs the airlines incur whilst 

providing to their customers the possibility to travel. Moreover, it is an input the airport manager 

shall set. 

Table 14 – Module’s 5 Main Variables 

 

4.2.2.8. Module 7 – GDP 

According to ANA Aeroportos de Portugal (2015a), the demand for air transport tends to correlate 

strongly with the economic growth. Then, along with the already addressed airport LOS and AIS, 

according to the subchapter 4.2.2.1. the GDP entails the last of the three factors affecting the Daily 

Flight Frequency and, hence, the airport-airline financial interaction. Evoking subchapter 3.1.5., the 

correlation between the EU 28’s GDP and the total air passengers at LIS have been verified and 

acknowledged of being a crucial factor on the variation of the delta percentage change of the Daily Flight 

Frequency (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹). As a result, module 7’s main output concerns the GDP influence on the seasonally 

changed DFF. 

In order to add the GDP, an external factor, to the model, correlations between the EU 28’s GDP and 

the total air passengers at LIS have been drawn. Based on the total annual air passengers at LIS and 

the annual European Union 28’s GDP data from the European Comission (2017), INE (2017) and 

Pordata (2017) (see the tables on Annex B), similarly to Steer Davies Gleave (2014) a correlation 

between the EU 28’s GDP growth rate and the LIS’ passenger growth rate from 2006 to 2015 have been 

achieved in Graphic 3. 
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Graphic 3 – EU 28’s GDP Growth Rate correlated with the LIS’ Air Passenger Growth Rate 2006 – 2015 (based on (European 
Comission, 2017a; INE, 2017; Pordata, 2017)) 

As it may be seen in Graphic 3, the regression equation presents a determination coefficient (R2) of 

approximately 0.70, meaning that a strong statistical dependence between these two variables does 

exist. As a result, through this regression equation it made possible to induce the delta percentage 

change of the Daily Flight Frequency (∆𝐷𝐹𝐹) regarding a determined GDP growth rate, which will be a 

yearly variable input from the airport manager (GDP_GrowthRate). 

 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1.1088 ∗ 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 0.0356 (65) 

 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛 = 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 + 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛−2 ∗ 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  (66) 

Moreover, it has been chosen to correlate the LIS’ air passengers with the EU 28’s GDP growth rate 

rather than Portugal’s GDP growth rate, since the rate of GDP growth in the Eurozone has been growing 

closely to the LIS’ air passengers than Portugal’s GDP gradual growth rate (ANA Aeroportos de 

Portugal, 2015a). Nevertheless Portugal’s growth in air traffic is linked to the gradual improvement of 

the economy; the emerging European market with a significant upturn in tourist and emigration demand 

(ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2015a) led this research to find a better correlation of the LIS’ air 

passengers with the EU 28’s GDP, rather than with the Portugal’s one. 

In addition, module 7 reveals another significant output regarding the passenger charges adjustment. 

Despite airport management remains out of the scope of the present model, it was found important to 

the model functioning and reality closeness to provide the airport manager a possibility to update the 

passenger charges. As a result, the user is invited to introduce a Passenger Charge_GrowthRate which 

will update the passenger charges on a yearly basis. 

  

y = 1,1088x + 0,0356
R² = 0,6989
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Chapter 5 

 

Case Study and Results Analysis: 
Lisbon International Airport 

 

Chapter 5 sheds light on the major findings concerning the proposed scenarios to test the model 

presented on chapter 4. To begin with, chapter 5 makes a brief presentation about the Humberto 

Delgado Airport’s (LIS) manager – ANA, Aeroportos de Portugal – drawing, at the same time, some 

results regarding its financial health. Then, it sets the LIS' parameters to the model in order to validate 

it. Finally, the model is able to be tested and, as a result, a scenario setting is deployed, allowing an 

extensive result analysis and further aggregated conclusions. 

 

5.1. The Humberto Delgado Airport 

The ANA Group conceded to VINCI Airports International, S.A. in 2013, comprises the management of 

the airport infrastructures and aviation-related services in ten Portuguese airports: Lisbon, Porto, Faro 

and Beja in Portugal’s mainland; Ponta Delgada, Santa Maria, Horta and Flores in the Azores 

Autonomous Region; and Madeira and Porto Santo in the Madeira Autonomous Region having 

achieved, in 2015, a total of 420.9 million euros (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2015a), of which 369.75 

million euros regarding the aeronautical activities and 51.1 million euros concerning ground handling 

activities (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2015d). Furthermore, the ANA Group’s business activities also 

includes the operation of retail, advertising spaces, real estate, car parking and car rental services 

totalizing, in 2015, about 147.5 million euros. The airports under ANA’s management served 38.95 

million commercial passengers in 2015 of which approximately 20.1 million at Humberto Delgado Airport 

(LIS) (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2015a). Moreover, LIS comprised, in 2015, 110 destinations 

provided by 47 airlines (ANA Aeroportos, 2017). 

Humberto Delgado Airport (ICAO code LPPT; IATA code LIS) represents the largest and the most 

productive airport of ANA Group, once it accounted for almost 52% of ANA Group’s commercial 

passengers, representing a business volume of approximately 57.5% of the ANA Group’s total revenue 

(Table 15). As a result, in 2015, LIS attained 213 million euros in AR (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 

2015d) and approximately 84.8 million euros in NAR (Table 15). It is noteworthy that, due to the lack of 

available data concerning the NAR, an interpolation from the percentage of LIS' business volume has 

been carried out in order to determine an approximation of the NAR’s real value. In addition, the 
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interpolation value has been verified as the percentage of AR (74%) and of NAR (26%) is the same as 

the one presented in ANA Group’s Annual Report 2015 (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2015a). 

Commercial Traffic ANA Group 2015 

Variable Lisbon Porto Faro Beja Azores Madeira ANA Group Unit 

Passengers 20090418 8087740 6436881 233 1604752 2728229 38948253 Pax 

Percentage 
Passengers 

51,582 20,765 16,527 0,001 4,120 7,005 100,000 % 

Percentage 
Business Volume 

57,493 17,173 13,612 0,001 2,862 8,860 100,000 % 

Aeronautical 
Revenues 

212579831 63496664 50330120 1973 10581431 32760158 369750177 Eur 

Ground Handling 
Revenues 

29407479 8783885 6962476 273 1463795 4531915 51149823 Eur 

Non-Aeronautical 
Revenues 

84801920 25329962 20077591 787 4221123 13068617 147500000 Eur 

Total Airport 
Revenues 

326789231 97610511 77370187 3033 16266349 50360689 568400000 Eur 

Table 15 – LIS Aeronautical and Non-aeronautical Revenues (based on (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2015a, 2015d)) 

 

5.2. Parameter Setting 

Parameter setting consists of attributing realistic values to the model through parameter estimation. 

According to Suryani et al. (2010) parameter estimation is the process of employing data or observation 

from a system to develop a model. Parameter values may be drawn from all available data, not merely 

from statistical analysis of time series, being all the information admissible in the modeling process. The 

present model comprises a finite set of parameters, whose values were estimated using statistical data, 

published reports from acknowledged entities, statistical methods and field experts. Therefore, Table 16 

summarizes the main parameters’ values, by module, required for the model running, as well as its 

sources. 

Module Parameter Value Unit Source 

Module 1 

FSC Average Ticket Price 273.29 Euros Skyscanner (2017), 

Annex B, Table 28 
LCC Average Ticket Price 54.63 Euros 

Price Elasticity Leisure 

Passengers 
-1.6 - 

Miller & Clarke (2007), 

Suryani et al. (2010) 

Price Elasticity Business 

Passengers 
-0.8 - 

Time Elasticity Leisure 

Passengers 
-0.8 - 

Time Elasticity Business 

Passengers 
-1.6 - 

Runway Capacity 40 Aircrafts/hour ANA Aeroportos 

Module 2 

Passenger Inside Schengen 

Share 
79.7 % 

INAC – Instituto 

Nacional de Aviação 

Civil (2015) and Annex 

B, Table 29 

Passenger Outside 

Schengen Share 
11.6 % 

International Passenger 

Share 
8.7 % 

Departing Passenger Inside 

Schengen Charge 
9.28 Euros/Departing Pax Vinci Airports (2015) 
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Departing Passenger 

Outside Schengen Charge 
12.10 Euros/Departing Pax 

Departing International 

Passenger Charge 
17.19 Euros/Departing Pax 

Transfer Passenger Inside 

Schengen Charge 
7.68 Euros/Transfer Pax 

Transfer Passenger Outside 

Schengen Charge 
10.01 Euros/Transfer Pax 

Transfer International 

Passenger Charge 
13.59 Euros/Transfer Pax 

Landing: Average MTOW <= 

25 
5.91 Euros/Tonne 

Landing: 25 < Average 

MTOW <= 75 
7.03 Euros/Tonne 

Landing: 75 < Average 

MTOW <= 150 
8.27 Euros/Tonne 

Landing: Average MTOW > 

150 
6.27 Euros/Tonne 

Parking up to 24h Charge 1.78 Euros/Tonne 

Parking 24h to 48h Charge 3.56 Euros/Tonne 

Parking 48h to 72h Charge 5.86 Euros/Tonne 

Parking Higher than 72h 

Charge 
8.49 Euros/Tonne 

Hangar Charge 3.60 Euros/Tonne 

Processed Baggage FSC 

Share 
0.30 Bags/Pax 

Acknowledged Experts 
Processed Baggage LCC 

Share 
0.90 Bags/Pax 

Baggage Handling Charge 0.37 Euros/Bag 

Vinci Airports (2015) 

PRM Charge 0.46 Euros/Departing Pax 

Security Charge 2.50 Euros/Departing Pax 

Desks Month Charge 1148.22 Euros/Month 

Desks 15 minutes Fraction 

Charge 
1.49 Euros/15 Minutes 

Check-in Desks Capacity 180 Desks 

Air Bridge Charge 3.93 Euros/Minute 

GPS Charge 1.35 Euros/Minute 

Average Turnaround Time 

FSC 
55 Minutes Sábado (2014) 

Average Turnaround Time 

LCC 
25 Minutes 

Barrett (2004), 

Lourenço (2008) 

Module 3 

Departing Passengers Share 49.6 % 
Pordata (2017) and 

Annex B, Table 30 
Arriving Passengers Share 49.6 % 

Transfer Passengers Share 0.8 % 

Advertisement Charge 0.11 Euros/Pax 

Statistical Methods 

based on ANA 

Aeroportos de 

Portugal (2015a) 

Car Rental Charge 37.0 
Euros/Departing and 

Arriving Pax 

Car Rental Share 30 % 

Car Parking Charge 1.20 
Euros/Departing and 

Arriving Pax 

Car Parking Share 50 % 

Real Estate 28809.0 Euros/day 

Average Retail Rent Price 100 Euros/m2 Acknowledged Experts 
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Retail Area 14000 M2 

Statistical Methods 

based on Público 

(2008) 

Average Retail Consumption 

Airside 
15.0 Euros/Departing Pax 

Retail Consumption Airside 

Airport Share 
90 % 

Average Retail Consumption 

Landside 
7.0 Euros/Visitor 

Module 4 
FSC Elasticity -1.23 - PwC Economics, 

(2005) LCC Elasticity -1.38 - 

Module 5 No direct parameters required 

Module 6 

Cabin Crew 
Depend on the 

Average MTOW 
Pax 

Airbus (2017), TAP 

(2017) 

Cabin Crew Average Wage 1200 Euros/Pax 
Data from Hifly 

Fuel Price 0.424 Euros/Liter 

Fuel Capacity 
Depend on the 

Average MTOW 
Liters 

Airbus (2017), TAP 

(2017) 

Module 7 

GDP Growth Rate 
Introduced by the 

Airport Manager 
% 

Based on Graphic 3 

on subchapter 4.2.3.8. 

Passenger Charges Growth 

Rate 

Introduced by the 

Airport Manager 
% - 

Table 16 – Main Parameter Values to Run the Model 

It is noteworthy that the majority of Table 16’s parameters refer to LIS, meaning that the present model 

may be applied to a wide range of (European) airports, which possess similar characteristics to the 

mentioned airport. Moreover, this model is sensitive to most of the major parameters that affect each 

module, however only few of these variables were assessed in a scenario form on subchapter 5.4. 

 

5.3. Model Validation 

According to Sterman (2000), validation and verification of models are impossible. The author claimed 

that all models are wrong, once they are limited and simplified representations of the real world. On the 

other hand, Barlas (1996) considered model validation an important, yet controversial aspect of any 

model-based methodology in general, and SD in particular. Thus, this author argued that results in a 

model-based study are highly dependent on the validity of the model, which may be distinguished in two 

main model-types: “causal-descriptive” (also known as theory-like or “white-box”), of which SD models 

fall in this category; and “correlational” (purely data-driven or “black-box”). 

Concerning the purely “correlational” models, since there is no claim of causality in structure, what 

matters the most is the aggregate output behaviour of the model, being confirmed its validity whether 

the model output matches the real system output, within some specific range of accuracy (Barlas, 1996). 

On the other hand, “causal-descriptive” models are statements as to how real systems operate in some 

aspects. According to Barlas (1994), generating an accurate output behaviour (one that matches the 

real world values), is not sufficient for model validity, it is also crucial to validate the internal structure of 

the model. As a result, a “causal-descriptive” model, in which SD models are associated to, must not 

only to reproduce/predict its behaviour, but also to explain how the behaviour is generated (Barlas, 
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1996). In other words, SD models must generate the “right output behaviour for the right reasons” 

(Barlas, 1996). 

For the purpose of this dissertation, and falling the present SD model in the “causal-descriptive” models 

category, the validation process comprised the two steps, previously argued by Barlas (1996): structure 

validation and output behaviour validation. First of all, a structure validation was carried out by using 

Face Validity technique (Sargent, 2005), which consisted in asking individuals knowledgeable about the 

system whether the logic of the conceptual model and its input-output relationship were reasonable 

(concerning the relationships on Figure 14). For this purpose, two experts provided their assessment: 

Prof. Hilde Meersman, a full professor at the University of Antwerp, expert in the fields of Econometrics, 

Transport Modelling and Economics; Prof. Eddy Van de Voorde, also a full professor at the University 

of Antwerp, expert in the fields of Maritime Economics, Port Economics and Air Transport and Logistics. 

Summing up, Face Validity was crucial to validate the model assumptions on subchapter 4.2.2. (Model 

Structure), mostly for all the conceptual logic of the model’s generation of flights (DFF), which in turn 

generated the air passengers demand and, hence the airport revenues (see Figure 14). Furthermore, 

the airlines’ flight frequency depending on and occurring as a feedback of the airport decisions, delayed 

of an IATA season, was also acknowledged by these academics. 

Regarding the output behaviour validation, a Historical Data Validation technique (Sargent, 2005) was 

conducted, which consisted of using part of the historical data to build the model and the remaining data 

was used to determine whether the model behaves as the system does, i.e. to test whether the model 

output matches the real one. Aiming the output behaviour validation, the model has been built with 2015 

parameters (see subchapter 5.2.) and, then, validated with 2015 main outputs. Therefore, after 

calibrating the model with 2015 parameters, the model runs for one year and it is expected that its main 

outputs – Air Passengers’ Demand, Aeronautical Revenues and Non-aeronautical Revenues – match 

the LIS’ real yearly results. It is noteworthy that, through the lack of available data concerning the non-

core business of the LIS, the Non-aeronautical Revenues Validation (Table 19), has been performed 

using percentages instead of absolute values in euros, as in Table 18. Thus, in order to set some degree 

of accuracy when comparing the model output with the real value, it was adopted an error rate of less 

than 5% as Barlas (1994, 1996) and Suryani et al. (2010) suggested in the following equation to establish 

its validity. 

 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑆̅ − �̅�

�̅�
 ≤ 0.05 (67) 

It is noteworthy that due to the undisclosed nature of the air transport, it was only possible to acquire 

data for validation purposes regarding the year of 2015. Moreover, 𝑆̅ stands for Simulation and �̅� for 

Actual values. As a result, Table 17, Table 18 and Table 19 verify the output behaviour validation. 

Actual Daily Demand 

  �̅� (Pax) 𝑆̅ (Pax) Error Rate Output Validation 

Number of Air Passengers 20096994 20370796 0,01 Validated 

Table 17 – Actual Daily Demand Output Validation (based on the model outputs and (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 2015a)) 
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Aeronautical Revenues Validation 

Regulated Charges �̅� (Euros) 𝑆̅ (Euros) Error Rate Output Validation 

Landing/Take-off 45319883 46616920 0,03 Validated 

Parking 8872253 8632756 -0,03 Validated 

Air bridges and GPS 15828420 16540425 0,04 Validated 

Passengers 106417920 102386887 -0,04 Validated 

Passengers Handling 1579218 1616897 0,02 Validated 

Baggage Handling 2764496 2702367 -0,02 Validated 

Security 24853365 25360047 0,02 Validated 

PRM  4573137 4666249 0,02 Validated 

Equipment 2371139 2423513 0,02 Validated 

Ground Handling 29407479,44 28731280 -0,02 Validated 

Total Aeronautical Revenues (Report) 241987310 239677341 -0,01 Validated 

Table 18 – Aeronautical Revenues Output Validation (based on the model’s outputs and (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 
2015a)) 

Non-aeronautical Revenues Validation 

  �̅� (%) 𝑆̅ (%) Error Rate Output Validation 

Advertisement 2,60 2,68 0,03 Validated 

Car rental 10,30 10,73 0,04 Validated 

Car Parking 14,10 14,49 0,03 Validated 

Retail 58,00 59,65 0,03 Validated 

Real Estate 12,00 12,45 0,04 Validated 

Others 3,00 x x x 

Total Non-aeronautical Revenues (Report) 84801920 83984277 -0,01 Validated 

Table 19 – Non-aeronautical Revenues Output Validation (based on the model’s outputs and (ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, 
2015a)) 

All in all, the validation process is required to help build confidence in the model (Suryani et al., 2010). 

Conceptual model validity is determinant regarding the legitimacy of the assumptions underlying its 

conception and concerning the validity of its structure, logic, mathematical equations and causal 

relationships for the intended purpose of the model. 

 

5.4. Scenario Development 

According to Suryani et al. (2010), scenario development is a prognosis method in which the present 

data is used to investigate a myriad of possibilities, often characterized as feasible future alternatives. 

Moreover, alternative scenarios may be obtained from a valid model by adding or changing some 

structures or parameters, so that the scenarios may show how the input variables impact on the model 

results (Qin & Olaru, 2016). In this study, only parameter scenarios were assessed. 

Recalling the simulation model objective on subchapter 1.1., it intends to simulate how the financial 

interactions between the airport and the airlines, particularly the airport managers’ strategic decisions 

towards airlines, reflect on both the airports’ aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues and on the 

airlines’ flight frequency. In order to accomplish the model’s purpose, twenty four different parameter 

scenarios (each subcase on Table 20, Table 21 and Table 22) distributed over three main cases (Figure 
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20), were evaluated. Each case assessed the impact of the three distinct parameters – Airport 

Manager’s Charges response to LOS variation, FSC and LCC share at LIS, Airline Elasticity Coefficients 

– on the model’s core outputs: Aeronautical Revenues (AR), Non-aeronautical Revenues (NAR), Air 

Passengers’ Demand (APD) and the Annual Number of Flights (ANF). 

 

Figure 20 – Scheme of the model’s main scenario cases 

Considering the first evaluated parameter – Airport Charge Variation or ∆ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠 as it has 

been referred in subchapter 4.2.2.5. – it is expressed as the airport manager’s action towards an airport 

LOS variation, through a percentage change in the airport charges. As enlightened in subchapters 

3.1.1.2. and 3.1.3., Figure 9 and Figure 11 respectively, when an airport LOS variation occurs, the airport 

manager shall take action through an aeronautical charge variation, in order not to decrease the airport 

infrastructures’ and services’ quality standards. In the scenario development three distinct values of the 

Airport Charge Variation were considered representing three different types of airport managers: one 

highly sensitive to airport LOS variation (case 1); a second one moderately sensitive to airport LOS 

variation (case 2); and a third one almost unresponsive to airport LOS variation (case 3). 

Secondly, attending to the recent matters regarding the capacity of LIS, it has been speculated that a 

second airport is intended to be built in Lisbon’s surrounding area (Visão, 2017). Thus, according to 

Jornal de Notícias (2017) and Público (2017), the new airport would attract almost all the LCCs, leaving 

LIS only with FSCs. Considering this, it was found useful to vary the FSC and LCC share, in order to 

investigate what would be the gain or loss to LIS regarding the model’s outputs towards this possible 

future situation. In addition, it was assumed that the FSC and LCC share variation would have no impact 

on the passenger volumes. 

Finally, the third assessed parameter – Airline Elasticity Coefficients – considers the airlines’ reaction 

on their flight frequency towards the airport manager’s variation action on the airport charges. As it has 

been described in subchapter 4.2.2.5., both FSC and LCC have distinct responses on their flight 

frequency regarding an aeronautical charge variation, whereby it was found of extremely importance to 

evaluate the consequences on the model’s outputs whether the airlines’ elasticity coefficients were 

Parameter Scenario

Airport Charges Variation:
High Sensitivity to LOS Variation

FSC with 100% Share

FSC 70% and LCC 30%

FSC Elasticity Variation

LCC Elasticity Variation

FSC Elasticity Variation

LCC Elasticity Variation

Airport Charges Variation:
Moderate Sensitivity to LOS Variation

Airport Charges Variation:
Low Sensitivity to LOS Variation

Valid Model

FSC with 100% Share

FSC 70% and LCC 30%

FSC Elasticity Variation

LCC Elasticity Variation

FSC Elasticity Variation

LCC Elasticity Variation

FSC with 100% Share

FSC 70% and LCC 30%

FSC Elasticity Variation

LCC Elasticity Variation

FSC Elasticity Variation

LCC Elasticity Variation

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3
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higher or lower. Considering the previous enlightenments regarding the parameters whose impact will 

be assessed and Figure 20, the three main cases are presented as follows. 

Case 1: evaluates the impact of a highly sensitive type of airport manager, varying the FSC and LCC 

shares and Elasticity Coefficients, on the model’s core outputs. In other words, the airport manager’s 

action towards an airport LOS variation will be a high percentage variation (8%) in the airport charges. 

Considering the FSC and LCC shares, two scenarios were assessed, one considering the actual 

situation – FSC with 70% of the share and LCC with 30% of the share – and a second one whose FSC 

share regards 100% of the share. Finally, within each one of the previous scenarios, it was also 

evaluated the variation of the Airlines’ Elasticity Coefficient, in which each one of the elasticity 

coefficients (FSC and LCC), were evaluated (Table 20). 

Model Parameter Variation 

Case Subcase 
Time 

Horizon 
(days) 

Airport 
Charge 

(%) 

FSC 
Share 

(%) 

LCC 
Share 
(%) 

GDP 
Growth 

Rate (%) 

GDP 
Influence 

(%) 

FSC 
Elasticity 

Coefficient 

LCC 
Elasticity 

Coefficient 

Case 1 

Case 1.1. 

1.1.1. 1825 8,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,38 

1.1.2. 1825 8,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,38 

1.1.3. 1825 8,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,70 

1.1.4. 1825 8,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,70 

Case 1.2. 

1.2.1. 1825 8,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,38 

1.2.2. 1825 8,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,38 

1.2.3. 1825 8,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,70 

1.2.4. 1825 8,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,70 

Table 20 – Data concerning each one of the scenarios in case 1 

Case 2: assesses the impact of a moderately sensitive type of airport manager, also varying the FSC 

and LCC shares and Elasticity Coefficients, on the model’s core outputs. In other words, the airport 

manager’s action towards an airport LOS variation will be an adequate percentage variation (3%) in the 

airport charges. Considering the FSC and LCC shares and Elasticity Coefficients, case 2 is analogous 

to case 1. Data regarding case 2’s scenarios is available on Table 21. 

Model Parameter Variation 

Case Subcase 
Time 

Horizon 
(days) 

Airport 
Charge 

(%) 

FSC 
Share 

(%) 

LCC 
Share 
(%) 

GDP 
Growth 

Rate (%) 

GDP 
Influence 

(%) 

FSC 
Elasticity 

Coefficient 

LCC 
Elasticity 

Coefficient 

Case 2 

Case 2.1. 

2.1.1. 1825 3,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,38 

2.1.2. 1825 3,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,38 

2.1.3. 1825 3,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,70 

2.1.4. 1825 3,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,70 

Case 2.2. 

2.2.1. 1825 3,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,38 

2.2.2. 1825 3,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,38 

2.2.3. 1825 3,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,70 

2.2.4. 1825 3,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,70 

Table 21 - Data concerning each one of the scenarios in case 2 
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Case 3: estimates the impact of an almost unresponsive airport manager type, also varying the FSC 

and LCC shares and Elasticity Coefficients, on the model’s core outputs. In other words, the airport 

manager’s action towards an airport LOS variation will be a low percentage variation (1%) in the airport 

charges. Considering the FSC and LCC shares and Elasticity Coefficients, case 3 is analogous to case 

1 and 2. Data regarding case 3’s scenarios is available on Table 22. 

Model Parameter Variation 

Case Subcase 
Time 

Horizon 
(days) 

Airport 
Charge 

(%) 

FSC 
Share 

(%) 

LCC 
Share 
(%) 

GDP 
Growth 

Rate (%) 

GDP 
Influence 

(%) 

FSC 
Elasticity 

Coefficient 

LCC 
Elasticity 

Coefficient 

Case 3 

Case 3.1. 

3.1.1. 1825 1,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,38 

3.1.2. 1825 1,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,38 

3.1.3. 1825 1,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,70 

3.1.4. 1825 1,00 70,00 30,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,70 

Case 3.2. 

3.2.1. 1825 1,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,38 

3.2.2. 1825 1,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,38 

3.2.3. 1825 1,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -1,23 -1,70 

3.2.4. 1825 1,00 100,00 0,00 1,72 5,47 -0,90 -1,70 

Table 22 - Data concerning each one of the scenarios in case 3 

As it may be perceived in Table 20, Table 21 and Table 22, the simulation timing was set for five years 

(1825 days), starting in 2015 and ending in 2020, as the model was validated with 2015 available data. 

Then, as mentioned on subchapter 4.2.2., the model’s time step is the day and they were considered 

365 days in a year, regarding for simplicity that February always has 28 days. Moreover, the EU 28’s 

GDP Growth Rate parameter was set constant, once its forecasted growth rate over the next five years 

barely variated (European Comission, 2017b; Knoema, 2017). Therefore, the three cases considered 

an average and constant value of the EU 28’s GDP growth rate of 1.72%. The scenarios’ results and 

analysis will be drawn in the next subchapter. 

 

5.5. Results Analysis 

Aiming to assess the twenty four different parameter scenarios (each subcase) distributed over the three 

main cases, 120 runs of the model were performed. Each subcase of the model was run five times so 

that the possible variability that results from the already mentioned and studied PERT distribution, 

responsible for varying the Seat Capacity per Flight, may be reduced. In order to enable a better 

understanding of the results available on Table 33, Table 34 and Table 35 on Annex D, a case by case 

analysis was deployed (cases 1, 2 and 3). Therefore, an in-depth analysis for each different case, 

concerning the Airline Elasticity Coefficients and, at the same time, comprehending the FSC and LCC 

share variation at LIS was carried out (subcases). All in all, the results and further discussion evaluate 

the impact that each case’s characteristics have on the model’s primary outputs: aeronautical revenues, 

non-aeronautical revenues, total airport revenues, air passenger demand (APD) and annual number of 

flights (ANF). Further on, a comparison among cases is also engaged so that a comprehensive overview 
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may be achieved. Finally, it is noteworthy that from 2015 to 2016 there has been a strong decrease on 

the aeronautical charges and, therefore, a higher increase on the AR from year 1 to year 2 is expected. 

 

5.5.1. Case 1 

As mentioned in subchapter 5.4., case 1, intends to model a hyper sensitive to airport LOS variation 

type of airport manager, in which a small change in the airport LOS, will originate a large impact on the 

airport charges. This being said, the data concerning case 1 expose the following results. According to 

Graphic 4 it is possible to understand that, first of all, whether LIS were only composed by FSCs (FSC 

share of 100%), the overall AR would be on average 10 million euros a year higher (Table 36, Annex D) 

than the actual regime with 70% share of FSCs and 30% share of LCCs, regardless the airlines’ elasticity 

coefficients. 

  

Graphic 4 – Case 1 Aeronautical Revenues   Graphic 5 – Case 1 Annual Number of Flights 

Case 1’s Graphic 5 show a rapid increase in the annual number of flights, until year 2, and, hence, sharp 

increase on the air passengers demand (Graphic 7), as well as on the aeronautical and non-aeronautical 

revenues (Graphic 4 and Graphic 6). However, as in the presence of a hyper sensitive type of airport 

manager, a high injection of flights and air passengers per year induced an airport LOS decrease. 

Therefore, an airport charges increase has been prompt, in this case a massive increase, to control the 

intensification of the flight frequency, leading to many flight withdrawals (Graphic 7 and Table 23). 

Altogether, and taking into account the different irregularities triggered by the distinct Airlines’ Elasticity 

Coefficients, a highly sensitive type of airport manager shall maintain a rigorous airport LOS by levying 

high charges to its airlines whether a decrease in the airport LOS occurs. Thus, if the airport manager 
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intervenes, the levied charges are perceived in different manners regarding the Elasticity Coefficients 

inherent to each type of airline, as it may be perceived in Graphic 5. 

Considering the Airlines’ Elasticity Coefficients in Graphic 4 and Graphic 5, by increasing the FSCs’ 

Elasticity Coefficients from -1.23 to -0.90 (subcases 1.1.2. and 1.2.2.), i.e., the FSCs become less 

reactive to airport manager’s charges decisions, it will lead to higher AR over time, as its trend is steeper 

and have higher growth rates (Table 23) than the other cases. In addition, by lowering the LCCs’ 

Elasticity Coefficients from -1.38 to -1.70 (subcases 1.1.3. and 1.2.3), as the LCCs become more 

reactive to airport charges variations, its trend turns into more irregular than the previous ones, however, 

in the medium-term, it will also conduct to high AR, despite the ANF decreasing and irregularity. 

Regarding the non-aeronautical revenues, as well as the annual passenger demand, Graphic 6 and 

Graphic 7 expose a quite irregular pattern showing a yearly highs and lows configuration. 

  

Graphic 6 – Case 1 Non-aeronautical Revenues  Graphic 7 – Case 1 Annual Passenger Demand 

As in case 1, where a hyper sensitive type of airport manager is being considered, what has been 

happening in Graphic 7 and, hence on Graphic 6, is the result of lowering the airport LOS due to high 

numbers of aircraft movements and, consequently, high numbers of air passengers, inducing a large 

reaction on the airport manager side by increasing its charges. Depending on the type of airline and its 

elasticity coefficients, the charges increase will lead to a high number of flights’ additions and 

withdrawals if the Airlines’ Elasticity Coefficients are more negative (subcases 1.1.3. and 1.2.3.) and, 

then higher irregularities are expected. On the other hand, whether the Airlines’ Elasticity Coefficients 

are less negative, it will lead to a smaller flight frequency variation (subcases 1.1.2. and 1.2.2.) and, 

then, smoother curves are expected. 

Model AR Growth Rate (%) NAR Growth Rate (%) 

Case Subcase 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 

Case 1.1. 
FSC/LCC 

1.1.1. 29,30 -1,17 5,10 -0,27 13,21 -6,03 3,42 -2,43 

1.1.2. 23,93 2,29 0,23 8,93 10,50 -1,94 -3,89 5,36 
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share 
70/30 

1.1.3. 29,83 1,07 5,49 -3,23 13,48 -2,77 2,88 -4,81 

1.1.4. 26,01 -0,93 6,60 0,93 11,28 -4,25 3,27 -1,53 

Case 1.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

1.2.1. 28,41 0,95 6,15 -2,78 12,46 -2,94 2,84 -5,42 

1.2.2. 22,86 5,08 3,71 5,44 10,12 -0,12 -1,17 -2,12 

1.2.3. 28,21 1,24 5,23 -0,86 12,74 -3,08 2,43 -4,20 

1.2.4. 23,19 4,32 4,43 6,86 10,30 -0,01 -1,78 -0,34 

Model APD Growth Rate (%) ANF Growth Rate (%) 

Case Subcase 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 

Case 1.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

1.1.1. 19,10 -8,14 5,77 -4,40 25,64 0,85 1,70 -10,25 

1.1.2. 15,05 -2,47 -6,11 8,19 22,31 1,74 -5,99 4,72 

1.1.3. 19,49 -3,51 3,02 -5,94 27,02 0,45 1,02 -8,22 

1.1.4. 16,12 -5,66 4,13 -1,89 23,66 1,37 0,59 -6,06 

Case 1.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

1.2.1. 17,90 -3,84 3,61 -7,43 24,96 1,02 1,97 -9,63 

1.2.2. 14,53 0,08 -2,16 -2,66 20,24 4,57 -4,02 -3,06 

1.2.3. 18,32 -4,00 3,06 -5,71 24,96 1,13 1,99 -9,65 

1.2.4. 14,75 0,37 -3,20 0,00 20,27 4,58 -4,03 -3,04 

Table 23 – Case’s 1 Yearly Growth Rate regarding AR, NAR, APD and ANF 

 

5.5.2. Case 2 

Recalling subchapter 5.4., case 2 proposes to model a moderately sensitive to airport LOS variation 

type of airport manager and evident differences from the previous case arise. First of all, considering 

the AR, regardless of the FSC and LCC share at LIS, much smoother and regular curves were achieved. 

Moreover, as it may be perceivable in Graphic 8, in the presence of a moderately sensitive type of airport 

manager, the variation of the Airlines’ Elasticity Coefficients is barely noticeable when each subcase is 

compared to one another. Similarly to Case 1, there is a considerable difference when varying the FSC 

and LCC share at LIS, wherein a FSC share of 100% represents a gain of 10 to 15 million euros a year 

(Table 36, Annex D) regarding the AR to the airport manager contrasting to the actual situation (70/30). 

  

Graphic 8 – Case 2 Aeronautical Revenues   Graphic 9 – Case 2 Annual Number of Flights 
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Moreover, these on-growing curves concerning the AR become less steep throughout the time, tending 

to an equilibrium as its growth rate gradually decreases (Table 24). In fact, the reason why this is 

happening may be perceivable by observing Graphic 9 that illustrate the ANF, which are leaning towards 

an equilibrium, denoting a growth rate tending to zero. As case 2 represents a moderately sensitive type 

of airport manager, whether the airport LOS is above its dimensioned capacity, meaning that there is 

still available capacity to fulfill the airport infrastructures, the airport manager gradually decreases its 

charges in order to attract more airlines and, hence, more flights. However, such decreasing of charges 

will be processed so that a steadily and slow growth of flights, air passengers and both aeronautical and 

non-aeronautical revenues are achieved (Graphics 8, 9 and 10). Furthermore, as a gradual process is 

being implemented, no large irregularities are perceived, as in the previous case. 

  

Graphic 10 – Case 2 Non-aeronautical Revenues  Graphic 11 – Case 2 Annual Passenger Demand 

Considering the APD’s evolution on Graphic 11, it is noticeable, again, that a FSC/LCC share variation 

from 70/30 to 100/0 represents, on average, an increase of 100 thousand air passengers a year, 

inducing a NAR increase on average of 250 thousand euros to 1 million euros a year (Graphic 10 and 

Table 36, Annex D). The reason for the NAR increase is exclusively due to the air passenger growth, 

once on the present model they were not made any distinctions between FSC and LCC passengers’ 

average spending patterns. 

Model AR Growth Rate (%) NAR Growth Rate (%) 

Case Subcase 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 

Case 2.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

2.1.1. 17,17 5,35 3,89 2,74 7,45 1,68 1,21 0,42 

2.1.2. 17,49 5,88 4,79 2,99 7,22 1,97 2,11 0,37 

2.1.3. 18,10 6,60 3,05 5,25 8,05 1,84 0,93 0,91 

2.1.4. 18,94 4,15 4,64 4,81 7,51 1,92 1,22 1,23 

Case 2.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

2.2.1. 19,34 5,67 3,14 4,40 7,63 2,02 0,81 0,92 

2.2.2. 16,93 5,43 4,51 6,74 6,22 2,04 2,05 1,58 

2.2.3. 16,50 6,53 4,30 3,89 7,24 2,26 0,83 1,23 

2.2.4. 18,57 5,98 6,26 5,22 7,83 1,81 2,05 1,54 

Model APD Growth Rate (%) ANF Growth Rate (%) 
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Case Subcase 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 

Case 2.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

2.1.1. 10,53 2,77 1,17 0,89 15,14 6,48 2,95 0,87 

2.1.2. 10,19 3,19 2,50 0,84 13,76 6,45 3,70 1,99 

2.1.3. 11,51 2,93 0,73 1,65 15,61 6,48 2,54 0,38 

2.1.4. 10,61 3,11 1,18 2,18 14,34 6,43 3,35 1,54 

Case 2.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

2.2.1. 10,81 3,30 0,58 1,68 14,87 6,42 3,03 1,09 

2.2.2. 8,76 3,26 2,33 2,56 13,21 7,13 4,15 2,68 

2.2.3. 10,29 3,63 0,50 2,16 14,84 6,46 3,04 1,11 

2.2.4. 11,12 2,99 2,30 2,56 13,20 7,13 4,15 2,70 

Table 24 – Case’s 2 Yearly Growth Rate regarding AR, NAR, APD and ANF 

 

5.5.3. Case 3 

The last case models an almost unresponsive to airport LOS variation type of airport manager. To begin 

with, case 3 presents even smoother and more linear curves than the ones seen on case 2’s. 

Nevertheless, by observing the Graphics below, it is also possible to perceive steeper curves regarding 

the previous case and, hence, higher and more regular growth rates as Table 25 suggests. As the low 

sensibility to airport LOS variation induces a low reaction of the airport manager upon the rise of the 

airlines’ flight frequency, in the studied five year period it is noteworthy an almost linear growth of both 

the aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues (Graphics 12 and 14). Concerning the AR, an average 

growth rate of 6% after the second year is observed, whereas the NAR present an average growth rate 

of 3% after the second year (Table 25). This may be enlightened by a similar linear growth concerning 

the ANF and the APD, respectively (Graphics 13 and 15). 

  

Graphic 12 – Case 3 Aeronautical Revenues  Graphic 13 – Case 3 Annual Number of Flights 

Moreover, regarding the FSC and LCC share on LIS, whether the actual situation maintains (70/30), the 

AR attain a maximum of 330 million euros a year in five years, whereas the NAR achieve approximately 

97 million euros a year in the same period, regardless of almost all of the Airlines’ Elasticity Coefficients. 

The exception concerns subcase 3.1.3., meaning that whether the LCCs become more reactive to 
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airport charges variations, it will tend to add more flight frequency as the airport manager is almost 

unresponsive and, then, the airport charges do not increase or do increase so slowly that it does no 

harm to the airlines. In fact, the very low influence of the Airlines’ Elasticity Coefficients on cases 2 and 

3 is related to the also low responsiveness of the airport manager to airport LOS variations. In this case, 

as the airport manager is almost not responsive to LOS variations, both the FSCs and LCCs will continue 

to increase their flight frequency as it is possible to evidence on the ANF growth rate on Table 25, until 

the charges start to rise. 

  

Graphic 14 – Case 3 Non-aeronautical Revenues  Graphic 15 – Case 3 Annual Passenger Demand 

On the other hand, concerning the FSC and LCC of 100/0, the AR is around 7 to 10 million euros a year 

(Table 36, Annex D) higher than in the 70/30 airlines share, however regarding the NAR, the reached 

value over the five year period is the same on both subcases. As the FSC passengers were not 

distinguished from the LCC passengers regarding the per passenger spending patterns at the airport 

terminal, the NAR remain approximately the same in the two cases. 

Model AR Growth Rate (%) NAR Growth Rate (%) 

Case Subcase 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 

Case 3.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

3.1.1. 15,24 4,53 6,55 6,06 6,43 2,25 3,53 2,69 

3.1.2. 14,39 7,11 5,04 5,35 5,88 3,21 2,96 2,76 

3.1.3. 12,63 9,11 7,03 3,11 5,06 4,73 2,96 1,49 

3.1.4. 13,00 6,93 6,54 5,35 5,31 3,10 3,13 2,70 

Case 3.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

3.2.1. 14,08 6,54 5,83 5,61 5,65 3,21 3,12 2,35 

3.2.2. 14,16 7,02 6,82 6,42 5,59 3,85 3,99 2,74 

3.2.3. 17,24 4,91 7,49 4,96 6,76 2,09 3,91 2,71 

3.2.4. 13,32 7,14 5,06 7,35 5,68 3,40 2,49 3,37 

Model Annual Passenger Demand Growth Rate (%) Annual Flights Growth Rate (%) 

Case Subcase 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 

Case 3.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

3.1.1. 9,22 3,57 4,48 4,14 11,19 7,95 7,77 5,64 

3.1.2. 8,31 5,06 3,63 4,29 10,59 7,65 7,74 6,15 

3.1.3. 7,02 7,18 3,76 2,36 11,47 8,06 7,81 5,56 
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3.1.4. 7,40 4,85 3,95 4,05 10,84 7,76 7,80 6,06 

Case 3.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

3.2.1. 7,87 5,02 3,91 3,58 11,06 7,86 7,77 5,66 

3.2.2. 7,88 6,04 5,22 4,13 10,22 7,93 7,67 6,23 

3.2.3. 9,62 3,34 4,96 4,21 11,10 7,85 7,82 5,87 

3.2.4. 7,98 5,34 2,95 5,09 10,23 7,45 7,64 6,23 

Table 25 – Case’s 3 Yearly Growth Rate regarding AR, NAR, APD and ANF 

 

5.5.4. Cases' Aggregated Overview – Conclusions 

After revealing and analyzing the results of each particular case, it was found useful to provide a broader 

and aggregated perspective in order to draw some conclusions regarding this case by case analysis 

heretofore enlightened. 

To begin with, regardless of the type of airport manager (case 1, 2 or 3), the FSC/LCC share 100/0 

remains approximately 10 million euros more profitable than the 70/30 share. Secondly, the more 

sensitive the airport manager, the more reactive the airlines will be towards it, as in case 1 a clearly 

perceptible distinction may be carried out among the airlines’ types and, on the other hand, regarding 

cases 2 and 3, with a less responsive type of airport manager, such distinction was hardly perceived. 

Regarding the Airlines’ Elasticity Coefficients, higher total airport revenues tend to occur when the LCCs 

are more reactive (-1.70) to airport LOS variations and the FSCs are typically reactive (-1.23) to the 

same airport LOS variation. 

Concerning the scenarios in which the FSC and LCC share of 70/30 at LIS and regarding the distinction 

among the Airlines’ Elasticity Coefficients, by analyzing the total aeronautical and non-aeronautical 

revenues at LIS in a five year period, it was found that case 1 induces the largest aggregated growth 

rate when compared to the other two cases. Given that in case 1 a more responsive to airport LOS 

variations type of airport manager has been represented, it is logical that once it becomes closer to the 

airport LOS capacity, the airport manager tries to discourage the airlines to add more traffic, as it is 

perceived by the decrease in the ANF on Graphic 17. In this case, a high increase in charges (8%) will 

lead to a significant decrease on the airlines’ flight frequency and, consequently, the airport’s revenues 

are also expected to decrease. 

In contrast, cases 2 and 3 present smoother and more regular curves, which tend to an almost linear 

increase along the considered five years, with steadier growth rates. Given that in cases 2 and 3 a more 

unresponsive to airport LOS variations type of airport managers have been represented, it is logical that 

until it becomes closer to the airport’s full capacity, the airport manager tries to incentive the airlines to 

add more and more traffic, as it is perceived in Graphic 17, by lowering their aeronautical charges. As it 

has been mentioned, in this case, a high decrease in charges will lead to a high increase of the airline 

flight frequency reaching, after the five year period, 185 thousand annual flights regarding case 2 and 

200 thousand annual flights concerning case 3’s. Consequently, on a long-term period, higher than case 

1 airport revenues are expected. 
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Graphic 16 – Total Airport Revenues FSC/LCC share 70/30  Graphic 17 – Total ANF with FSC/LCC share 70/30 

On the other hand, considering the FSC/LCC share 100/0 at LIS, by analyzing Graphic 18 regarding the 

total airport revenues, it is noticeable that, again, case 1’s type of airport manager induces a much 

stronger growth than the other two cases. Moreover, after the five year period, it was found that a less 

reactive type of FSC (-0.90) led to higher airport revenues of 440 million euros, whereas a more reactive 

to airport decisions FSC would induce slightly lower results, of about 430 million euros. Nevertheless, 

case 1’s wilder growth is predicted to lower on the next seasons as Graphic 19 shows a decrease on 

the ANF, result of the high responsiveness of the airport manager to airport LOS variation. Instead, 

cases 2 and 3 express a smoother and more gradual growth, being predicted a continuous growth 

beyond the five year scope as Graphic 19 displays a regular increase and growth rate regarding the 

ANF. 
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Graphic 18 – Total Airport Revenues FSC/LCC share 100/0   Graphic 19 – Total ANF with FSC/LCC share 70/30 

Finally, observing Table 26, it is possible to notice that, regardless of the type of airport manager (case 

1, 2 or 3), the FSC/LCC share 100/0 remains more profitable than the 70/30 share, as the FSCs usually 

incur in more charges whilst at the airport infrastructures than the LCCs. In addition, cases 1 and 3 

demonstrate having higher airport revenues (2.039.547.714 euros and 1.947.084.005 euros) when the 

LCCs present an Elasticity Coefficient lower than the usual (-1.70), meaning that a more reactive to the 

airport manager decisions LCC shall induce higher revenues on the airport infrastructures (subcases 

1.2.3. and 3.2.3., respectively). On the other hand, regarding a moderately sensitive to airport LOS 

variation type of airport manager (case 2), it was found that the highest revenue occurred when the 

FSCs entailed a less reactive Elasticity Coefficient (-0.90), reaching a total of airport revenues of 

1.972.394.502 euros in five years. All in all, Table 26 reveals that case 1 achieved the highest total 

airport revenues of 2.039.547.714 euros, in the five year period. However, on a long-term, the regular 

growth regarding cases 2 and 3 is predicted to attain higher revenues than case 1’s. 

Regarding the ANF, it would be expected that the subcases with higher revenues were the same with 

the highest ANF. However, according to Table 26, there is a trend on the subcases with low LCC 

Elasticity Coefficients reactivity (subcases 1.1.3., 2.1.3. and 3.1.3.) and whose FSC/LCC share is 70/30, 

that induces the highest ANF. This mismatch of the subcases with the highest revenues (FSC/LCC 

share 100/0) not being the ones with the highest ANF (FSC/LCC share 70/30) may be explained as the 

FSCs tend to spend more time and more resources at the airport infrastructure and, then, much more 

aeronautical revenues by the airport manager are achieved with less flights. In addition, as the LCCs 

have lower Elasticity Coefficients than the FSCs, when the airport capacity allows it, they shall inject 

much more flights than the FSCs, explaining the higher values of ANF occurring in different subcases 

other than those with the highest total airport revenues. This implies that an identical increase of the 
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airport charges will influence differently the FSCs and the LCCs (Qin & Olaru, 2016), as they present 

different reactions to airport charges variations. 

Case Subcase 

Total Airport Revenues Annual Number of Flights 

5 years Sum 
(Euros) 

Maximum 
per Case 
(Euros) 

5 years Sum 
(Euros) 

Maximum 
per Case 
(Euros) 

Case 1 

FSC/LCC share 
70/30 

1.1.1. 1964483993 

2039547714 

878789 

887880 

1.1.2. 1969871750 859664 

1.1.3. 1988952638 887880 

1.1.4. 1979483384 872036 

FSC/LCC share 
100/0 

1.2.1. 2031331420 877424 

1.2.2. 2008442007 853321 

1.2.3. 2039547714 877576 

1.2.4. 2014416146 853613 

Case 2 

FSC/LCC share 
70/30 

2.1.1. 1921482087 

1972394502 

858464 

859375 

2.1.2. 1916307095 853018 

2.1.3. 1912643672 859375 

2.1.4. 1910004299 854843 

FSC/LCC share 
100/0 

2.2.1. 1965267389 856732 

2.2.2. 1972394502 854883 

2.2.3. 1962868442 856793 

2.2.4. 1960877638 854849 

Case 3 

FSC/LCC share 
70/30 

3.1.1. 1907667019 

1947084005 

862185 

864728 

3.1.2. 1899569620 857083 

3.1.3. 1929743407 864728 

3.1.4. 1906040156 859562 

FSC/LCC share 
100/0 

3.2.1. 1946737197 860833 

3.2.2. 1937709118 855786 

3.2.3. 1947084005 861631 

3.2.4. 1945988339 853304 

   Maximum 2039547714 Maximum 887880 

Table 26 – Summary of the highest Total Airport Revenues and the highest Annual Number of Flights per Case 
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Chapter 6 

 

Conclusions and Future Research 

 

6.1. Final Conclusions 

The air transport sector regards the airport as the paramount piece of the air transport system, consisting 

of the physical platform where transferences between the land transport and the air transport may occur. 

According to Ashford (1997), it may be stressed that the air transport system comprises the relationship 

among three main agents: the airport, the airline and the passenger, whose interaction is dependent on 

a set of landside and airside stakeholders and, then, dependent on their respective airport activities. 

Moreover, following Macário et al.'s (2007) line of work, the airport activities may be differentiated in two 

general categories of core and non-core activities. The core activities are directly related to the aviation 

activity and, hence, to the generation of aeronautical revenues, whereas the non-core activities are 

those engendered by activities that are not directly related to the aircrafts’ operations and, in so being, 

are associated to the non-aeronautical revenues. As a result, an airport may be considered a two-sided 

platform as it aims to attract, preserve and allow interactions between both of their customers – the 

airlines and the passengers – responsible for the generation of aeronautical and non-aeronautical 

revenues. 

Both airports and airlines must interact with each other so that a successful business may be achieved. 

The airport-airline relationship is, then, essential to identify and understand which key factors may 

induce a healthy relationship between these two entities. Following the same path as Fichert & Klophaus 

(2011), it has been stressed that an airport’s development regarding revenues, passengers and aircraft 

movements may be influenced by two types of factors: endogenous and exogenous. All in all, to 

demonstrate the influence of these key factors altogether and its consequences on the airport’s and 

airlines’ dynamics, a complex system with multiple feedback loops interactions was developed. 

The majority of the literature either focus on the airport or on the airline, however there is still few 

research on the operational airport-airline interaction in a holistic manner and its potential financial 

consequences. To bridge this gap, the present dissertation’s objective is to simulate and to illustrate 

how the financial interactions between the airport and the airlines, particularly the airport managers’ 

strategic decisions towards airlines, reflect on the airports’ aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues. 

In other words, it aims to evaluate the airport’s decisions regarding charges, level of service (LOS), 

incentives and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate tendency and how it would reflect on both 

the airlines’ flight frequency and on airport revenues over time. 
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In order to address the dissertation’s objective, a System Dynamics (SD) model composed by seven 

distinct modules – infrastructures’ demand; aeronautical revenues; non-aeronautical revenues; airport’s 

level of service; airport’s discounts; airlines’ operating costs; and GDP – was designed to simulate and 

analyze the airport-airline financial interactions and respective implications on each other’s behaviour. 

This SD framework has been implemented in the form of a stock-and-flow diagram in Anylogic 7.0.2. 

Professional Edition. Thus, it has the capability to model, generate scenarios and analyze the simulation 

performance based on information feedback that are continuously transformed into decisions and 

actions. Altogether, a generic and easily customizable SD based framework has been constructed to 

assess Lisbon International Airport – Humberto Delgado Airport (LIS) – revenue performance, 

concerning distinct scenarios of airport charges, level of service and airline elasticities. 

Aiming to accomplish the model’s purpose, twenty four different parameter scenarios distributed over 

three main cases (cases 1, 2 and 3) were evaluated. Each case represented one type of airport manager 

regarding its sensitiveness to the airport LOS variation. Concerning each one of the three types of airport 

managers, from the hyper sensitive (case 1) to the almost unresponsive to airport LOS variation type of 

airport manager (case 3), three distinct parameters were assessed – Airport Charge Variation due to 

airport LOS variation, FSC and LCC share at LIS, Airline Elasticity Coefficients – on the model’s core 

outputs: Aeronautical Revenues, Non-aeronautical Revenues, Air Passengers Demand and the Annual 

Number of Flights. Moreover, the simulation timing was set for five years (1825 days), starting in 2015 

and ending in 2020, as the model was validated with data from 2015. 

Having the purpose of the present dissertation been achieved, the attained results evidenced, first of 

all, that regardless the type of airport manager (case 1, 2 or 3), the FSC/LCC share 100/0 remains 

approximately 10 million euros more profitable than the 70/30 share, as the FSCs usually incur in more 

charges whilst at the airport infrastructures than the LCCs. Second of all, regarding the airlines’ elasticity 

coefficients, higher total airport revenues tend to occur when the LCCs are more reactive (-1.70) to 

airport LOS variations and the FSCs typically reactive (-1.23) to the same airport LOS variation. Then, 

the more sensitive the airport manager is, the more reactive the airlines will be, hence the more irregular 

the model’s outputs will be. 

Concerning the short/medium-term of five years, case 1, a hyper sensitive to airport LOS type of airport 

manager induces a much stronger growth on the total airport revenues, than the other two cases. As a 

result, it was found that the more responsive to the airport LOS variations the airport manager, the higher 

the total airport revenues on the short/medium-term. However, the first case’s wilder growth is predicted 

to lower after the five year period becoming irregular and not tending to any type of smooth equilibrium, 

as the hyper sensitiveness to control and preserve the designed airport LOS induces higher airport 

charges, as the airport becomes close to its full capacity. 

On the other hand, considering the long-term perspective (more than five years), cases 2 and 3 lead to 

higher total airport revenues, as well as higher annual flight frequency, once the low responsiveness of 

both the airport managers to the airport LOS variation, maintain the airport charges low and, then, 

encourages the airlines to increase their flight frequency. Thus, it is predicted that both cases gradually 
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tend to an asymptotic maximum according to the airport’s runway and terminal capacities, although case 

3 is able to lead to the highest revenues and the lowest level of service, result of the unresponsiveness 

of the airport manager. 

Finally, the developed model provides methodological and practical contributions as it presents itself as 

a generic and flexible decision support tool that will facilitate high-level airport decision-making, as well 

as predicting the airlines’ behaviour regarding each type of airline and each type of airport manager. 

Moreover, it provides an expandable and valid modeling structure, which creates the possibility to 

explore a myriad of distinct conditions and variables – costs, revenues, annual number of passengers 

and flights. In addition, an intuitive user interface that controls some key parameters that one may vary 

either before or along the run and whose results are conducted to an independent spreadsheet for 

further analysis after each run are also considered in the present model. 

 

6.2. Limitations and Future Research 

Concerning the scope of the present dissertation, some model simplifications have been introduced 

inducing some small model limitations. The use of the PERT distribution to estimate the daily Seat 

Capacity per Flight, despite being the most adequate approximation of the reality to accommodate this 

simplification, it still introduces a small variability, that was partially eliminated by running each scenario 

for five times. On the other hand, the NAR being only dependent on the number of air passengers, 

excluding other relevant factors such as the increase or decrease of the purchasing power per 

passenger over time, as well as not considering any type of distinction between the spending patterns 

regarding the FSCs’ and LCCs’ passengers are also limiting factors. Nevertheless, the latter factor was 

beyond the scope of the present dissertation. Finally, the continuous struggle to acquire trusted available 

data concerning the LIS’ airport manager – ANA Aeroportos de Portugal – was not easy, once the LIS’ 

information is undisclosed. As a result, other official entities and unofficial resources (field experts) were 

considered, so that the parameter setting and, hence, the model validation might be completed. 

The challenges regarding the airport-airline interactions still have much potential for further investigation. 

According to Sterman (2000) “modeling is part of a learning process, is iterative, a continual process of 

formulating hypothesis, testing and revision, of both formal and mental models”. Therefore, it is 

suggested a continuous refining process, in which model perfection and completion regard a quite utopic 

perspective. This being said, concerning the present dissertation, three main future work topics are 

suggested: 

 To eliminate the variability arising from the Seat Capacity per Flight parameter so that more 

realistic results could be achieved. In the present model, the Seat Capacity per Flight parameter 

designates the average number of seats provided by one aircraft per day and it was admitted 

as a simplification that in one day all of the aircrafts provide the same number of seats. Thus, 

in order to accommodate such simplification, a known PERT distribution is responsible for 
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varying this parameter according to the actual LIS’ number of seats provided. As mentioned in 

the current subchapter, despite being the most adequate approximation of the reality to 

accommodate this simplification, it still introduces variability to the model and some inaccuracy 

as in one day several types of aircrafts with their respective capacities arrive to and depart from 

an airport. Then, via Java programming code, it is suggested to introduce a command that asks 

for a previously loaded list of seats per flight on a trivial day. As a result, the slight variability 

introduced by the PERT distribution, would no longer be an issue. 

 To distinguish both FSCs and LCCs passengers’ spending patterns at the airport terminal. As 

mentioned on subchapter 5.5., the NAR yearly variation was addressed as being the result of a 

set of airport’s non-core activities exclusively dependent on the total air passengers, whose 

spending patterns were considered as a general average. For simplification purposes, a further 

discrimination regarding the FSCs’ and LCCs’ type of passengers has not been delivered. Then, 

it is suggested to consider a distinction between the FSCs’ and LCCs’ passengers regarding 

their spending patterns at the airport terminal, so that a more accurate yearly value of the NAR 

might be achieved. 

 Further structure the airline operating costs. The paramount user of the current simulation model 

shall be an airport manager, as it characterizes itself as a generic and flexible decision support 

tool that facilitate high-level airport’s decision-making. However, recalling subchapter 4.2.2.7., 

the model also comprises an airline operating costs module (module 6), that assesses all of the 

operating costs from the moment an aircraft lands until it takes-off from the airport. Yet, it 

processes all of the flights and, then, all of the operating costs in an aggregated manner, not 

being possible to distinguish the FSCs from the LCCs operating costs, for instance. Therefore, 

in order to broad the scope of the present model to the airlines as well, a further structure and 

detail on the module 6 is required. Furthermore, a distinction between services used by both 

FSCs and LCCs, as well as the share each airline company has on the airport would be 

necessary.  
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Annex A – Base Model SD Structure and Detailed Modules 

 

 

Figure 21 – SD Model of the Airport-Airline Financial Interactions (analytical approach) 
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Figure 22 – Module 1’s Detailed Perspective 

 

 

Figure 23 – Module 2’s Detailed Perspective 
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Figure 24 – Module 3’s Detailed Perspective 

 

 

Figure 25 – Module 4’s Detailed Perspective 

 

 

Figure 26 – Module 5’s Detailed Perspective 
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Figure 27 – Module 6’s Detailed Perspective 

 

 

Figure 28 – Module 7’s Detailed Perspective 
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Annex B – LIS Parameter Characterization 
Air Ticket Price Factors Concerning the Period of the Year (Euros) Season Factors 

Destination 
Medium 

Season 
Airline 

Low 

Season 
Airline 

High 

Season 
Airline 

Low 

Season 
Airline Type of Airline Average (Euros) 

Medium 

Season 

Low 

Season 

High 

Season 

Low 

Season 

Paris 
28 Ryanair 20 Aigle Azur 30 Ryanair 20 Aigle Azur LCC 24,5 1,14 0,82 1,22 0,82 

105 Air France 32 TAP 43 Iberia 32 TAP FSC 53,0 1,98 0,60 0,81 0,60 

London 
42 Ryanair 35 EasyJet 65 Ryanair 35 EasyJet LCC 44,3 0,95 0,79 1,47 0,79 

61 British Airways 42 TAP 75 TAP 42 TAP FSC 55,0 1,11 0,76 1,36 0,76 

Amsterdam 
60 Vueling 64 Transavia 114 Transavia 64 Transavia LCC 75,5 0,79 0,85 1,51 0,85 

170 KLM 86 Iberia 119 TAP 86 Iberia FSC 115,3 1,48 0,75 1,03 0,75 

Genève 
55 EasyJet 41 EasyJet 96 EasyJet 41 EasyJet LCC 58,3 0,94 0,70 1,65 0,70 

85 TAP 75 TAP 105 TAP 75 TAP FSC 85,0 1,00 0,88 1,24 0,88 

Rome 
130 Ryanair 35 Ryanair 74 Ryanair 35 Ryanair LCC 68,5 1,90 0,51 1,08 0,51 

144 TAP 41 TAP 144 TAP 41 TAP FSC 92,5 1,56 0,44 1,56 0,44 

Brussels 
40 Ryanair 55 Ryanair 77 Ryanair 55 Ryanair LCC 56,8 0,70 0,97 1,36 0,97 

54 Brussels Airlines 61 TAP 81 TAP 61 TAP FSC 64,3 0,84 0,95 1,26 0,95 

New York 345 TAP 320 TAP 530 TAP 320 TAP FSC 378,8 0,91 0,84 1,40 0,84 

Boston 320 TAP 320 TAP 564 TAP 320 TAP FSC 381,0 0,84 0,84 1,48 0,84 

Fortaleza 654 TAP 474 Azul 917 Azul 474 Azul FSC 629,8 1,04 0,75 1,46 0,75 

Rio de Janeiro 770 TAP 603 TAP 848 TAP 603 TAP FSC 706,0 1,09 0,85 1,20 0,85 

São Paulo 782 TAP 593 TAP 865 TAP 593 TAP FSC 708,3 1,10 0,84 1,22 0,84 

Casablanca 95 TAP 79 TAP 115 TAP 79 TAP FSC 92,0 1,03 0,86 1,25 0,86 

Praia 292 TACV 146 TAP 358 TAP 146 TAP FSC 235,5 1,24 0,62 1,52 0,62 

Luanda 265 TAP 241 TAP 260 TAP 241 TAP FSC 251,8 1,05 0,96 1,03 0,96 

Dubai 453 TAP 422 TAP 476 Emirates 422 TAP FSC 443,3 1,02 0,95 1,07 0,95 

Istanbul 226 Turkish Airlines 216 TAP 227 Turkish Airlines 216 TAP FSC 221,3 1,02 0,98 1,03 0,98 

Moscow 115 TAP 129 TAP 161 TAP 129 TAP FSC 133,5 0,86 0,97 1,21 0,97 

          Average 1,11 0,80 1,28 0,80 

 Table 27 – Air Ticket Price Season Factors regarding the period of the year Low, Medium and High Seasons (based on (Skyscanner, 2017))
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Average Ticket Price (euros) 

FSC LCC 

273,29 54,63 

Table 28 – Average Ticket Price for both FSC and LCC (based on (Skyscanner, 2017)) 

 

Distribution of the Aircrafts' Movements Share by Region on ANA Airports 

Type of Traveler Regular Traffic (%) 

International 8,7 

Inside Schengen 79,7 

Outside Schengen 11,6 

Total 100 

Table 29 – Distribution of the Aircrafts’ Movements Share by Region on ANA Airports (retrieved from (INAC – Instituto 
Nacional de Aviação Civil, 2015)) 

Percentage of Passengers in each Category in the Model 

  Departing Arriving Transfer Total 

ANA Group 19624883 19658734 317304 39600921 

LIS 10122973 10140434 163673 20427079 

% 0,496 0,496 0,008 1,000 

Table 30 – Percentage of Departing, Arriving and Transfer Air Passengers (based on (Pordata, 2017)) 

 

Yearly Growth Rate 

Years Growth Rate GDP EU 28 Growth Rate Portugal Growth Rate Total Passengers 

2005 0,044 0,041 0,048 

2006 0,057 0,048 0,101 

2007 0,059 0,055 0,092 

2008 0,005 0,019 0,022 

2009 -0,058 -0,019 -0,021 

2010 0,042 0,026 0,060 

2011 0,029 -0,021 0,055 

2012 0,019 -0,044 0,034 

2013 0,008 0,011 0,046 

2014 0,033 0,017 0,133 

2015 0,051 0,037 0,108 

Correlation 0,80 

Table 31 – GDP and LIS’ Total Passengers Yearly Growth Rate (based on (European Comission, 2017a; INE, 2017; Pordata, 
2017)) 

 

Total Yearly Growth 

Years GDP EU 28 Total Air Passengers 

2004 11098464,1 10510168,0 

2005 11590377,7 11015705,0 

2006 12255317,2 12130357,0 

2007 12983310,0 13240879,0 

2008 13054560,5 13532708,0 

2009 12297013,4 13245890,0 

2010 12817343,1 14035302,0 
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2011 13192553,6 14806537,0 

2012 13448656,9 15314800,0 

2013 13558629,9 16025510,0 

2014 14002583,4 18158588,0 

2015 14714003,4 20110804,0 

Correlation 0,96 

Table 32 – GDP EU 28’s and LIS’ Total Air Passengers in absolute values (based on (European Comission, 2017a; INE, 2017; 
Pordata, 2017) 

 

 

Graphic 20 - GDP EU 28’s vs LIS’ Total Air Passengers in absolute values correlation (based on (European Comission, 2017a; 
INE, 2017; Pordata, 2017)) 
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Annex C – Java Programming Elements 

 

Model time: 

//Simulation time step 
 
If (Day == 365){ 

 Day = 1; 
} else { 

 Day +=1; 
} 
 
 
//Simulation time delay (IATA season) 
 
if (Day == 84) //IATA Winter season 

{ 
 Season = Season + 1; 
 //day 84 is the last Sunday on March 
} 
else if (Day == 301) //IATA Summer season 

{ 
 Season = Season + 1; 
 //day 301 is the last Sunday on October 
} 

 

Input Excel file – Scheduled DFF: 

if (Season_Input <= 2) //seasons 1 and 2 are scheduled 

 { 
 if (i < InputDFF.getLastRowNum(1)) 

 { 
  DFF = InputDFF.getCellNumericValue(1, i, 2); //get each day's DFF from an Excel File 
   
  i = i + 1; //counter 
 } 
} 

 

Output of the model to an Excel File: 

NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(DFF_dataset, 1, 3, 1); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(AnnualFlights_dataset, 1, 3, 3); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(ActualDailyDemand_dataset, 1, 3, 5); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(PassengerDemand_dataset, 1, 3, 7); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(RealLoadFactor_dataset, 1, 3, 9); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(AircraftWaitingTime_dataset, 1, 3, 11); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(DailyAeronauticalRevenues_dataset, 2, 3, 1); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(DailyNonAeronauticalRevenues_dataset, 2, 3, 3); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(AeronauticalRevenues_dataset, 2, 3, 5); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(NonAeronauticalRevenues_dataset, 2, 3, 7); 
NumberOfFlights1.writeDataSet(AirportRevenues_dataset, 2, 3, 9); 

traceln("Please find the results on the Excel spreadsheet NumberOfFlights1.");  
//message printed on the user's software window to aware him/her the output's file name 
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Runway Capacity error check: 

if (DailyFlightFrequency > RunwayCapacity*1.20) 

{ 
 stopSimulation(); //stop simultaion whether the DFF were 20% higher than the runway capacity limit 
 traceln("ERROR: The Daily Flight Frequency cannot be higher than the Runway Capacity."); 
 //message printed on the user's software window to aware him/her the current error 
} 

 

Aircrafts’ Characteristics regarding the Seat Capacity per Flight: 

if (SeatCapacityPerFlight < 100) //AT72-500 and AT72-600 

{ 
 AverageMTOW = 23; 
 PricePerTonne = 5.91; 
 FuelCapacity = 5000; 
 CabinCrew = 4; 
 //cabin crew include the pilots 
} 
if (SeatCapacityPerFlight < 110) //E190 

{ 
 AverageMTOW = 50; 
 PricePerTonne = 7.03; 
 FuelCapacity = 13000; 
 CabinCrew = 5; 
 //aircrafts 25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes 
} 
if (SeatCapacityPerFlight < 135) //A319 

{ 
 AverageMTOW = 75; 
 PricePerTonne = 7.03; 
 FuelCapacity = 24000; 
 CabinCrew = 5; 
 //aircrafts 25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes 
} 
else if (SeatCapacityPerFlight <= 190) //A320 and B737-800 

{ 
 AverageMTOW = 77; 
 PricePerTonne = 8.27; 
 FuelCapacity = 27000; 
 CabinCrew = 6; 
 //aircrafts 75 to 150 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes 
} 
else if (SeatCapacityPerFlight <= 210) //A321 

{ 
 AverageMTOW = 93.5; 
 PricePerTonne = 8.27; 
 FuelCapacity = 30000; 
 CabinCrew = 6; 
 //aircrafts 75 to 150 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes 
} 
else if (SeatCapacityPerFlight <= 265) //A330-200 

{ 
 AverageMTOW = 242; 
 PricePerTonne = 6.27; 
 FuelCapacity = 139000; 
 CabinCrew = 8; 
 //over 150 tonnes, per tonne above 150 tonnes 
} 
else if (SeatCapacityPerFlight > 265) //A340-300 and B777-300 

{ 
 AverageMTOW = 275; 
 PricePerTonne = 6.27; 
 FuelCapacity = 139000; 
 CabinCrew = 10; //over 150 tonnes, per tonne above 150 tonnes 
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Check-in desks utilization variability: 

//Check-in desks utilization rate according to the year's season 
 
if (Month >= 6 && Month <= 8) //High season 

{ 
 DailyCheckInUtilization = uniform_discr(CheckInDesksCapacity-10,CheckInDesksCapacity); 
} 
else if (Month > 1 && Month < 6) //Low season 

{ 
 DailyCheckInUtilization = uniform_discr(CheckInDesksCapacity-40,CheckInDesksCapacity); 
} 
else if (Month > 8 && Month < 12) //Low season 

{ 
 DailyCheckInUtilization = uniform_discr(CheckInDesksCapacity-40,CheckInDesksCapacity); 
} 
else //Medium season 

{ 
 DailyCheckInUtilization = uniform_discr(CheckInDesksCapacity-20,CheckInDesksCapacity); 
} 

 

Definition of the Airport Attractiveness level (winter season only, summer season is analog) – Runway 

and Ground Handling LOS: 

//Airport Attractiveness classification from the airlines perspective  
//according to the Runway and Ground Handling LOS 
 
//Winter season level of airport attractiveness 
 
if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "F" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "F") 

{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 11; 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "E" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "F" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 

== "F" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "E") 
{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 10; 
 //Variation rate of the Airport Charges = Airbridge, GPS, Parking (GroundHandling), Landing Charges 
(Runway) 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "E" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "E" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 

== "D" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "F" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "F" && 
LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "D") 
{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 9; 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "D" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "E" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 

== "E" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "D" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "C" && 
LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "F" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "F" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS 
== "C") 
{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 8; 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "D" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "D" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 

== "C" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "E" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "E" && 
LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "C" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "B" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS 
== "F" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "F" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "B") 
{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 7; 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "A" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "F" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 

== "F" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "A" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "D" && 
LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "D" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "B" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS 
== "E" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "E" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "B" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 
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== "C" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "D" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "D" && 
LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "C") 
{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 6; 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "C" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "C" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 

== "B" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "D" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "D" && 
LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "B" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "A" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS 
== "E" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "E" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "A") 
{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 5; 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "C" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "B" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 

== "B" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "C" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "A" && 
LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "D" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "D" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS 
== "A") 
{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 4; 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "B" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "B" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 

== "A" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "C" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "C" && 
LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "A") 
{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 3; 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "A" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "B" || LastWinter_RunwayLOS 

== "B" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "A") 
{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 2; 
} 
else if (LastWinter_RunwayLOS == "A" && LastWinter_GroundHandlingLOS == "A") 

{ 
 AirportAttractiveness_Winter = 1; 
} 
 
 

Definition of Change in Travel Time (winter and summer season) – Check-in and Security LOS: 

 

//Returns the extra average time that a passenger has to spend in the airport terminal due to congestion triggered 
by the Daily Flight Frequency 
 
if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "F" && Security_DailyLOS == "F") 

{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = 25; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "E" && Security_DailyLOS == "F" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "F" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "E") 
{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = 23; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "E" && Security_DailyLOS == "E" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "D" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "F" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "F" && Security_DailyLOS == "D") 
{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = 20; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "D" && Security_DailyLOS == "E" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "E" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "D" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "C" && Security_DailyLOS == "F" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "F" 
&& Security_DailyLOS == "C") 
{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = 15; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "C" && Security_DailyLOS == "E" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "E" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "C" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "B" && Security_DailyLOS == "F" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "F" 
&& Security_DailyLOS == "B") 
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{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = 10; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "D" && Security_DailyLOS == "D" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "B" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "E" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "E" && Security_DailyLOS == "B" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "C" 
&& Security_DailyLOS == "D" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "D" && Security_DailyLOS == "C") 
{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = 5; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "A" && Security_DailyLOS == "F" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "F" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "A") 
{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = 3; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "C" && Security_DailyLOS == "C" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "B" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "D" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "D" && Security_DailyLOS == "B" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "A" 
&& Security_DailyLOS == "E" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "E" && Security_DailyLOS == "A") 
{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = 0; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "C" && Security_DailyLOS == "B" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "B" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "C" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "A" && Security_DailyLOS == "D" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "D" 
&& Security_DailyLOS == "A") 
{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = -3.; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "B" && Security_DailyLOS == "B" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "A" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "C" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "C" && Security_DailyLOS == "A") 
{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = -5; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "A" && Security_DailyLOS == "B" || CheckIn_DailyLOS == "B" && 

Security_DailyLOS == "A") 
{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = -10; 
} 
else if (CheckIn_DailyLOS == "A" && Security_DailyLOS == "A") 

{ 
 ChangeTravelTime_LOS = -15; 

 

Delta percentage change on the Daily Flight Frequency concerning the airport LOS (winter variation 

only, summer variation is analog): 

 

if (Season_LOS >= 2 && Day_LOS > 0 && Day_LOS <= 84 || Season_LOS >= 2 && Day_LOS > 301 && 

Day_LOS <= 365) 
{ 
 if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 1) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = 
AirportChargesVariation*AirportCharges_AirportAttractivenessLevelVariation;     
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 2) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = 
AirportChargesVariation*AirportCharges_AirportAttractivenessLevelVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 3) 

 { 
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  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = 
AirportChargesVariation*AirportCharges_AirportAttractivenessLevelVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 4) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = 
AirportChargesVariation*AirportCharges_AirportAttractivenessLevelVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 5) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = AirportChargesVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 6) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = -AirportChargesVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 7) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = -
AirportChargesVariation*AirportCharges_AirportAttractivenessLevelVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 8) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = -
AirportChargesVariation*AirportCharges_AirportAttractivenessLevelVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 9) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = -
AirportChargesVariation*AirportCharges_AirportAttractivenessLevelVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 10) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = -
AirportChargesVariation*AirportCharges_AirportAttractivenessLevelVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 } 
 else if (AirportAttractiveness_Winter == 11) 

 { 
  AirportCharges_WinterVariation = -
AirportChargesVariation*AirportCharges_AirportAttractivenessLevelVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_FSCWinterVariation = FSC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
  DailyFlightFrequency_LCCWinterVariation = LCC_Elasticity*AirportCharges_WinterVariation; 
 }  
} 
 

Daily Flight Frequency season update: 

 

if (Day_LOS > 0 && Day_LOS <= 84 || Day_LOS > 301 && Day_LOS <= 365) //Winter season 
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{ 
Winter.add(DailyFlightFrequency_LOS); //add to a collection memory the registered DFF in the Winter 
season 

} 
else if (Day_LOS <= 301 && Day_LOS > 84) //Summer season 

{ 
Summer.add(DailyFlightFrequency_LOS); //add to a collection memory the registered DFF in the 
Summer season 

} 
if (Season_LOS > 2 && Day_LOS > 0 && Day_LOS <= 84 || Season_LOS > 2 && Day_LOS > 301 && Day_LOS 

<= 365) 
 { 
 if (i_Winter < Winter.size()) //as long as the model is running, the next season DFF will be affected by the 

previous season one 
 { 
  WinterDFF = Winter.get(i_Winter); //get the previous Winter season DFF from the collection 
memory in order to affect the actual DFF of the LOS, AIS and GDP 
  i_Winter = i_Winter + 1; //winter DFF counter 
 } 
} 
if (Season_LOS > 2 && Day_LOS <= 301 && Day_LOS > 84) 

 { 
 if (i_Summer < Summer.size()) //as long as the model is running, the next season DFF will be affected 

by the previous season one 
 { 
  SummerDFF = Summer.get(i_Summer); //get the previous Summer season DFF from the 
collection memory in order to affect the actual DFF of the LOS, AIS and GDP 
  i_Summer = i_Summer + 1; //summer DFF counter 
 } 
} 

 

Airport Incentive Schemes (AIS): 

 

//DepartingPassengerCharge_Discount 
 
if (RealLoadFactor >= 9./10) 

{ 
 PassengerInsideSchengen_Discount = 0.9;   //10% discount 
 PassengerOutsideSchengen_Discount = 0.9; //10% discount 
 PassengerInternational_Discount = 0.9;  //10% discount 
} 
else 

{ 
 PassengerInsideSchengen_Discount = 1.0;  //0% discount 
 PassengerOutsideSchengen_Discount = 1.0; //0% discount 
 PassengerInternational_Discount = 1.0;  //0% discount 
} 
 
 
//TransferPassengerCharge_Discount 
 
if (SingleTill_Regulation == 1) //Single-till regulation in force 

{ 
 if (DailyNonAeronauticalRevenues > TargetNonAeronauticalRevenues*0.8) 

 { 
//TargetNonAeronautical Revenue - maximum forecasted non-aeronautical revenues in one 
year 

  TransferInsideSchengen_Discount = 0.95;  //5% discount 
  TransferOutsideSchengen_Discount = 0.95; //5% discount 
  TransferInternational_Discount = 0.93; //8% discount 
 } 
 else if (DailyNonAeronauticalRevenues > TargetNonAeronauticalRevenues*0.6) 

 { 
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  TransferInsideSchengen_Discount = 0.98; //2% discount 
  TransferOutsideSchengen_Discount = 0.98; //2% discount 
  TransferInternational_Discount = 0.95; //5% discount 
 } 
 else 

 { 
  TransferInsideSchengen_Discount = 1;  //0% discount 
  TransferOutsideSchengen_Discount = 1; //0% discount 
  TransferInternational_Discount = 1;  //0% discount 
 } 
} 
else if (DualTill_Regulation == 1) //Dual-till regulation in force 

{ 
 TransferInsideSchengen_Discount = 1;  //0% discount 
 TransferOutsideSchengen_Discount = 1;  //0% discount 
 TransferInternational_Discount = 1;   //0% discount 
} 

 

Delta percentage change on the Daily Flight Frequency concerning the airport AIS: 

 

//The Discount Revenues represent a share of the total costs of the airlines, which through the elasticity equation 
may be converted in a percentage of fligths. In this case, a change in the price (discount) will produce a change in 
the percentage of flights  
 
if (Season_Discount >= 2 && Day_Discount > 0 && Day_Discount <= 84 || Season_Discount >= 2 && 

Day_Discount > 301 && Day_Discount <= 365) 
{ 
 DailyFlightFrequency_Discount_FSCWinterVariation = -LastWinter_Discount*FSC_Elasticity; 
 DailyFlightFrequency_Discount_LCCWinterVariation = -LastWinter_Discount*LCC_Elasticity; 
} 
 
 
if (Season_Discount >= 2 && Day_Discount > 84 && Day_Discount <= 301) 

{ 
 DailyFlightFrequency_Discount_FSCSummerVariation = -LastSummer_Discount*FSC_Elasticity; 
 DailyFlightFrequency_Discount_LCCSummerVariation = -LastSummer_Discount*LCC_Elasticity; 
} 
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Annex D – Simulation Results 
Scenarios’ Results Aeronautical Revenues (Euros) Non-aeronautical Revenues (Euros) 

Case Subcase/Year 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Case 1 

Case 1.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

1.1.1. 241906517 312773360 309114998 324885294 324012403 84140444 95253507 89506755 92570930 90319784 

1.1.2. 246148283 305041042 312023448 312748269 340665257 85082714 94014135 92193697 88604884 93350021 

1.1.3. 241687138 313774556 317129126 334545777 323733954 83990889 95312617 92673284 95346673 90758625 

1.1.4. 246624127 310759139 307857957 328172412 331223674 84822844 94388031 90380881 93340421 91913898 

Case 1.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

1.2.1. 250127822 321190870 324250419 344177445 334596460 84621666 95163386 92368615 94990158 89844580 

1.2.2. 248363032 305137245 320646136 332547063 350647710 84283615 92814425 92706548 91617967 89678265 

1.2.3. 251143856 321979653 325962227 343012481 340071079 84520490 95289650 92351835 94596925 90619518 

1.2.4. 248495413 306116727 319340594 333485685 356346895 83935234 92580481 92569546 90925730 90619841 

Case 2 

Case 2.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

2.1.1. 244436434 286406398 301734261 313470396 322058831 84219191 90491394 92015248 93128566 93521366 

2.1.2. 241107657 283271729 299936422 314307470 323715622 84025071 90093785 91872716 93814845 94161779 

2.1.3. 239047006 282318381 300956425 310136100 326410907 83845215 90593883 92256405 93114744 93964606 

2.1.4. 239556452 284929193 296750449 310516735 325466438 83812081 90103212 91828948 92948925 94091865 

Case 2.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

2.2.1. 247124684 294920245 311631079 321412667 335563536 84214350 90637579 92470685 93216368 94076196 

2.2.2. 249974583 292285107 308148937 322036966 343756499 84859968 90138600 91978118 93865767 95349957 

2.2.3. 249581981 290770894 309754974 323059949 335623735 84178445 90274995 92316648 93081354 94225467 

2.2.4. 243739034 288990756 306278538 325459234 342448879 83541892 90080631 91709626 93593781 95035268 

Case 3 

Case 3.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

3.1.1. 242008365 278879911 291500566 310586407 329413824 83750925 89136463 91140501 94354629 96895428 

3.1.2. 240348264 274927724 294468357 309299298 325853318 83687039 88607403 91453164 94161477 96763576 

3.1.3. 244235073 275090732 300141126 321227987 331207245 84264745 88526593 92711650 95457100 96881156 

3.1.4. 242521051 274042789 293024169 312186711 328890137 84198581 88667788 91412486 94276666 96819779 

Case 3.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

3.2.1. 248347266 283312185 301829224 319436241 337370001 84176958 88935061 91793279 94656526 96880456 

3.2.2. 244852823 279519498 299152879 319554875 340082548 83184662 87832781 91213063 94856816 97459174 

3.2.3. 243950996 286005343 300050806 322511523 338497912 83630275 89284518 91153937 94716977 97281717 

3.2.4. 248727811 281847021 301965442 317246055 340573595 83952140 88721618 91736115 94023901 97194640 

Table 33 – Simulation Results per year regarding each assessed Case: Aeronautical and Non-aeronautical Revenues 
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Scenarios’ Results Annual Passenger Demand (Air Passengers) Annual Flights (Number of Flights) 

Case Subcase/Year 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Case 1 

Case 1.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

1.1.1. 20481674 24394357 22409254 23702559 22660429 147234 184991 186561 189730 170273 

1.1.2. 20827043 23961932 23370291 21942437 23738559 146641 179353 182478 171546 179647 

1.1.3. 20440408 24424701 23566387 24277524 22834636 147537 187405 188249 190161 174528 

1.1.4. 20744561 24088771 22725961 23663916 23216631 146909 181668 184166 185257 174035 

Case 1.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

1.2.1. 20665942 24365182 23429908 24276372 22472328 147153 183884 185769 189434 171185 

1.2.2. 20539273 23523041 23542379 23033041 22420045 146201 175796 183834 176444 171045 

1.2.3. 20624272 24403377 23428381 24144467 22766078 147077 183793 185869 189569 171268 

1.2.4. 20416515 23427614 23515109 22761848 22761365 146213 175854 183907 176501 171138 

Case 2 

Case 2.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

2.1.1. 20520798 22681948 23309468 23582538 23792705 145189 167164 178002 183260 184850 

2.1.2. 20452401 22537063 23255271 23836434 24036450 144945 164890 175532 182019 185633 

2.1.3. 20382669 22728400 23394182 23563923 23952528 145249 167929 178807 183351 184040 

2.1.4. 20380435 22542747 23243155 23517103 24029913 145015 165804 176464 182377 185183 

Case 2.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

2.2.1. 20513336 22730332 23479366 23616030 24012145 145109 166686 177394 182777 184766 

2.2.2. 20739337 22555541 23291546 23833777 24444040 144764 163887 175580 182873 187778 

2.2.3. 20498949 22608079 23428102 23545745 24053881 145114 166649 177411 182797 184821 

2.2.4. 20277155 22531861 23206132 23740170 24347218 144767 163877 175563 182851 187791 

Case 3 

Case 3.1. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
70/30 

3.1.1. 20332871 22207756 23000811 24030773 25026229 144373 160525 173281 186739 197267 

3.1.2. 20314405 22001748 23115406 23954354 24982896 144270 159555 171766 185057 196436 

3.1.3. 20535545 21977340 23554859 24440097 25016519 144401 160957 173926 187509 197936 

3.1.4. 20511686 22028706 23097002 24008479 24980688 144316 159957 172376 185822 197090 

Case 3.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

3.2.1. 20509658 22122980 23232456 24140683 25005509 144355 160322 172918 186347 196890 

3.2.2. 20134697 21720744 23033578 24234999 25236861 144236 158972 171582 184740 196256 

3.2.3. 20305876 22259363 23003743 24145777 25161873 144357 160381 172967 186487 197438 

3.2.4. 20419238 22048324 23226750 23912393 25128957 144234 158989 170840 183893 195349 

Table 34 – Simulation Results per year regarding each assessed Case: Annual Passenger Demand and Annual Flights 
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Scenarios’ Results Total Airport Revenues (Euros) 

Case Subcase/Year 1 2 3 4 5 

Case 1 

Case 1.1. 
FSC/LCC share 

70/30 

1.1.1. 326046961 408026867 398621753 417456224 414332188 

1.1.2. 331230997 399055177 404217145 401353153 434015278 

1.1.3. 325678026 409087172 409802410 429892449 414492580 

1.1.4. 331446970 405147171 398238838 421512833 423137572 

Case 1.2. 
FSC/LCC share 

100/0 

1.2.1. 334749488 416354255 416619034 439167603 424441040 

1.2.2. 332646647 397951670 413352685 424165030 440325975 

1.2.3. 335664345 417269303 418314062 437609406 430690597 

1.2.4. 332430647 398697208 411910140 424411415 446966735 

Case 2 

Case 2.1. 
FSC/LCC share 

70/30 

2.1.1. 328655625 376897792 393749509 406598963 415580198 

2.1.2. 325132728 373365514 391809138 408122315 417877401 

2.1.3. 322892221 372912264 393212830 403250844 420375513 

2.1.4. 323368533 375032405 388579397 403465661 419558303 

Case 2.2. 
FSC/LCC share 

100/0 

2.2.1. 331339034 385557824 404101764 414629036 429639732 

2.2.2. 334834551 382423707 400127055 415902733 439106455 

2.2.3. 333760426 381045889 402071622 416141302 429849202 

2.2.4. 327280927 379071387 397988163 419053015 437484146 

Case 3 

Case 3.1. 
FSC/LCC share 

70/30 

3.1.1. 325759291 368016374 382641067 404941036 426309252 

3.1.2. 324035303 363535127 385921521 403460775 422616893 

3.1.3. 328499818 363617326 392852775 416685087 428088401 

3.1.4. 326719631 362710576 384436655 406463377 425709916 

Case 3.2. 
FSC/LCC share 

100/0 

3.2.1. 332524224 372247246 393622502 414092767 434250458 

3.2.2. 328037485 367352279 390365941 414411691 437541722 

3.2.3. 327581271 375289861 391204743 417228500 435779629 

3.2.4. 332679951 370568639 393701557 411269956 437768236 

Table 35 – Simulation Results per year regarding each assessed Case: Total Airport Revenues 
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FSC/LCC share Gap Comparison Aeronautical Revenues (Million euros) Non-aeronautical Revenues (Million euros) 

Case Subcase/Year 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Case 1 

Case 1.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

1.2.1. 8,22 8,42 15,14 19,29 10,58 0,48 -0,09 2,86 2,42 -0,48 

1.2.2. 2,21 0,10 8,62 19,80 9,98 -0,80 -1,20 0,51 3,01 -3,67 

1.2.3. 9,46 8,21 8,83 8,47 16,34 0,53 -0,02 -0,32 -0,75 -0,14 

1.2.4. 1,87 -4,64 11,48 5,31 25,12 -0,89 -1,81 2,19 -2,41 -1,29 

Δ Average 9,64 -0,09 

Case 2 

Case 2.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

2.2.1. 2,69 8,51 9,90 7,94 13,50 0,00 0,15 0,46 0,09 0,55 

2.2.2. 8,87 9,01 8,21 7,73 20,04 0,83 0,04 0,11 0,05 1,19 

2.2.3. 10,53 8,45 8,80 12,92 9,21 0,33 -0,32 0,06 -0,03 0,26 

2.2.4. 4,18 4,06 9,53 14,94 16,98 -0,27 -0,02 -0,12 0,64 0,94 

Δ Average 9,80 0,25 

Case 3 

Case 3.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

3.2.1. 6,34 4,43 10,33 8,85 7,96 0,43 -0,20 0,65 0,30 -0,01 

3.2.2. 4,50 4,59 4,68 10,26 14,23 -0,50 -0,77 -0,24 0,70 0,70 

3.2.3. -0,28 10,91 -0,09 1,28 7,29 -0,63 0,76 -1,56 -0,74 0,40 

3.2.4. 6,21 7,80 8,94 5,06 11,68 -0,25 0,05 0,32 -0,25 0,37 

Δ Average 6,75 -0,02 

Table 36 – Delta Gap on the Aeronautical and Non-aeronautical Revenues between the FSC/LCC share 100/0 and the FSC/LCC share 70/30 

 

FSC/LCC share Gap Comparison Annual Passenger Demand (Million air passengers) Annual Flights (Flights) 

Case Subcase/Year 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Case 1 

Case 1.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

1.2.1. 0,18 -0,03 1,02 0,57 -0,19 -81 -1107 -792 -296 911 

1.2.2. -0,29 -0,44 0,17 1,09 -1,32 -440 -3557 1357 4899 -8601 

1.2.3. 0,18 -0,02 -0,14 -0,13 -0,07 -459 -3612 -2380 -593 -3260 

1.2.4. -0,33 -0,66 0,79 -0,90 -0,46 -696 -5814 -259 -8756 -2897 

Δ Average -0,05 -1822 

Case 2 
Case 2.2. 
FSC/LCC 

2.2.1. -0,01 0,05 0,17 0,03 0,22 -80 -478 -608 -483 -83 

2.2.2. 0,29 0,02 0,04 0,00 0,41 -180 -1003 49 855 2145 
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share 
100/0 

2.2.3. 0,12 -0,12 0,03 -0,02 0,10 -135 -1280 -1396 -553 782 

2.2.4. -0,10 -0,01 -0,04 0,22 0,32 -248 -1926 -901 474 2608 

Δ Average 0,09 -122 

Case 3 

Case 3.2. 
FSC/LCC 

share 
100/0 

3.2.1. 0,18 -0,08 0,23 0,11 -0,02 -18 -203 -363 -391 -378 

3.2.2. -0,18 -0,28 -0,08 0,28 0,25 -34 -583 -184 -317 -180 

3.2.3. -0,23 0,28 -0,55 -0,29 0,15 -43 -576 -959 -1022 -497 

3.2.4. -0,09 0,02 0,13 -0,10 0,15 -82 -969 -1536 -1929 -1742 

Δ Average -0,01 -600 

Table 37 – Delta Gap on the Annual Passenger Demand and on the Annual Number of Flights between the FSC/LCC share 100/0 and the FSC/LCC share 70/30 

 

FSC/LCC share Gap Comparison Total Airport Revenues (Million euros) 

Case Subcase/Year 1 2 3 4 5 

Case 1 

Case 1.2. 
FSC/LCC share 

100/0 

1.2.1. 8,70 8,33 18,00 21,71 10,11 

1.2.2. 1,42 -1,10 9,14 22,81 6,31 

1.2.3. 9,99 8,18 8,51 7,72 16,20 

1.2.4. 0,98 -6,45 13,67 2,90 23,83 

Δ Average 9,55 

Case 2 

Case 2.2. 
FSC/LCC share 

100/0 

2.2.1. 2,68 8,66 10,35 8,03 14,06 

2.2.2. 9,70 9,06 8,32 7,78 21,23 

2.2.3. 10,87 8,13 8,86 12,89 9,47 

2.2.4. 3,91 4,04 9,41 15,59 17,93 

Δ Average 10,05 

Case 3 

Case 3.2. 
FSC/LCC share 

100/0 

3.2.1. 6,76 4,23 10,98 9,15 7,94 

3.2.2. 4,00 3,82 4,44 10,95 14,92 

3.2.3. -0,92 11,67 -1,65 0,54 7,69 

3.2.4. 5,96 7,86 9,26 4,81 12,06 

Δ Average 6,72 

Table 38 – Delta Gap on the Total Airport Revenues between the FSC/LCC share 100/0 and the FSC/LCC share 70/30
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